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Preface

I

have been studying traditional Japanese dwellings
(minka) since 1962, particularly in the Kansai, Chubu,

and Tohoku regions, and have continued to follow the
transformations in these homes with great interest over
the years. My motivation was very simple-I was interested in the question of why these buildings had survived in
Japan. Were minka the only example of buildings that had
retained their original wood-frame skeletal structure from
their construction in the Edo period, through the Meiji
and Taisho eras and the turbulent Showa period into
postwar, modern Japan? And if so, why? My interest
stemmed from a fundamental doubt about modern
methods of designing and building homes, especially the
methods used in multi-storied housing complexes, which
are not designed with a mechanism to allow for later renovation.
While conducting successive field surveys of Japanese
minka dwellings, I also began to look into the history of
housing. The method which I used, of searching not only
for the underlying structural framework but also its origins,
inevitably led me to adopt another methodology-investigation of the historical background to the design of residences. It occurred to me that, by combining the results
of these two different paths of investigation, 1 might be
able to spark an "awareness about housing conditions."
My design survey initially focused on the "interactions
and correlations between people, their possessions, and
their homes." This inevitably resulted in my conducting
thorough unit surveys of homes. The home is something
that exists on the basis of the relationships between a person and the people around him, as well as the many others beyond them. Thus, it goes without saying that each
home exists on the basis of its relationship with its immediate neighbors on either side and its more distant neighbors on either side of them.
In 1977, Tokyo University of Fine Arts and Music's
Department of Design instituted a new course in environ-
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mental design, and I was chosen to be in charge of the lectures. One day, during the process of gathering materials
for the course, it struck me that I was unaware of any
research published on the relationship between interior
design and exterior design-between, for example, a rural
home and its garden, or a row of houses in a town and the
street outside, or an abbot's quarters in a Zen temple and
the garden adjacent. I hurriedly searched through my
own limited library, but the books on architecture were
concerned solely with buildings, and the books on gardens solely with gardens. I could not find a single plan or
photo depicting the nature of the relationship between
buildings and gardens.
With this, I decided to revisit the many residences and
temples I had visited in the past. In spring, I was overwhelmed by the profusion of blossoms, and in summer
everything was swathed in lush green. The season when
the form of the gardens was revealed at its most distinct
was in the depth of winter, when ice formed on ponds and
the Zen temples extended an especially warm welcome to
the unexpected early morning visitor. I went from place to
place to see how gardens had been juxtaposed with shain
audience halls and abbot's quarters-both the rooms
inside and their verandas-to try to understand the relation between the way the garden was seen and the way it
was displayed.
Perhaps it is best to say a word here about an aspect of
the Japanese design process-prototypes and their interpretations-that is critical to understanding the composition of Japanese gardens, so critical, in fact, that it is the
basis upon which I have structured my research.
In general, creation is based on individual originality
that is not subject to external constraints. But in the historical development of the Japanese arts, and particularly
in the development of garden design, the existence of an
"ideal form" takes precedence, thus originality and individuality manifest within a predetermined framework. The
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ideal form is a "conceptual prototype" that is divorced
from a real, physical form.
The process that leads to the creator's "interpretation,"
or design solution, involves observing and recreating a
model, regulated by site conditions and the intended
functions of the space. Over time an endless variety of
interpretations develop for a single prototype.
The prototype and corresponding interpretations found
in the relationship between gardens and architecture also
evolved with tremendous variety. Throughout most of
Japanese garden history, gardens were intended purely for
contemplation, to be viewed from a fixed vantage point
seated at floor-level inside an adjoining building. (The
stroll garden, which the viewer physically enters and
moves through the space, is a relatively late development
in the art.) Accordingly, the relationship between the seated view and garden composition are integrally linked, and
changed in accordance with changes in the building's
attributes, function and site conditions through the ages.
This relationship is unparalleled in the history of gardens
of other countries and perhaps the most important characteristic in the evolution of Japanese garden forms.
Differing ideological, political and economic conditions from period to period in Japanese history imposed
new constraints on these interpretations, while the prototype remained essentially unchanged. Functional aspects
of the architecture and garden along with site conditions
and other constraints of a given period gave rise to "period" interpretations and led to the formation of "period
garden types." When the techniques created to express
these interpretations outlived the periods in which they
first appeared, they came to be termed characteristically
Japanese garden-making techniques.
The Japanese garden, which. for the most part is not a
place to stroll but a living picture to be viewed by people
sitting inside a building, occupies a special place in the
annals of world gardens. Indeed, its true significance is

best understood if we consider it as part of a whole that
also includes any paintings, pottery, flower arrangements,
and other crafts displayed in the room from which the
garden is viewed. Together they form a unified space. This
is a unique characteristic without analogy anywhere else
in the world.
The many papers which I wrote on these topics came to
form the basis for the first section of this book, on Japan.
In 1984 and 1985, as a member of a group from the architecture and designdepartments ofTokyo National University
of Fine Arts and Music, I participated in research trips to
China to conduct surveys of housing mainly in Anhui and
[iangsu provinces, and of ting yuan and yuanlin gardens
in Iiangsu and Zhejiang provinces. I returned in 1986 to
survey the circular communal housing of the Hakka people centered in Fujian.
However as the saying goes, you can't say you've seen
China until you go to Beijing, and without visiting the
siheyuan residences which are the prototype for Chinese
housing, or the magnificent gardens of the Imperial palaces,
we felt we were missing a vital part of our survey. By complete coincidence, in June 1988, I was invited to lecture at
the Beijing Central Polytechnic Institute of Fine Art, and
spent forty days in Beijing. During that period, with the
cooperation of the Institute, I was able to gather material
on housing and gardens in and around Beijing, Chengde
andXian.
In the beginning, I had intended to study the relationship between Chinese gardens and buildings from the
same perspective as I had applied to my earlierstudy in Japan,
but my simplistic expectations were quickly thwarted. I
discovered that, in China, the home and the garden are
unrelated, and that the guiding rule is that a yuanlin garden is seen as a world apart, completely untouched by the
"Confucian order" and the highly regimented form of the
home. The yuanlin, on the other hand, is a world similar
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to the circumstances and spirit of Chinese landscape
painting in which eternal time and infinite space are condensed. The various papers that I wrote during this period
form the second section of this book, on China.
In 1986, I began a study of traditional Korean residences
and gardens.
At first I was bewildered by what I saw in the site and
floor plans of Korean dwellings. I think now that this was
because I did not understand the unique "conditions" of
Korean architectural environments and was, therefore,
unable to read the plans in a meaningful way. So once
again I started from the basics-that is, extracting the cultural factors that took on architectural form-in this case
Korean geomantic beliefs, the hierarchical system of premodern Korean society, the social customs rooted in
Confucianism, the functional constraints of the ondol system of floor heating, and the cross-influences between
urban and rural customs, as well as the historical background surrounding these factors.
Armed with this understanding I made another visit to
Korea, and this time I was made powerfully aware that
these five basic factors, apart from the rapidly disappearing traditional class system and the Confucian mores of
Choson society, continue to hold great meaning in many
situations today.
The composition of the main spaces of a traditional
Korean residence-both home and garden- is extremely
pure and simple. Some people say there are no real gardens in Korea, at least not as we understand the term.
Nevertheless, there are, and for a long time have been,
spaces that are structured-if vaguely-and that seek
somehow to unify the inside and outside of a building
with the world around it. I had been expecting to find a
strong influence from the Chinese tradition of yuanlin, so
it was refreshing to find something completely different.
In Korea I experienced the joy of discovery. Comparing
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what I saw there with my many years of observing
Japanese gardens, I simultaneously felt skeptical about
what it means to cultivate a garden, and sorry that I had
not studied Korea in greater depth earlier. Though close
neighbors, we remain far apart in many ways. In the third
section, on Korea, I outline four types of traditional
Korean gardens.
Each of the three sections mentioned above merely sets
out the relationship of homes to gardens in Japan, China,
and Korea, respectively.They do not purport to be a comparative study.
I have taken the viewpoint that the relationship between
Japan and China in the early period of import of ideas
and objects from the continent was very much one of a
weaker country borrowing the forms of a more powerful
and developed one, and adapting those forms to a smaller
space to produce something "native." In general, Korean
culture seems closer to that of Japan, there being a sense
that the two countries are separated by only a narrow strip
of water, while the culture of China seems more removed,
as if it came from the far western reaches of the continent.
However, I still find it remarkable just how much the relationship between homes and gardens in each of these three
neighboring countries differs according to their separate
customs, histories, and lifestyles.
The design surveys I have conducted were intended to
seek out new values and approaches to design through
direct field research, and not through methodology alone.
I believe that I always had some key antithesis at the root
of my design surveys.
I carry out all my design surveys with design concepts
as the starting point. By going out into the field, I am able
to expand the horizons of my own limited experiences,
and by objectifying my thoughts, I can construct design
concepts. This is my method of concept formation. I
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approach each design survey as an "awareness activity"
that forms the basis of "creative activity" in design work.
This awareness comes from experience, observation, and
deliberation, and is the springboard for creativity. We
sometimes have a tendency to try to turn design survey
results into design techniques. However, I am convinced
that although the formation of concepts through improved
awareness does not always lead directly to creative design,
the best planning and design activity springs from concept formation based on such heightened awareness.
To me, design surveys are an extremely valuable means
of concept development, since they are the springboard to
posing a question and starting to form a hypothesis. The
value of the research described in this publication as I see
it, is to seek answers to the questions related to high-density urban housing in the modern world and how to create a more pleasant environment for urban residents.
My colleagues have given me great support in the preparation of this publication. I am indebted to Professors
Mogi and Katayama for their advice and cooperation, and
to the members of their respective laboratories, and the
members of my own research lab at Tokyo National
University of Fine Arts and Music, for their assistance in
executing the many drawings for this publication, and for
the additional assistance of the Chinese and Korean
exchange students in my department in compiling materials-particularly Ms. Kim Hyonson and Ms. Shin Iulee,

I would like to take this opportunity to thank them all.
In conducting surveys and collecting research material
I received invaluable assistance from many members of
the Chinese Society of Architects in various regions, and
from the staff of the Beijing Central Polytechnic Institute
of Fine Arts, particularly Zhang Qi-man and Qi Ai-guo,
associate professor and lecturer respectively at the same
institution, with research and interpretation. I am grateful
to the staff of the Graduate School of Environmental
Studies at Seoul National University for making available
many valuable materials, and for their kind guidance. I
am also indebted to the Office of Cultural Properties for
its cooperation in my visits to several important sites. My
warmest thanks go out to the numerous people in China
and Korea who cooperated in my research.
For their expertise and invaluable advice over the course
of preparing the English text, I would like to thank Hugh
Wylie and Wonyoung Koh of the Royal Ontario Museum,
Lee Chi Woo of the Korea Cultural Service at the Embassy
of the Republic of Korea in Tokyo, Alain Coulon, Kim
Hyo Keun, Kirstin McIvor, and Edwin Whenmouth. I
would also like to pay tribute to my editors Shigeyoshi
Suzuki and Elizabeth Ogata at Kodansha International.
And finally I would like to express my gratitude to Pamela
Virgilio for her painstaking work in the translation and
adaption of the Japanese text for the English-speaking
reader-I trust her understanding of the material completely.
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1
Early Prototypes and Interpretive Approaches

ount Miwa in Yamato (present-day Nara Prefecture) is a sacred mountain, thought to be manifested spirit according to the indigenous animistic religious
beliefsof Shinto. Pre-Nata-period Shinto (pre-645) focused
on nature worship in sacred sites-roped-off clearings
surrounding unusually-shaped mountains, trees, rocks,
waterfalls and other natural phenomena. The present
Omiwa Shrine at the base of Mount Miwa consists of only
a torii gate marking the entrance to the sacred grounds
and a haiden, or worship hall, reminiscent of the early
Shinto sites which lacked an architectural structure to
enshrine kami, or spirit (Figure 1).
Mount Miwa is covered with primeval forest, revered
and untouched from protohistoric times. Roped -off areas
of old cryptomeria trees and clusters of rocks designated
as himorogi and iwakura respectively-trees and rocks
inhabited by divine spirit-have the appearance of playgrounds or "gardens" for kami. These iwakura megaliths,
whether left untouched as nature set them or artificially
clustered to create ritual spaces, cannot really be called
gardens, but their playful grouping is in close accord with
the guidelines for "setting stones" in Sakuteiki (Notes on
garden making), the earliest known written document on
Japanese garden making:

M

In the work of stone arrangement, you should first
complete the placing of the principal stone having a
distinct character, and then proceed to set other
stones complying with the "requesting" mood of the
principal stone ...
The stones placed at the foot of the hill or in the
hillside plain should resemble a pack of dogs crouching on the ground, or a running and scattering group
of pigs, or else a calf playing nearby the seated mother
cow.
In general, for one or two "running away" stones
there should be placed seven or eight "chasing" stones.
Stones thus placed may resemble, for example, children playing tag.'
The arrangement of rocks on sacred Mount Miwa is not,
ofcourse, the rock composition of a garden. However, with
the gradual rearrangement of natural clusters of stones, the
ancestral form of the Japanese garden began to emerge
(Figures 2.1-2.3), This concept of natural order had developed more than four hundred years before it was expressed
in the mid-eleventh-century Sakuteiki as "... set]ting]
other stones complying with the 'requesting' mood of the
principal stone." Among the unique characteristics of
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Toriigale at Omiwa Shrine,Mount Miwa, Nara Prefecture.

Japanese gardens, which this book will attem pt to define,
this concept forms the fou ndation of and is seminally
linked to the historic development of garden making in
Japan through the present day.
Attributed to Tacbibana no Toshitsuna (A.D. 10281(94 ), a Heian-period aristocrat accomplished in land scape garden design, Sakuteiki has long been regarded as a
classic on the art of garden making. It is cited in virtually
all stud ies of Japanese gardens ....-ritten in Japan or abroad,
and is itself the subject of numerous scholarly works. It is
described in the int rodu ction of on e such book, by twen tieth-century garden historianTamura Tsuyoshi, as .... . . contain ting] profoundly significant mat erial, even when read
today, regarding the basic structural techniques of Japanese gardens. One might even say it reveals the mysteries of
the art of garden making."
Sakuteiki was written at the height of the first phase of
refinement in the develop mental process of the Japanese
garden. Tamura describes this historical phase:

I•

The re is no doubt that Japanese gardens broke away
stylistically from Chinese gardens. From the late
Nara period (A.D. 710--794) through the early Heian
period (794-898) that which needed to be learned
from Chin ese gardens was ingested, and its nut ritive
value fully absorbed. In the late Heian period (898J 185) this was successfullydeveloped into the Japan ese garden.'
The assimilation phase in the process of adopting and
then assimilat ing fo reign elemen ts, often cited as a basic
factor in the form ation of Japanese gardens, is document ed in Sakuteiki. Most books fail to deal with the question
of just what was acq uired from the palaces and gardens
created for China's vast open spaces and climate, which
differ co mpletely from the conditions in Japan. Neither
do they describe in any detail how these impo rted fo rms
were absorbed and transfo rmed into the Japanese garden.
This chapter will examine the images inherited from

2. 1 l wakura on Mount Miwa.

2.2 Slone arrangement at Onjoji Akai, Shiga Prefectur e.

2.3 Stone arrangement ncar
Oojoji Akai.

the Chinese cities, palaces, and gardens that gave rise to
conce ptual prototypes, as well as the relationship between

Changan; it was later reconstructed at Heian -kyo.
An idealized configurat ion of the Chinese cities, palaces,

the palatial buildings and gardens designed for ;1 totally
d ifferent space and climate- the inter pretation at the
ancie nt capital of Heian-kyo (present-day Kyoto).

and gard ens was distilled into a design formul a; thus an
"ideal" origina l forms the prototype. Unlike a real, physical form , a conceptual prototype is not subject to scale.

Between the years A.D. 630 and 838, Iapaneseenvoys made
a total of fifteen trips to the Tang dynasty (A.D. 618-907)
capital of Changan (present-day Xian). Each mission com -

This prototype imp lement ed in the context of Japanese
spatial and climatic conditions gave rise to a variety of
sim plified interpretations. These inte rpretations are in no
way a rejection of the form ula, since in essence they adhere
to the formula 's framework, which is in part respon sible

prised 250 to 600 monks and aristocrats traveling on two
to four ships. From the vast accumulation of information
bro ught back by these envoys in the form of books, plans,
paintings, and sundry docum ents, a capital was first constructed at Heijo-kyc (present-day Nara ) on the model of

for the tremendous degree of variety. Examination of
these interpretations sho uld make it possible to ident ify
any uniquely Japanese methods of expression.
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3.1 Changan city plan. Reproduced from Chugoku kodai kenchikushi (The history of ancient Chinese architecture).
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3.2 Heian-kyo city plan indicating the site of
Higashisanjo Palace.

(approximately 825 meters, or 2,700 feet) on the north-

City Plan Prototype and Interpretation:
Changan and Heian-kyo
The two Japanese cities that were built in a space and climate vastly different from China's, at approximately "onequarter the scale of Changan, should probably be called
scale-reduction models. The main avenues of Heijo-kyo
measured 85 meters [279 feet] in width, in comparison to
Changan's, which were 150 meters [492 feet] ... Japan's
many early capitals, from Naniwa-kyo [present-day Osaka]
to Heian-kyo, were modeled after Changan, and although
Heian-kyo was modeled on Heijo-kyo, it emerged as a
superior piece of city planning."
Changan was about four times the area of Heian-kyo,
Changan's largest blocks measured 650 bu (roughly 975
meters, or 3,200 feet) on the east-west axis, and 550 bu
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south axis. Blocks subdivided by narrow crossroads were
320 by 270 bu (roughly 480 by 405 meters, or 1,570by 1,320
feet), which gives an idea of the unit size of Changan's
grid plan. (The bu is an ancient Chinese unit of measure,
converted at about 1.5 meters/4.9 feet to 1 bu.t
All Heian-kyo city blocks measured one eM, approximately 120 meters (394 feet) square. There were thirtyeight such blocks on the north-south axis and thirty-two
on the east-west axis. The same block units continued
through the Imperial Palace grounds, although at those
locations where various buildings of state occupied larger
multiblock sites, the smaller crossroads were omitted. One
cho was the standard lot size for an aristocrat's residence.
These one-cho units were sometimes combined into twoor four-eM blocks for the estates of high-ranking nobles
(Figures 3.1-3.2). For medium-sized and smaller com-

4.1 Rendering of a prototypical shinden-zukuri residence and garden from Kaoku zakko.

4.2 Plan view.

mon residences, narrow lanes were cut through the center
of the one-chO blocks, subdividing them into as many as
thirty-two lots.'
A hypothetical plan view and rendering of a Heian aristocrat's residence, showing an idealized layout of the buildings and garden on a one-cho site, are illustrated in Kaoku
zakko, a five-volume miscellany on residential architecture

written in 1842. This style of architecture and garden is
known as shinden-zukuri, which comprises a central shinden (or main hall, in which the master resided) facing the
garden to the south, flanked by opposing annexes known
as tainoya, which served as the family's residential quarters, to the north, east and west, interconnected by open
sukiro corridors (Figures 4.1- 4.2).

5 A view of the sninaenand south garden in a depiction of an Im perial visit to a villa, from a late-thirteent h/early-fourtcenth-ccnlury
handscroll. Komak urabe gyoko emaki, Kuboso Memorial Museum of Arts, Izumi, Osaka. Important Cultura l Asset.

On the east-wes t axis th e plan view shows a n ine- ken

Co ncern ing the layo ut of the South Ga rde n (nanteis .

(bay, o r spa n between pillars)/four- men (hisashi, or outer

the distance of sixty to seventy feet will be required.

aisles o n four sides ) shinden with seven- ken/fo ur·men

from the oute r pilla rs supporting th e roo f of the stair-

sainoya to the east and west. connected. by five-ken Sllkir6-

case southward to the shoreline of the pond. For the

a total o f thirty-three ken. Although th e len gth of one ken

Imperi al Palace, the distance should exte nd even to

var ies regionally. excavations o f Heian -kyo rui ns revea led.

eighty or ni nety feet to provide space for the Imperi al

a three-meter (9.8-foo t) spa n between pillars, which makes

cerernorues.

the overall width of the buildings n inety-nine- meters, or
325 feet." With th e inclus ion of zatsuden au xiliary b uildings. the architectu re barel y fit the width of the site.
O n the north -south axis. the palace t shinden. north

. ,

[Pl rovi de space for the M usician 's Stage toward th e
far side of the island. Since the musician 's stage extends
seventy to eighty feet across . . .'

tainoya. and sukirii) totaling fifteen ken, togeth er with the

Whe n tem ples and palaces are built, their su rround -

north zatsuden. occu pied almost the en tire no rthern half

ings are landscaped (with art ificial hillsj to embe llish

o f the site. Regarding the req uired co mpo nents of the

the arch itect ure . Th is was mention ed early in suc h a

south garde n to be fitted within the remainin g a pp roxi-

bo ok as the Illustrat ed Scripture of ' eta Vana (Giotl

mately sixty meters, o r 197 feel, Sokuteiki spec ifies:

zukyii):
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The south garden was to "provide space for the irnperi031ceremonies"; it comprised a ceremonial area measurin g

consider that if the pond is to be d ug at the south side of a
city estate whose area is only one eM square, and the court -

twenty-one to twenty-seven meters (70 to 90 feet) no rth south, and beyond this, a pond "in the ocean style," on
which Chinese-style boats with dragon. head pro ws could

yard alone took up a space of eighty o r ninety feel there,
how much would be left fo r the pondi' > Th is questio n is

float to and fro, and co ntaining an island upon which a
musician's stage "extendl ing] seventy to eighty feet across"
was built (Figure 5). Furthermo re, artificial hills were to
be created to the south of the pond, to "embellish the
architecture." Painstaking effo rt must have been made to
fit all the requisite elements of the prototype for the south
garden-the ceremonial area, the pond, the islands, and
the artificial hills- within the appro ximately sixty-meter
( 197-foot) southern half of the site.
Toshitsuna immediately qualifies this list of criteria for
shinden-rukuri gardens by asking, "Ho wever, yo u mu st

rhetorical, and indicates that the prototype is not something to be followed literally, but calls for a subjective
judgment in creatin g an interp retation that will accom modate the palace, garden, and pond along the north south axis. It is clearly the advice of a designer.
The city plan shows both the east and west sides of the
city to contain mor e than twenty sites measurin g two clio
each, including that of Higashisanio Palace. Judging from
the scale of the sites of Heian-kyo's main palaces, it is
probably safe to assum e that two ehO was the standard site
size for these residences.
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Shinden-Zukuri Architecture: Symmetrical
Prototype, Simplified Interpretations
"As a rule, a one-ehO site contains east and west tai and
east and west chumon" According to this excerpt from
Chuyuki, the diary of Heian-period courtier Fujiwara no
Munetada (1062-1141), the shinden-zukuri style for a
one-ehO site has a central shinden hall, with east and west
tainoya opposing annexes and chumon corridors with
inner gates. In other words, a one-cho, bilaterally-symmetrical palace was the rule. It was the accepted concept, the
"formula" for the prototype of shinden-zukuri.
Although the Kaoku zakkii» accuracy is sometimes questioned, it does offer a description of the salient features of
shinden-zukuri as the architectural style was understood
in the mid-nineteenth century:
Starting with Heian-kyo, all aristocratic residential
architecture followed continental palatial style in the
Tang tradition, known as azumaya construction. Thus
palace architecture thereafter differed stylistically from
the architectural traditions of previous Japanese capitals.
A shinden-zukuri residence has a central seiden
facing south, with buildings called tainoya to the east,
west, and north. The seiden is the master's quarters,
and the tainoya are the quarters for family and dependents. Some tens of feet in front of the seiden there is
a pond with an island connected [to the shore] by a
bridge. There are also corridors that run southward
from the east and west tainoya. These corridors end
at the edge of the pond, where a fishing pavilion and
fountain pavilion are built. An open gateway cuts
through each corridor at the approximate center.
These gateways are called chumon,"
Formula shinden-zukuri must be complete with tai-

~I
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noya, east and west corridors, chumon, a pond with
an island, a fishing pavilion, etc., in order to fulfill
the old [Heian] system. 12
The pattern for shinden-zukuri did not originate in
ancient Imperial Japan, but was adopted from the architectural style used for palatial buildings in Tang China.
These buildings had hipped roofs (in Japanese, known as
azuma-zukuri or, more commonly, yosemune), which the
Chinese thought added monumentality and dignity. More
importantly, they were completely symmetrical, in plan and
structure of the individual buildings as well as in arrangement of the buildings on the site. The shinden-zukuri
"formula" required furnishing a seiden, or shinden, with east
and west tainoya, east and west sukiro, east and west chumon,
a pond, an island, a fishing pavilion, etc. It is essential to
remember that the formula for shinden-zukuri emerged
from an existing symmetrical pattern.

The Abandonment of Symmetry
Higashisanjo Palace, for generations home to the power-

ful aristocratic Fujiwara family, was a representative piece
of Heian-period residential architecture. Yet even this
classic palace lacked many of the requisite components
that defined shinden-zukuri. The palace had no west tainoya proper. The east chiimon served as the main entrance
and the east fishing pavilion was omitted. The west fishing
pavilion was positioned at the edge of the pond and was
linked to the shinden by a west sukiro corridor. Higashisanjo
Palace was built on a two-eM site in an asymmetrical layout (Figure 6).
The shinden was located slightly west of the center of
the site. The building that should have, according to the
formula, been the west opposing annex was positioned
vertically to the northwest, while the east opposing annex

6 Shinden-zukuri abbreviated interpretation-reconstructed
plan of Higashisanj6 Palace by Ota Seiroku.
a.shinden.

b. east tainoya.
c. east chumon.

d. west sukiro.
e. fishing pavilion.

extended southward. In ground plan, the buildings had a
diagonally-stepped, or zigzag, gankokei "geese-in-flight"
form. The design emphasizes the main entrance east chuman, imparting to it a sense of impressiveness. Upon
entering the chumon, one faced the wide-open west side
of the site. Unconstrained by architectural structures, the
garden looks quite imposing. By excluding the west tainoya, this simplification of the symmetrical formula created
an interpretation with a greater sense of grandeur than
could be achieved with a symmetrical layout.
Even Heian-kyo's most representative residence,
Higashisanjo Palace, abandoned the symmetrical formula
adopted from Tang China, and in reality was asymmetrically formed. It is thought, therefore, that the majority of
palaces built on one- and two-eM sites may also have
been asymmetrical in form.
Architect and historian Horiguchi Sutemi explains that
the residencesof most public officials were not symmetrical:
The old plan view drawing of the shinden-zukuri
[residence] included in Kaoku zakkii and the drawing
entitled Kujo ke honkaimon can both be thought of
as rough concept sketches of an ideal. This layout
defined the shinden-zukuri formula, and yet most of
the architecture actually built in this period was not
true to the formula."

The extent to which the Japanese intentionally replaced
symmetry with asymmetry merits consideration. Architects
and historians repeatedly attribute the abandonment of
symmetry to Japanese aesthetic taste-an aversion to
symmetry, or a preference for asymmetry. Architecture
historian Ota Hirotaro cites economic concerns, the
asymmetrical use of the shinden, and Japanese aesthetic
taste, in descending order, as influences.
If by definition shinden-zukuri has a symmetrical
arrangement, then any form that is not symmetrical
cannot be considered shinden-zukuri. However, if
symmetry is posited simply as "fundamental," asymmetry becomes justifiable. [The ostensible contradiction] is easier to understand if [asymmetry] is
thought of as a schematic or simplification, in which
case variety in appearance is to be expected ... one
[form, i.e., symmetry] is considered the standard,
and all others variations. 14
While the formula for Heian-kyo's shinden-zukuri was
bilaterally symmetrical, "formula" shinden-zukuri architecture was never realized; it existed only prototypically.
Site restrictions and other considerations gave rise to simplified interpretations of the prototype, and the birth of a
myriad of asymmetrical forms.
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7.1 Xian cave paint ing no. 148,
Chugoku koddi keru:hiku !hi (The
history of ancient Chinese architecture).

7.2 By6d6-in H66d6 (Phoenix HaU), Uji, Kyoto Prefect ure. National Treasure.

Scale Reduction

Architectural D esign Solutions That Address
Spatial Constraints

Th is method involves red ucing the size of all the various

Given the limited space available o n the east-west axis of a

structural com ponents to make them fit.
The scale-red uction method was used primarily for

one-cM site. it was probably not possible to execute the
formal arrangement o n the north-south axis either. Two

villa-temp le architecture bu ilt by Heian aristocrats during
the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Puce Land Buddhism,

different approaches were employed as means of adapting
build ings to sites that were limited in size:

or 1Od", which offered believers hope of transport after
death to the "Pure land," or Western Paradise, of the Amida

I
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8 Schematic of asymmetrical shinden-zukuri
architecture and corresponding garden views.

Buddha, appealed to the Heian aristocracy, who attempted to create architectural renditions of Western Paradise.
The finest remaining example of these Pure Land villatemples is Byodo-in at Uji, south of Kyoto. The Hoodo, or
Phoenix Hall, of Byodo-in was patterned after the palaces
depicted in paintings of Amida's Pure Land (jodo henso);
these illustrative depictions of the paradise dwellings
described in sutras were themselves modeled on existing
Chinese palaces (Figure 7.1). The central hall of Byodo-in
was scaled to house the temple's main statue of Amida
Nyorai, and the flanking yokuro "wing" corridors, biro
"tail" corridor, and rokaku pavilions were all built in proportion to this image as well, and not on a human scale.
Set on the west bank of a lotus pond that represents the
ocean, the Phoenix Hall is reflected in and appears to be
floating on the water, giving a sense of otherworldliness
(Figure 7.2). In this way, it is an expression of the inherited Chinese prototype, realized on a reduced scale.

Abbreviation
This method seeks to convey the essence of the model by
emphasizing the most important structural components
and abbreviating the others-i.e., retaining the essence of
the formula while seeking to imbue limited space with a
sense of limitlessness.
Shinden-zukuri residential architecture used abbreviation as its means of adapting the Chinese prototype to a
different set of circumstances. This style honored the
symmetrical formula as the ideal, while also giving high

priority to the need to conform to site conditions and the
building's intended function. Architectural interpretations of the prototype shifted to the diagonally-stepped
"geese-in-flight" pattern and a myriad of other asymmetrical forms of shinden-zukuri (Figure 8).

Prototypes and Interpretations in ShindenZukuri Gardens
Shinden-zukuri gardens, which were integrally linked to
the structure and composition of the corresponding architecture, developed with as much variety as did palatial
buildings in the same style. Like palace architecture, gardens too had requisite prototypes. The opening line of
Sakuteiki in fact refers to the inextricable correlation
between prototype and interpretation:
In making the garden, you should first understand
the overall principles. IS

Sakuteiki then outlines three overall principles which
together form the prototype for all garden making, and
which epitomize all the garden styles described later in the
document.
1. According to the lay of the land, and depending
upon the aspect of the water landscape, you should
design each part of the garden tastefully, recalling
your memories of how nature presented itself for
each feature. 16
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This first principle cites "the natural landscape" as one of
the prototypes for garden making. Design is governed by
site conditions and must respect and highlight the natural
features of a location. This guideline instructs the designer
to recall his own direct experiences and observations of
nature, and to use them in interpreting the prototype. A
similar line appearing later in the text-"the stones placed
and the sceneries made by man can never excel the landscape in nature"-reinforces this principle. 17
2. Study the examples of works left by the past masters and, considering the desires of the owner of the
garden, you should create a work of your own by
exercising your tasteful senses."
The second principle designates "works left by the past
masters" as prototypes, and urges caution in the exercise
of creative impulses. This focus on masterful work helped
to ensure the continuation of tradition and was an important factor in turning garden masterpieces into prototypes
themselves.
Descriptions of early Japanese gardens-such as Soga
Umako's "Shima no Oomi no niwa" in the historical chronicle Nihon shoki (comprising thirty volumes, compiled in
the seventh and eighth centuries), and Prince Kusakabe's
"Tachibanajima no Miya no niwa" in Manyoshu (the seventh- and eighth-century collection of Japanese poetry)along with vestiges of the gardens of Heijo- kyo excavated
in 1975, suggest that all were natural landscape-style gardens. During the mid- through the late Heian period,
when Sakuteiki author Toshitsuna was active, the development of the shinden-zukuri garden had nearly reached
maturity. Surrounded by mountains on three sides, the
Kyoto basin's natural environment supplied an abundance of the finest varieties of garden materials-rocks,
plants, sand, clear streams and natural springs-and was
as beautiful as it was rich in resources. Heian-period gardens making ingenious use of the terrain developed as an

14

extension of the natural landscape-style gardens of the
Nara period. Today the only remaining natural spring-fed
ponds that reflect Heian-period methods are those of the
former emperors' villas, Shinsen' en and Saga Betsu-in.
Both are traditional natural landscape-style gardens with
nature itself as their prototype.
Since the shinden-zukuri garden was designed primarily
for viewing from inside the palace, the"owner's tastes" as
reflected in the room interior would necessarilyhave had a
strong impact on people's perceptions of the garden. Thus
"considering the desires of the owner of the garden" was
fundamental, and servedas the basis upon which the designer should finally "create a work of his own," or bring into
play his own creativity and subjective judgment.
3. Think over the famous places of scenic beauty
throughout the land, and by making your own that
which appeals to you most, design your garden with
the mood of harmony, modelling it after the general
air of such places. 19
The third principle specifies "famous places of scenic
beauty" as a prototype, which relates to the thematic subjects of gardens.
Poetry pervaded all aspects of Heian court life and gardens too bore evidence of literary influence. Gardens were
one means of displaying miyabi-court elegance and
refined aesthetic taste-and served as the setting for formal poetry composition matches. As such, the garden
itself should be a "poetic" expression as well as a source of
poetic inspiration. As a theme, "the natural landscape"
was too broad a topic to express succinctly, and so articulating it metaphorically, in the form of commonly understood poetic images, made it easier for the viewer to grasp
and for the designer to narrow down the focus of his
expression. Thematically, famous places of scenic beauty
such as Wakaura, Suma, Akashi, Amanohashidate, and
Shiogama carried specific literary connotations; simply

9.1 The famous pine tree-covered sandbar Amanohashidale, Kyoto Pr efecture.

9.2 An island recreating the scenery of Amano hashidnte in the garden of Katsura Rikyu, Kyoto.

9.3 Amanohashidare., a landscape scroll by Sesshu ToyO depicting the famo us
scenic spot, ca. ISOI , Kyoto National Museum . xauonal Treasure.

alluding to these places evoked particular phrases, moods.
or images. " Famous places of scenic beauty" we re extracted from the proto type of "the natural landscape." At this
point in Japanese garden history. the recreation offamous
sights had been established as an appropriate metapho r
for "the natural landscape": it has maintained this same
status through the present day (Figures 9.1-9.3).
An excerpt from Jikkinsho (also known as JikkunsM ), a
Kamakura-period collection of tales based on stories dating from the Heian period, describes one such Heian garden recreation of the famous pine tree-covered sandbar
called Amanohashidate (literally, "bridge of heaven").
located on Tango Peninsula in the Japan Sea:
At the southeast corner of Nanajo and Muromachi is
the one-eM Sukechika residence. Modeled after
Amanohashidate in Tango. the island in the center
of the pond is elongated and planted with young pines.
The thr ee overall princ iples in the opening paragraphs
of Sakuteiki are related to the famous Chinese treatiseon art
that transcends formal representation-Xie He's Six Laws

I
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(lill-fa) of painting. First defined in the preface to his Gu
hua-pin-lu, or Classification of painters (ca. 535), they
were con tinually referred to by Chinese theorists there-

after, and are debated by scholars worldwide to this day.
Long ago Xie He said that paint ing has Six Elements
lor Laws]. Th e first is called "engender [a sense of]
movement Ithrough) spirit consonance." Toe second
is called "use the brush [with J the 'bone method."
The third is called "responding to things, image
(depict ) their forms." The fourth is called "according [adaptingi] to kind, set forth [describe] colors
[appearances]." Th e fifth is called "dividing and
planning, positioning and arranging." The sixth is
called "transmitting and conveying [earlier models.
through I co pying and transcribing." lO
The second half of Sakllteikts third general pr inciple"by making your own that which appeals to you most,
design your garden with the mood of harm on y, modelling after the general air of such places"- is analogous to
Xie He's second law. The "bo ne method" is the "dcpic-

Early Prototypes and Interpretive Approaches

tion of a likeness, while respecting bone spirit"; in other

used as garden accents where appropriate (Figures 10.1-

words, it requires seeing through to the skeletal structure,

10.6). Through the historical periods-even when later

or the very essence of a subject. It is a process of extracting

abstracted or condensed-the skeletal structure of the

the most characteristic forms and eliminating anything

Japanese garden is composed using these six elements to

superfluous. The "mood of harmony" mentioned in

portray the natural landscape in accordance with the pro-

Sakuteiki's third principle is akin to the process of "depict-

totype. Having defined and documented these alone

ing" or "describing" the extracted abstract form which is

makes Sakuteiki a classic.

the subject of Xie He's third and fourth laws. Further,
Toshitsuna's injunction to "study the examples of works

Sakuteiki outlines the six basic compositional elements
of the garden as:

left by past masters" is equivalent to Xie He's sixth law, on
"copying and transcribing."

Artificial Hills

The prototype outlined in Sakuteikis three general

... [T]heir surroundings are landscaped [with artifi-

principles calls not for a faithful, realistic portrayal of

cial hills] to embellish the architecture. This was men-

nature, but an evocation of its spirit. That which was

tioned early in such a book as the Illustrated Scripture
of Ieta Vana (gion zukyO).21

acquired by studying nature was to be conveyed figuratively-with for instance a depiction of Amanohashidate.
Portraying intrinsic quality has been the most fundamen-

Pond

tal point in Japanese garden design throughout the ages.

Since the stones in the pond landscape are placed to

By changing the degree and style of "description" added,

simulate a seascape, be sure to install the "deep-rooted

the Japanese garden developed into the abstract gardens

rock" and the "wave-repelling stone" in the scenery."

of the Muromachi period (1333-1568) on the one hand,
and the condensed gardens of the Azuchi-Momoyama
period (1568-1603) on the other. Japanese abstract (Zen)
gardens and representational (shoin-zukuri) gardens are
not at all antithetical styles, since the point of departure

In [the Ocean Style], first construct the scene of a
rough seashore ... 23
[The River Style] should resemble a meandering
tract of a dragon or a snake. 24

for both is "modelling after the general air of such places."

Islands
About the various types of the pond island land-

The Six Basic Elements of Garden
Composition

scape. They are: the Hill Island, the Field Island, the
Forest Island, the Rocky-Shore Island, the Cloud
Shape, the Running Stream Type, the Ebb-tide

The prototype of garden design is described in the open-

Beach Style, the Pine-bark Pattern, and so on."

ing paragraphs of Sakuteiki, while the remainder of the
text presents the Japanese garden's six basic composition-

South Garden

al elements-the artificial hills, the pond, the island, the

Concerning the layout of the South Garden (nantei),

white sand south garden, the garden stream, and the

the distance of sixty to seventy feet will be required

waterfall-and also notes that plants and springs may be

from the outer pillars supporting the roof of the

17

... 10.1 Artificial hill garden landscape from the Muromachi
period. Manpukuji, Shimane Prefecture .

... 10.2 Pond simulating the shoreline of a sandy beach,
Motsuji, Iwate Prefecture.

staircase southward to the shoreline of the pond. For

types of the six compositional elements exist as general

the Imperial Palace, the distance should extend even

concepts unaffected by the actual otie-du: space.

to eighty or ninety feet in order to provide space for
the imperial ceremonies."

Trees and Shrubs
The majority of Sakuteiki's contents focuses on stones and

Garden Stream
Someone remarked that there is a deeper meaning in
designing a landscape and placing stones therein. It

water. The work's longest chapters are on stones, the stream,
and the waterfall, in that order. The subject of trees is
touched upon relatively lightly, while mountains, hillside
fields and shrubbery are not even treated in independent

is said that the earth signifies the king, whereas water
represents his retainers. Water, therefore, proceeds

sections. A chapter entitled "About Tree Planting" focuses

when the earth allows it, and stops when the earth

mostly on the geomantic significance of the placement of
trees in relation to the dwelling, and on various taboos, or

arrests it. Another theory says that the mountain
symbolizes the king, and water, his subjects, whereas

warnings which are couched in highly superstitious lan-

the stones represent the king's counsellors. According
to this theory, water runs at the command of the

guage but provide very practical, aesthetically pleasing
garden-making advice. Garden historian Tamura Tsuyoshi

mountain, the king."

gives the following explanations of the scarcity of discussion of trees and shrubs in his critical work on Sakuteiki:

The mountain rapids style of the garden stream
should present the scene of rapids gushing out from
the ravine formed by two mountains."

Waterfall
When we observe natural waterfalls we notice that
tall falls are not necessarily wide, nor low falls always
narrow in breadth."
The prototypes and interpretations of the garden
stream and the waterfall are treated in great detail in individual chapters titled "About the Garden Stream" and
"The Procedure for Making the Waterfall." This is an
indication of Sakuteikis recognition of their relative importance among the compositional elements. As time passed
and site conditions became more restricted, these two elements were increasingly emphasized.
The prototypes of garden composition-"the natural
landscape," "famous places of scenic beauty," and "portraying the essence of scenes from nature"-and the proto-

As the various techniques regarding the placement
of stones are applicable en toto to trees and shrubs,
[their explanation in Sakuteiki] was abbreviated to
avoid redundancy.
... As the craft of tree planting falls within the
domain of farming and gardening, it was, and for the
most part still is, considered the work of the garden
supplier, only rarely to be handled by a designer.
Although [Sakuteiki] covers construction to some
extent, the text is devoted primarily to the aspect of
design. The placement of stones was considered to be
the most taxing area of study [in garden design], and
planting a less worthwhile pursuit. Since plants must
for the most part, conform to the laws of nature, they
have severe limitations as design elements, which are
difficult to overcome. It was probably for these reasons that lengthy coverage was not provided."
Stone setting is the essential point of Sakuteiki. The placement of stones was the basis of garden design in the Heian

19
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10.3 Pond island landscape of Kokyo 110 ike (Mirro r pond) at Kinkakuji, Kyoto.

lOA Viewof the garden stream in relation to the shinden from the early-thirteenth-century handsc roll

Kirano teni in engi (Legends of Kitano Shrin e), Kitano Shrine, Kyoto. Nat ional Treasure.
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10.5 The sou th garden white sand area, Nin'naji, Kyoto.

10.6 Waterfall with "water -hitting stones" set at
descending step ped elevations, Nanzen'in, Kyoto.
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period and for centuries afterward. In fact the term "stone

also indicated by the term "kata"), definitive style, and/or

setting" (ishidate) is synonymous with "garden making."

appearance, air, or state. Examples of the key uses of "yo"

In spring, flowers distract the eye, and in summer, foliage
envelopes and conceals the garden. It is only in the dead of

and "kate" are shown in boldface in the excerpts below:
The dry landscape [form] ... 31

winter, when the trees lose their leaves, that the skeletal
structure of the garden is revealed. In winter it becomes

... some charming mood such as of a mountain vil-

clear that the placement of stones forms the framework of

lage ... 32

the garden plan, and that stones are the single expressive

Various Styles for Landscape Gardens. The Ocean

element that remains unchanged. Trees and plants, by

Style, the River Style, the Mountain Stream Style,

contrast, change constantly. They reflect more the will of

the Pond Style, the "Reed-hand" Style, and so on."

the many hands to which they have been subject over the
years than the original garden design.

That there are various styles of landscape designs by

Implicit in Sakuteikis advice to designers to consider "how

the placement of stones does not mean all such styles

much [space] would be left for the pond" is the under-

should be applied in one garden work. However,

standing that stone setting forms the skeletal structure of

depending on the aspect of the pond and the lay of

the garden plan, while trees and plants serve as decorative

the ground, at times different styles may be com-

accents. By the Edo period (1603-1867), however, both

bined in making one water landscape ... Thus it all

plants and stones were used to create the compositional

depends on each circumstance. Uninformed persons

structure of the garden, as is evidenced by the clipped shrub

often speak about the specific style by which this or

formations found in these gardens. In landscape compo-

that garden was made, but such talk is quite odd."

sition of the garden beginning at this time, a balance was

About the Various Shorelines of Ponds and Rivers.

sought between structural elements and changing elements,

The Spade and Hoe Shapes ... 35

or accent planting; thus plants began to be used as part ofthe
unchanging structural plan. Shrub clipping at the temple
Daichiji in Minakuchi, Shiga Prefecture-its garden comprised solely of clipped shrubs-is traditionally performed
by the head priest, as an "inherited duty" (Figure 11).

About the Various Types of the Pond Island
Landscape. They are: the Hill Island, the Field Island,
the Forest Island, the Rocky-Shore Island, the Cloud
Shape, the Running Stream Type, the Ebb-tide
Beach Style, the Pine-bark Pattern, and so on."
About the Various Manners of Falling. Facing

The Design Process: Stylized Forms (Yo)
and Modeling After (Manabi)

Falling, One Way Falling, Running Falling, Leaping
Falling, Corner Falling, Linen Falling, Compound
Falling, Left and Right Falling, Side Falling,"

The term "yo" appears repeatedly throughout the text of

Sakuteiki, referring to stylized forms in which each of the six

There are various forms of waterfalls ... 38

compositional elements can be rendered to express "the

[Y]ou should use such wild-flower plants as the

natural landscape." "Yo" has a broad range of nuances and

Chinese Bellflower, the Patrinia, the Burnet, Plantain

is used in Sakuteiki to indicate form or shape (sometimes

Lily, and the like."

IIII
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I I A garden landscape composed solely of dipped shrubs, Daichiji, Shiga Prefecture.

In the stone setti ng work there are also such meth -

stage-the process of rstudyi ng and modeling after" a sub-

ods as the Lapping Joints, the Tilted Hat W eari ng

ject. The practical aspect ofleaming (mIlTUlln) the art of ffir·

[Fo rm ], the Table Form and the T ub Sett ing."

den making, or any of the trad itional Japanese arts, requ ires

In [the O cean Style], first co nst ruct t he scene of a
rough seashore . .."

repeated simu latio n ofexisting models; thus "studying" and
"modeling after" are by Japanese terms inextricably linked.

... Th is makes the wate rfall a p pear, when seen from

For the widened portions o f the pon d and the island

a distance, as th ough it were falling out of th e

shores, the ocean style is (s tud ied and ) used (matla-

mountain roc ks."
. .. [T[ he falls will loo k like a hanging sheet of d oth."
. .. th us presen ting a view that looks as th ough a
number o f threads were han ging."

brl , while the afo reme nt io ned "reed -hand" style
may be (stud ied a nd ] applied (matlabi j to the soft
landscape of hillside fields."
In the case of a m an -mad e lan dscape garde n, since
o nly th e bes t parts of the places are st udied and

. .. but whe n seen from some d istan ce it looks like a

m od elled afte r (m allabi ], meaningless sto nes and

meani ngless p ile of stones ... (Y]ou should place the

featur es are seldom provided along with man's work."

sto nes {so as] not to p resent a poor view whe n seen
from so mc dis tan ce."
All uses of "'yo" in the Sakuteiki relat e to visual garde n

. .. [T] he peo ple of China always build artificial
fou nta ins, and pla ce the sta nd simula ting ( mallab,)
the Isle of Eternal y outh .....

making techniques. Th e use of "yo" or "kata" estab lishes a
stylized. form ofa compos itional element as a de finitive style.

Based on yO, or stylistic forms, "studying and modeling

Intermediating between stylized for ms ( yO) and the act

afte r" calls for a profound understanding that facilitat es

of "design[ing ) yo ur garden with th e mood of ha rmony,"

transpositio n from na ture's existing form to th e garden

(that is, im plement ing the design), is a learn ing/ideation

fonn to be im plem ented .
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12 Stones placed in a pond land scape to simulate a rough seashore , M6 lsliji, lware Prefecture.

Since the sto nes in the pond landscape a re placed to
sim ulate a seascape, be sure to install the "deeprooted rock" and the "wave-repelling stone" in the

ing of them and express them in essence. The im plemen -

scenery.'

be evident.
None of these stylized forms (yo) faithfully reprod uces

Here the prot otype o f the pond is the sea, and the mo st
essential aspect in im plementing the yo is indi cated as
provid ing a "deep -rooted rock" and a "wave-repelling
stone." These two elements are key to expressing the essence
of the scene. Likewise, the pro per means of expressing a
scene of a rou gh seashore (Figure 12) is prescr ibed as:
. .. placing there some pointed rocks in a casuallooking manner. Then place a sequence of rocks
from the shore toward the offing, ma king them
appear as though the rocks had grown out of the
same bed rock extending from the shore. Ther e
should be a few rocks isolated from the rest."
The stylized form s (yO) were based on existing forms of
nature, which-acco rding to the third overall principlethe designer should «make his own " and "mo del after th e
general air of," that is acquire an internalized understand-

I
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tation should be "designled ] with the mood of harmony."
Above all. however, the prototype being expressed m ust

natu re in its existing fo rm; instead, each extracts a certain
form o r air that can be said to exist within natu re and, in
re-creating it, intensifies and transposes it. Fun dam entally
abstract in character, this stylization became a primary
facto r in the development o f Japanese gardens thereafter,
remaining at the core of the vario us garden styles that
later emerged.
The com mon ly recogn ized prototypes of these stylized
fo rms (yo) are not co ntingent upo n scale. In the p rocess
of implementing these styles, where scale comes into play,
a variety of interpretations emerge to accommodate different existing conditions. Th us. for each stylized form
there are a myriad of interpretations. Creativity and indi vidualit y manifest in the design process, albeit within the
co nfines of the prototype.
The styles and form s passed down from master to
apprentice, known as denshO (transmitted traditions),
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kuden (oral transmissions), and hiden (secret transmis-

transposed to create interpretations that also fulfill the func-

sions), were also created within the framework of the prototype. It is precisely because all design refinements are
implemented within the format of a stylized form (yo)
that the prototype is commonly recognizable. The designer's interpretation will ultimately be subject to the viewer's ability to comprehend it; thus it must clearly reflect
the prototype.
"Recalling," "thinking over," and "studying/modeling
after" are steps in the design process that lead from prototype to interpretation, and from stylized form to implemented form. Sakuteiki summarizes the prototype of the
Heian garden as "the natural landscape" and "famous places
of scenic beauty" and outlines the design process as "recalling your memories of how nature presented itself for each
feature" and "think[ing] over the famous places of scenic
beauty throughout the land, and by making your own
that which appeals to you most, design your garden with
the mood of harmony, modeling after the general air of
such places." More specific comments such as "[T[he ocean
style is used," or "the 'reed-hand' style may be applied"
are suggestions of design solutions. The term "modeling
after," as seen for instance in Iikkinsho' 5 description of the
Sukechika residence, "[rnjodeled after Amanohashidate
in Tango, the island in the center of the pond is elongated
and planted with young pines," refers not to a totally realistic depiction of nature, but rather to a process of conveying its essence by extracting a stylized form, or what
Sakuteiki refers to as "modeling after the general air of
such places." "Designing with the mood of harmony" calls
for imbuing an interpretation with originality and creativity. The reference to the model-for instance, Amanohashidate-must however be manifestly clear.
The terms "recalling," "modeling after," and "being manifestlyclear," in fact describe successive steps in the Japanese
garden-making process-a process in which stylized forms
are extracted from nature in its existing form and then

tional criteria of specific architectural forms and gardens.

Garden Design Solutions That Address
Spatial Constraints
Japanese gardens do not exist as independent entities.
Until the Edo period, they were generally designed to be
viewed from a seated position in the building interior,
and so were directly correlated to the function and style of
the architecture. There are no other known examples of
this kind of correlation; it is apparently unique to the
Japanese garden. Sakuteiki offers numerous suggestions
for design solutions intended to accommodate particular
site conditions and building functions.
The style of the shinden-zukuri garden was determined
by the function and decorative style of the shinden main
hall itself, and was subject to the various constraints
inherent in the standard one-eho site. Specifically, the prescribed stylized forms (yo) for expressing each of the six
basic compositional elements-artificial hills, pond,
island, flat and open white sand space, garden stream, and
waterfall-were affected by the standard division of land
allotted for the different areas of the garden. In a typical
shinden-zukuri estate, the buildings occupied the northern half of the site, and the shinden was positioned at the
center of the southern border. The southern half of the
site, approximately 60 meters (197 feet) on the northsouth axis by 120 meters (394 feet) on the east-west, was
set aside for the garden. Thirty meters (80 to 98 feet) of
that area (north-south) was to be set aside for the white
sand area, leaving free 30 by 120 meters (98 by 394 feet) to
house a pond that imitates the ocean with an island containing a musician's stage of 30 by 120 meters (70 by 80
feet), and artificial hills for embellishment. As we have seen,
Sakuteiki acknowledges the difficulty of achieving this
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13 Agarden streambroadened in Inc absence ofa pond, Murin'an, Kyoto.

feat, and offers various techniques for impleme nting the
stylized forms (yo) under specific limiting circumstances.
The myriad of interp retatio ns seen in shinden-zukuri
gardens corresponds to the simplified arrangemen t of the
palace buildings which developed in response to the limitations posed by the o ne-clio site. There were two main
approaches taken in garden design as means 0 f addressing
spatial constraints:

A bbreviation
whether the island is provided or not will depend on
the aspect of the place as well as on the size of the
pond. If the place is suitable for making the island, the
usual arra ngement is to br ing the edge of the island
toward the front center of the Main Hall ( shinden),
and to provide space for the Musician's Stage toward
the far side of the island. Since the musician's stage
extends seventy to eighty feet across ... when the
island lacks in space, there sho uld be a device such as
constructing a minor island behind, and extend ing a

I
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tempo rary wooden-board floor fro m there over the
pond water toward the main island. This device will
relieve the narrown ess of the island, and will make
the fron t of the Musician's Stage look wider by
showing much of the island. Thus it is understood
that the temporary wooden floor is provided where
there is lack of space, yet keeping the front of the
island normal in appearance."
This item provides a good example of an interpretation
that add resses the contradiction between the prototype
and its implemented form. It proposes to fulfill the requirement for a seventy-to-eighty-foot musician's stage in a
creative way, by extending a platform from the rear of
the island, thus preserving the frontal view of the island
from the shinden without inordinately increasing the size
of the island in relation to that of the pond. It is an interpretation that reconciles aesthetic and practical concerns,
and was passed down as a transmitted tradition ( densllO).
when there is the garden stream but no pond, you
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should provide in the South Garden such a feature
as the Hillside Field and place stones which conform
to such a feature. It is also a normal practice to place
stones and make the garden on a flat ground where
there is no hill or pond. Where the pond is absent,
however, the garden stream should be made especiallybroad, and the knobbed portions of the ground
should be levelled off in order to make the view of
the running stream visible from the palace hall floor.
Along the skirt of the hillside field scene of the garden stream, planting of tall-growing trees and shrubs
should be avoided. Instead, you should use such
wild-flower plants as the Chinese Bellflower, the
Patrinia, the Burnet, Plantain Lily, and the like ...
The width of the garden stream should depend
on the scale of the estate ground as well as on the
available volume of water. The widths of two feet,
three feet, four or five feet, are all practicable. If the
house and estate are in large scale, and voluminous
water is available, the running stream may be made
as wide as six or even seven feet."
This description of the small garden "abbreviates" the
pond, leaving only the garden stream. Theoretically, it
does not "omit" the pond, but provides it by widening the
garden stream to the extreme (Figure 13). The combination of techniques used here, which includes also leveling
the ground, creates an interpretation that gives an appearance of depth to a viewer seated on the palace floor.
Restricting the planting of trees and shrubs near the
stream shows that subtle and careful attention is being
paid the task of maintaining a unified sense of scale while
making a small garden appear as spacious as possible.
On the one hand, the idea that "the garden stream should
be made especially broad" in the absence of a pond calls
for a subjective judgment as to what size stream would
create the illusion of a pond in the context of a particular

site. However, one very refined technique is offered for
scaling specific details to the overall spatial illusion:
Sometimes stones are placed where there is no pond
or running water. This is called the dry landscape.
The dry landscape is created by first constructing the
steep edge of a hill or the outline of some wild hillside fields, and then associating stones with it.53
The garden without a pond or running water is a further refinement of the widened "garden stream with
no pond," and is termed a "dry landscape." It is not an
independent style which ignores the pond as a required
element, but rather is one in a series of abbreviation techniques that evolved as ways to express the prototype.
As we have seen, the stylization process characteristically involves a degree of abstraction. The dry landscape
as an expressive mode was thought to meet the criteria for
the prototypical shinden-zukuri garden.
Interestingly, the dry landscape-style "garden without
water" of the late Heian period, which was attached to a hill
or hillside field, shows the makings of Muromachi-period
dry landscape-gardens. Abstract gardens did not suddenly
appear in the Muromachi period, but were premised on
this abbreviation technique of the shinden-zukuri garden.
The prototype set forth in Sakuteikts three overall
principles is a grand and very brief treatise on nature. In
contrast, interpretations are described in Sakuteiki with
surprising attention to detail and are offered as techniques
for implementing the prototype, premised on natural
beauty, in real space.

View Obstruction
The shinden-zukuri garden was intended to "provide
space for the imperial ceremonies," banquets, and various
social functions. For this purpose, the staircase, bridge,
island, and artificial hills were to form a single axis originating at the center front of the shinden. But since this
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axis tended to emphasize the shallowness of the site, it was
commonly disguised through techniques which provide
only partial, or obscured, views. These popular techniques
were used in a great variety of interpretations, bringing
the further breakdown of symmetry and the rise of a more
free-form garden. The main passages in Sakuteiki outlining these techniques are as follows:
[I]n spanning the bridge from the island to the shore
of the courtyard, do not bring the centerline of the
bridge to fall in the exact center of the staircase of
the Main HalL You should, instead, set the east-side
post of the bridge in line with the west-side pillar
supporting the roof of the staircase. The bridge itself
should be spanned at an oblique angle.54
Thirty meters (ninety-eight feet) was much too shallow
for a front axial view from the shinden. To remedy this,
Sakuteiki advocates an interpretation which presents the
length of the bridge in diagonal profile, creating an illusion of depth.
The underside of the arched bridge, when it is visible
from the direction of the seat of honor, presents a
most unsightly view. Because of this, many big
stones are placed toward the underside of the bridge
to divert such a view."
Creating a sense of vastness in a small site, here by showing an oblique view of the bridge, should not compromise
the garden's aesthetics. Scrupulous attention was paid to
what would be seen from the shinden and specific camouflaging techniques were recommended as necessary.
Some of the other techniques suggested in Sakuteiki for
achieving this same effect are:
Do not place the Buddhist trinity stones facingstraight
toward the Main Hall (shinden) of the palace. You
should, instead, place them facing a little off the
exact front,"

~
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When you make the scene of a hill, do not let the
valley point toward the house ... In general, the
opening of the valley should not face the main front
view of the garden, but instead a little away from it. 57
In [the hill island] style, the hills on the island should
show the outline of overlapped hillocks of varied
heights ... 58
In making the island in [the field island] style, a few
streaks of hillside fields (nosuji) are built in varied
horizontal outlines ... 59
[W]ater is sometimes made ... to fall zigzag to the
right and the left by means of placing the water-hitting stones in two or three steps of lowering elevations."
The Sideways Stone will look attractive especially
when placed in a slanting angle to the running direction of the stream, showing its long and heaved middie portion ... 61
The stones to form the cliff scene should appear as
though a folding screen were set up unfurled. Or, it
should look as if the door pieces were set in and out
against the background hill."
In other words, the view-obscuring techniques described
in Sakuteiki include averting alignment of the bridge or
symbolic stones with the shindens central axis, rotating
the valley opening, offsetting, alternating, overlapping,
zigzagging, providing only partial views of objects, and
concealing the depth of the site. All have the intended
effect of imbuing a restricted space with a sense of limitlessness. The application of these techniques gave rise to
some of the most ingenious and effective interpretations
of the prototype ever made.
These interpretations combined frontal, unidirectional,
static view-obscuring techniques with others that were
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asymmetrical and more free-form, and became the basis
for the post-Heian-period gardens that developed in response to changes in the palace's function and further imposed constraints, and ultimately led to the miegakure
hide-and-reveal techniques used in the kinetic, multi-vantage-point gardens of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

The Garden As Architecture
Shinden-zukuri buildings were single-room residences in
which living space was defined with furnishings. There
were no distinct rooms, and the relationship between
people and furniture was fluid.
The architectural interior and exterior were partitioned
by shitomido latticed shutters and tsumado paneled doors,
both of which swing on hinges. In their open position, these
fixtures leave the entire one-bay space between columns
unobstructed, and so unite interior and exterior. For this

reason the interior and exterior developed in tandem.
Shinden-zukuri living took place in spaces defined simply by movable furnishings, without the designation of
specific rooms for specific purposes. By extension, it is safe
to say that neither were there fixed positions in the building from which the garden was intended to be viewed.
With shitomido in their open position, the structural
composition of the shinden afforded a panoramic view that
encompassed the entire south garden along with the palace
interior and exterior. The world that unfolded in this space,
including poetry and narrative yamato-e painting, was
informed by the aesthetic of miyabi, or refined beauty,
that permeated all of life at the Heian court. Like gardens,
painting and poetry of this period also expressed "the natural landscape" and "famous places of scenic beauty."
Yamato-e painting is narrative. Buildings are depicted
in the fukinuki-yatai compositional technique in which

roofs and ceilings are omitted to show interior and exterior scenes from a bird's-eye, panoramic view. Famous
places of scenic beauty from the four corners of the capital in the four seasons are expressed on one picture plane
connected by mist and clouds in the kumogasumi technique. Waka poems that extol the seasonal characteristics
of these famed places are included calligraphically as part
of the painting. With kasaneirome, bands of contrasting
colors formed by layers of robes worn by Heian empresses
and court ladies, providing yet another wash of color, the
shinden-zukuri maya core building, hisashi outer aisles,
sukiro open corridors, and garden formed a tangible setting for the world of miyabi.
As the distance between the shinden and tainoya opposing
annexes on the east-west axis was also condensed, hajitomi half shutters, misu bamboo blinds, zesho thin summer curtains, and kabeshiro heavy drapes were hung, and
kicho free-standing textile screens placed, to interrupt
sight lines. The design approach used for the corresponding tsuboniwa courtyard gardens-composed of plants,
hillside fields, the garden stream and springs-located
between these two buildings shifted from the broad
panoramic view used in the south garden to an intimate
one-to-one relationship between garden and viewer (see
Figure lOA). This more intimate relationship was to become
the mainstream in Muromachi-period garden design
(Figures 14.1-14.2).
The aesthetic of miyabi arose specifically in the context
of the Heian court and fell from favor together with it,
whereas the philosophical basis of another aesthetic ideal
cultivated during the Heian period, mono no aware,
retained its appeal and became the basis for the more
somber aesthetics of medieval Japan. Mono no awarethe capacity to be emotionally moved by "things"-conveys a heightened sensitivity to the ephemeral beauty
embodied in nature and human life, and thus contains a
hint of sadness.
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14.1 Tsuboniwa bo rdered by the sninden, tainoya; and .5ukiro, Nin'naji, Kyoto.

With the close of the Heian period, the shinden-where
build ing interior and exterior were one-was d ivided into
fixed roo ms. With the further limitation s that arose from
the subdivision of the one-ehO block into one-fourth- and
on e-eighth- cad sites. the relationship between archit ecture and garden changed radically. An entry appearing in
the late-Heian NillOn kiryaku (Outline record of Japan)
regarding residential zoning restrictions, listed under the
year A.D. 1030, states that: "the residences of regional lords

shall not exceed one-fourth- ceo." This was just two years
after the birth of Sakuteiki author Tachibana no Toshitsuna.
In many respects. Sakuteiki reflects the values of the
tra nsitional period from the gradual decline of the Heian
court life at its zenith to the more austere Japanese middl e
ages (late Heian, Kamakura and Murornachi periods). and
the sweeping structural and aesthetic changes that would
be seen in the architecture and gardens to come.

14.2 Tsubol/iwa, Daito kuji Ryogen'in, Kyoto....

I
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Shinden-Zukuri As Prototype, and Two
Divergent Interpretations

he next wave of continental cultural influence, following the importation of Tang culture in the Nara
and early Heian periods, was that of the Song dynasty
(960-1279) during Japan's Muromachi period, when
Chinese paintings and wares were imported in astounding quantities. Yoshida Kenko expresses the tenor of the
times in this passage from his classic philosophical miscellany Tsurezuregusa (Essays in Idleness), written in 1330:

T

It is the height of foolishness that Chinese ships should

make the dangerous journey over here crammed
with cargoes of useless things.'
Chinese culture had been transmitted to Japan during
the Nara and Heian periods in the form of "images" of
the Tang capital and its palaces, whereas the culture
imported during the Muromachi period took the form of
goods. This bore a direct influence on Japanese residential
architecture, where the oshi-ita decorative alcove (or
tokonoma in its later form), ehigaidana staggered shelves,
and tsukeshoin built-in desk were constructed for the purpose of displaying Chinese paintings and wares. More
indirectly, it led to the subdivision of the formerly open
shinden main hall into rooms defined by fixed walls and
sliding doors, the construction of ceilings and tatami
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mat-covered floors, and a shift from round to square
posts. These features define the architectural style which
came to be known as shoin-zukuri. This second wave of
continental influence marked a radical reform in the history of Japanese residential architecture; this reform did
not, however, extend to city planning.
By the close of the Heian period, Kyoto's one-ehO cityblock grid had been subdivided into sites measuring onefourth- and one-eighth-ehO. This degree of reduction in
site size-what might today be called "miniaturization"would naturally impact the scale and configuration of the
architecture and gardens that a site could accommodate,
as is evident in the folding screen paintings known as
rakuchu rakugai-zu (scenes in and around the capital;
Figure 15).
Over the course of the Kamakura period, the Tangbased prototype for the palace and garden had faded,
although the custom of always basing composition on a
model remained. The Heian palaces and gardens of Japan
became the new prototype. The transition from shindenzukuri to shoin-zukuri began with the north half of the
residence. The shinden-zukuri style was at first retained in
the south half, and the transformation to shoin-zukuri was
gradual (Figure 16).

•

15 Detail from a rabie/ill rakllgll;-zu folding-screen painting depicting a shogun estate in late Muroma chi-pcriod Kyoto.
Property ofYonczawa City, Yamagata Prefecture.
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16 Reconstructed plan of the Ashikaga Yoshlnori Muromachl villa by
Kawakami Mns ugu. Reproduced from NiJwn krnmiku-shi zushli (H isto ry
of Japanese architect ure through selected illustration s).
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17 Schematic showing the division of the shinden into formal (hare) and
informal (ke) halves, and into small rooms along the building's north side.

Sociopolitically, the medieval period saw the formation
and development of a feudal society, and the transitional
exchange of political power from the aristocracy to the
warrior class. Zen Buddhism, also imported from China
(where it is known as Chan), stressed self-reliance, discipline, and austerity-attributes that greatly appealed to
the military consciousness. The leading aesthetic ideal of
the middle ageswas known as "yugen" (mystery and depth),
and like Zen, it was concerned with the true nature hidden behind the illusory aspects of the world. Yet despite
these changing ideals, understanding and expressing the
essence of nature remained the keystone of all the arts. In
his poetic diary Oi no kobumi (The Records of a Travelworn Satchel), written in 1688, Matsuo Basho looks back
in history to masters who exemplified the highest attainments in their disciplines:
Saigyo in traditional poetry, Sogiin linked verse,Sesshu
in painting, Rikyu in tea ceremony, and indeed all
who have achieved real excellence in any art, possess
one thing in common, that is, a mind to obey
nature, to be one with nature, throughout the four
seasons of the year.2
The shinden-zukuri garden was designed for ceremonial use. During the transitional period, however, this primary function was lost, and the garden became purely
ornamental.

From Abbreviation to Abstraction
As was noted earlier, Higashisanjo Palace was based on a
bilaterally symmetrical formula but acquired an asymmetrical layout to conform to its two-cho site. Small and
medium-sized residences, with their greatly restricted
sites, were one generation further removed, built with
shinden-zukuri as their prototype. These were a simplified
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form of the original, which emphasized the most important features and abbreviated others. The south side of the
main hall, having lost most of its official ceremonial functions, was restructured primarily as a venue for the composition oflinked verse and other leisure-time pursuits of
the powerless nobility.
During the medieval period, in order to adapt to further reductions in site size, the main hall was reduced in
scale and the symmetrical pairs of tainoya annexes, tsuridono fishing pavilions, chumon inner gates, and sukiro open
corridors were all omitted on one side. Asymmetrical in
ground plan, a smaller shinden and a single tainoya connected by a reduced-scale sukiro with chumon became the
new standard. This is the compositional form typically
seen today in Zen sub-temples, except that the shinden is
now replaced by a kyakuden (guest hall) or hojo (abbot's
quarters).
Early examples of shoin-zukuri guest halls furnished with
shitomido shutters and tsumado doors-seen for instance
on the east facade of Onjoji's Kojo-in-e-preserved the
shinden-zukuri exterior image although this had no functional or stylistic relationship to the kyakuden interior
(see Figure 33.1).

Ke and the North Garden
In the late Heian period, the most significant change to
occur in shinden-zukuri architecture was the division of
the interior of the shinden, directly under the roof ridge,
into north and south halves partitioned by sliding doors
(munewakedo). The south side (hare) served as the formal
ceremonial space, and the north side (ke) was for daily living. The residential area was further divided by fixed walls
and fusuma sliding doors into small rooms-specifically,
the study, the sleeping room and the informal reception
room, or shoin (Figure 17). This grouping of rooms along
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19.1 Plan and section schematics showing views
afforded of the north garden through the halfbay openings from the adjacent small rooms
along the building's north side and the lateral
path of movement on the veranda.

the north side naturally stimulated new approaches to

under, and around dams, bridges, and islands, finally

garden design, and is thought to be a factor in the charac-

exiting under the building, creating an implied continu-

teristic density of the north garden.

ous flow that pours out into the "open sea" garden on

Shinden-zukuri architecture originally had no fixed

another side of the building (Figures 18.1-18.3). The

partitions. When the shitomido shutters were raised, the

interpretations for these small narrow strip gardens less

palace and garden were unified, providing a panoramic

than four meters (twelve feet) in depth, replace water with

overview of the entire garden and architectural environ-

moss and coarse white sand, creating an exquisite, abstract

ment. With the shift to the partitioning ofinterior space into

expression of the prototype.

rooms beginning in the twelfth century, the panoramic

Another compositional characteristic of the north gar-

field of vision achieved with shinden-zukuri architecture

den was a quality oflinear continuity born of the moving

was narrowed to a more acute angle. An additional change

vantage point afforded the viewer walking the north

in exterior fixtures from shitomido swinging shutters to

veranda. The interactive relationship between the garden

mairado sliding doors enhanced this tendency.

and viewer walking on the veranda was an important fac-

As opposed to shitomido, which swing up on a horizontal
pivotal axis, leaving the entire one-bay space between

tor in the changeover during this period to kinetic and
bidirectional garden composition techniques.

columns open, mairado are composed of two wooden

The garden scenes relating to the views afforded from

doors and one paper screen (akarishoji) that slide hori-

floor-level seated positions inside the individual adjoining

zontally in a three-track gutter, so that even in their fully

rooms had to be linked so as to create a unified garden

open position a half-bay section always remains closed to

that would flow in a linear sequential fashion as the view-

the outdoors (see Figures 36.1-36.2). The result is a framed,

er walked along the veranda. The north garden preserved

or cropped, view of a single scene of the garden. The rela-

the frontal, single-scene compositions that correspond to

tionship between the garden and the series of rooms with

fixed vantage points from the room interiors, but at the

narrowed views gave rise to the unique characteristics of

same time linked one focal point to another, giving the

the north garden; the views from inside the rooms demand

garden a dual composition (Figures 19.1-19.3).

a garden of considerable density.

The compositional technique used to bring the spaces

Of all the basic compositional elements of the proto-

between individual garden scenes into play via movement

typical shinden-zukuri garden, the waterfall and rapids of

and form a unified garden bears a close resemblance to

the upper garden stream were best expressed in the high-

Sesshu's horizontal handscroll entitled Sansui chokan

density north garden. The theme of the gardens of

(Landscape, 1486), in which a series of single scenes are

Daitokuji's Daisen'in and Myoshinji's Taizo-in is the

linked into a unified scroll painting through the use of a

"flow" of the garden stream from the water's source-a

technique called zansan josui.

mountain waterfall with cascading water that flows over,

Zansan josui is frequently used in ink-wash landscape
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19.2 The Daitokuji Ryogen-in hojo north facade, Kyoto.

19.3 A view from the room interior of the Tofukuji
Funda-in north garden, Kyoto.

painting to suggest mountains and water slowly reced ing

composed of linked heterogeneou s spaces, where each

into the "mist," comprised of segmen ts of wh ite space left

scene is hidden fro m the next and appears in linear suc-

open between scenes, linking th em into om' in tegrated

cession, but no t to a landscape that can be apprehended

scroll. This expanse of unarticulated paper isnot em pty space,

in a single sweeping view.

but rna. Th e term "rna," as used in tradition al Japanese
performing and visual arts, describes an int erval in time
or space-a void that by its very absence (whether of

Hare and the South Ga rden

sound o r ofform ) asserts its existence, adding to the articulation of the overall space. In Muromach i-period north

Th e simplification of the formal south garden began in

gardens and ink-wash landscape scro lls, rna is an un im-

th e twelfth century with the cessation of imperial cere-

posing space that allows for the impression m ade b y the

monies and the concomitant loss of th e shinden's original

previous scene to fade natura lly away (Figures 20.1-20.2).

function. Th e genesis o f the con templation garden (kanshO

Just as Heian-period yamato-e paintings -s-in which

niwa) began with the abb reviation of the four basic com -

well-known scenes from the four corners of the capital

positional clements specific to the south garden- the white

and the four seasons had been linked by the kumogasumi

sand area, the pond, islands, and artificial h ills. As we have

(cloud and mist) techn ique o n a single, all-encompassing

seen in Sakuteiki's specification that "where the pond is

picture plane related to the panoramic view <o f the shin-

absent, however, the garden stream sho uld be made espe-

den-zu kuri garden fro m the palace, th e composition of

cially b road ... in order to mak e the view of th e ru nn ing

the Mu ro machi- pcriod no rth garden was exp ressed with

strea m visible fro m the palace hall floor," the prototype is

techn iques similar to those used in the ink-wash land -

not relinquished, but serves as th e basis for abbreviated

scape paintings popular during the same period.

in terpretations .

The zansan josui tech nique is adaptable to a garden

I
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20.1 Daitoku ji Shinju-an nort h garden, Kyoto.

- -

20.2 Detail from San5lli chOkan (Landscape] by Sesshu T6y6, 1486. Mohri Museum .
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21 MyOshinjiTokai-an shiroroji coa~ whire sand southgarden. Kyoto.

Tile Soutll Garde" in Feuda l Zen Temples
The tsukidai (moo n dais) in front of Manpukuji's central
Daiyuho Hall is a gravel terrace th at was used for the
Suirikue-a presentation of offerings of food an d drink to
restless spirits-and other ceremo nies. Likewise, the south
garden of the Mycshinji Tokai-an Jrojo (abbot's qu art ers)
consists o f nothin g but coarse white sand, altho ugh it is
not now, and never was, used as a ceremo nial area. While
patterned after the ceremo nial area o f the shinden-zukuri
south garden and the tsukidai of Chi nese Chan (Zen)
tem ples, the transformation from a functional to a nonfunctional area is most significant. Th is is the funda men-

and retained o nly the white sand area. The highly-polished veranda facing the s1Jiroroji served as a dojo, or
traini ng gro und for seated zazen meditation. In response
to a question as to how the solid white field came to form
the basis of these "gardens fo r Zen practice," an elderly
priest at Tokai -an offered the following Zen koan (conundrum which frees the m ind from conceptualizing):
Zen mon k: Taking the mo untains and rivers as my
own , I become them.
Zen master: Takin g myself as my own, the mountains and rivers become me.

tal reason fo r the shift from the Hcian-period natu ralistic
expressive style 10 abstract styles of expression character istic of the Muro machi period.

The coarse white sand can be seen as a canvas on which
the image of the "o mitted" pon d and islands arc depicted
freely in, for instance, "the ocean style" o r "the river style."

Although the south garden of the ~I y()sh inj i To kai-an 1Jojo
was constructed du ring the Edo period, it represents the
most basic form of Zen temple sout h gardens (Figu re 21).

In his book, Nilson no niwa (Japanese gardens), Tachihara
Masaaki explains that, "with the d evelopment of Zen culture, the dry landscape garden was devised as the Zen
monk's ultimate fo rm of recreation .".

Tokai-an's south garden (shirorojl) o mitt ed most of the
main composi tional elements of the shinden-z ukuri sout h
garden, includ ing the art ificial hills, pon d, and islands,

I
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Murom achi-period Zen garde ns also often inco rpo rated distant views of natural featu res-mou ntains, water-

22. 1 View fro m the veranda of Ryoanji's south garden, Kyoto.

falls, even lakes- into the garden's "picture plane" using a
com positio nal technique called shakkei, o r borro wed
scenery. A shakkei garden is composed of distinct foreground , middle ground and backgrou nd plan es. The garden site pro per co mprises the foreground, and the distan t
feature, the background. The middle ground is composed
to frame the "borrowed" feature, which foreshort ens the
distant view and draws it into the garden, extending the
perceived scale of the garden far beyond its own bou ndaries. Thus the requisite "artificial hills" were added in the
fo rm of borrowed scenery (see Figure 22.2).
Fifteen stones of varying size and form placed on a
solid fiel d of coarse white sand at the south garden of

Ryoanji's hojo tu rn the space into a "koun" which is also
suggestive of Sakuteikie Hill Island Style, in which "the
hills on the island should show the outli ne of overlapped
hillocks of varied heights ..."
The south garden of Shodenji's haja is composed of large
and small d ipped bushes used in place of stones. Mou nt
Hid is incorporated as borro wed scenery cropped by a
mud wall and a stand of cedars, making the finite space

seem infinite. The sou th garden of Daitokuji's Keto-in is a
fiel d of moss upon which undu lating waves are suggested
by light filtered thro ugh quivering leaves of a stand of
deciduou s trees. Despite their abbreviation of many of the
basic compositio nal elements, all these gardens fulfill the
Hcian-pcriod garden prototype with remarkable interpretations (Figures 22.1- 22.3).
When Sokuteikis concept of garden design that recreates
the magnitude of nature was confronted with space restrictions, the six basic co mpositional elements for expressing
the prototyp e-the artific ial hills, the pond , the islands,
the white sand area, the garden stream and the waterfallwere further refined, which led to the abstract and symbolic interpretat ions in Muromachi Zen temple gardens.
Tracing the course of the develop ment of garden
design from Heian aristocratic residences to Zen temples,
it becomes clear that naturalistic and abstract expressions
of the same prot otype are only superficiallydisparate, and
are in essence the same .
Once popularize d, however, and executed by designers
who were not themselves involved in Zen practice, these
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22.2 View,with Mount Wei in the distance, from the veranda of Shodenjl's south garden, KYOlo.

22.3 View from the veranda ofDaitokuji KotO--in'ssouth garden, Kyoto.
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23 Plan and section schematics showing range of view from the
room interior and the veranda of the Zen temple south garden.

abstract gardens lost their dynamic quality. "Solid white"
as a garden design solution became stereotyped, and stone
compositions took on fixed formulas (kata) that were
passed down as secret teachings.
The Zen temple south garden, as seen at Myoshinji's
Tokai-an and Daitokuji's Daisen'in, retained the original
solid white ground form and functioned as a garden for Zen
practice. The compositions of these gardens rarely correspond to the views from the three rooms lining the south
face of the hOjo. For the viewer seated inside the hall, the
white sand is obstructed from view by the veranda; only
the hedge or mud wall surrounding the garden, and at
times, borrowed scenery can be seen from this position
(Figure 23). It is only as the viewer stands and walks that
the garden gradually comes into view (Figures 24.1-24.3).
The south garden of the hOjo of [oeiji in Yamaguchi
Prefecture is another exemplary Muromachi-period garden,
in which the shinden-zukuri white sand area is replaced by
a stretch of lawn upon which numerous large and small
stones are set in groupings of three and five, with the
entire scene bordered by a pond in the distance. Like a
shinden-zukuri garden, the composition is frontal and
unidirectional, corresponding to a seated view from the
building interior (Figures 25.1-25.2).
Conversely, the basic composition of the south garden
of Ryoanji's hojo is polarized at the western end and bears
no relation to the seated view from the building interior.
Its effect is only evident from the veranda. Some hold that
the veranda was once connected to a butsuden (Buddha
hall) to the west; if this is true, this rock garden must
be seen as corresponding to a kinetic viewpoint, in addition to the seated view from the south veranda (Figures
26.1-26.2).
In principle, the south garden of the Zen temple hojo

was a solid white space cut off from the building interior,
composed in relation to the south veranda. At times it
represented the final scene of the kinetic north garden,
usually conceptually rather than spatially, and as such,
also had a multifaceted aspect.

The South Garden ofWarrior Residences
The zashiki decorative arrangement that came to be known
as mature shoin-zukuri, in which the main hall was further divided into the jodan (upper level) and the gedan
(lower level) was not yet fully developed in Muromachiperiod warrior residences (buke).
A plan-view drawing of Ashikaga Yoshinori's early fifteenth-century Muromachi villa shows that the building
interior was divided into hare (formal) and ke (informal)
halves (see Figure 16). The north walls of the small rooms
on the informal side were fitted with mairado sliding
wooden doors, while the formal south-side space basically
retained the shinden-zukuri style, with shitomido shutters
on the south wall creating an open, unified garden-toroom environment. The warrior's south garden was thus
composed for a frontal, unidirectional view from the seat
of honor at the center of the room, where the highestranking person present-master or guest-would sit. Despite
the shift in the garden's function-from a ceremonial role
in the Heian period to a purely ornamental or contemplative one thereafter-the fundamental garden composition
techniques applied to shinden-zukuri on shallow sites were
inherited in these frontally-viewed gardens (Figure 27).
The warrior residence's south garden took a markedly
different approach from the abstractly expressed Zen
temple south garden, dispensing completely with the
white sand area and condensing the pond, island, and
artifIcial hills. This too was a point of transition to the
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24.2 Standing view.

24.3 Lateral view
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25.1 Plan vjew d ra....-ingof the hOjO and south
garde n o f Ioeiji. Yamag uchi Prefecture.
25.2 View from the room interior of the JOeiji
hOjO's south garden.

II

I

--)26.1 Plan view drawing showing the relationship between
the Ryoanji h6j6 and the south garden , Kyo to.

26.2 The Ryoanji IUJjo sou th garden.
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27 South garden of a medieval buke warrior 's residence, composed for seated , center frontal, un idirec tional viewing from the interior of an adjacent room.
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28.1 Plan viewdrawing ofa bukesouth garden , Te n ryuji, Kyoto.

28.2 View from the center of the room interior.

south

south

29.1 Aspects of shinden-zukuri architecture and gardens retained
in medieval Zen temple abstract interpretations.

29.2 Aspects of shinden-zukuri architecture and gardens retained
in medieval buke warrior residence condensed interpretations.

mature shoin-zukuri garden composition of the period to
follow. The Muromachi-period gardens of Tenryuji,
Echizen Asakurakan, and the former Kuchigi Shurinji
were all designed for contemplation, and for static, unidirectional viewing from the center of an adjacent room
(Figures 28.1-28.2).
Although both date from the same historical period,
the methods of expression adopted in the south gardens
of the Zen temple and the warrior residence emerged as
ostensibly antithetical interpretations of the same prototype. This occurrence was very much a function of the
times as well as of the Japanese phenomenon of the garden design's being linked to the functional aspects of the
building (Figures 29.1-29.2).
These divergent forms of expression were actually two
manifestations, at opposite ends of the spectrum, of the
same concept. This is the same process described earlier
regarding yo, in which the inherently abstract character of
stylized forms is implemented differently in accordance
with different site conditions and functional requirements, and thus a single stylized form could be expressed
in diametrically opposed interpretations.
The influence from imported culture during the
medieval period-the direct import of Chinese paintings
and wares-was of a different quality than that of Heijo-kyo,
where the Tang capital and palaces were transmitted in
image. Assessment standards were set and documented
by Japanese connoisseurs at the early import stages to

handle the large quantities of goods. According to
Kundaikansochoki; a late-Muromachi period secret document on the connoisseurship and display of Chinese
paintings and wares, the court academic paintings of
Southern Song Emperor Hui Cong were assessed at a
value comparable to that of the freer ink monochrome
paintings of Muqi, and likewise celadon and white highfired pottery was appraised coequally to oil-spot tenmoku
(yuhen) stoneware-value standards unthinkable to the
Chinese. This uniquely Japanese approach to assessment
is not unrelated to the ostensibly antithetical abstract and
representational expressive forms taking their respective
positions in garden making.

Decorative Arrangement of the Shoin-

Zukuri [oden Zeshiki
With the rise in importance placed on class rank in feudal
warrior society, the main hall, which was used for formal
audiences, was subdivided along the east-west axis in the
sixteenth century, and developed a formalized order that
served as a spatial representation of social hierarchy.
The easternmost position, being closest to the entrance,
was the lowest-ranking seat. Seats located closer to the
interior of the building indicated progressively higher
rank. Rank was also expressed spatially by floor heightthe jodan (higher level) was elevated one step above the
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30 The jodtln zashih layout and decorat ion typical of mat ure shoin-zukuriarchitect ure, Nijoj6, Kyoto. National Treasure.
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31.\ The further division of the main hall into upp,:r (jo)
and lower (gel areas in medieval buke warrior residences.

3\ .2 Plan and section schematics showing range of
parallel frontally-composed views corresponding to the
jodal1 and ged,ltI in the buke south garden.

32.\ Toji Kanchi-in guest hall south exterior facade, Kyoto. National Treasure.

gedan (lower level). Distance was used in the same way:
the jOza (higher seat ) and geza (lower seat) were at op posite ends of the room. (The gedan and geza were later
divided into chi/dan and chuza. or middle level and mid-

and bu ilt-in sliding screens were decorated with gold and
polychrome painti ngs by members of the Kane school.
With these developments, the transition from shinden-

dle seat, respectively.) As a further expression of superior
station, the jodan zasttiki decorative accoutrem ents, the

the seventee nth cent uries, was com plete (Figure 30).
In response to such architectural changes to the build ing interior, the unidirectional, frontally-composed gar-

oshi-ita alcove, chigaidana staggered shelves" tsukeshoin
built -in desk and chiidaigamae decorative doors were
located around the periphery of the jodan, and the walls

I
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zukuri to shoin-zukuri, which spanned the twelfth through

den designed for viewing from a seated position in the
center of the room changed to parallel frontally-com posed

32.2 Toji Kanchi-in guest hall plan view drawing.
a. jodan. b. oshi-ita. c. chigaidana. d. tsukeshoin. e. chodaigamae.

33.1 Onjoji Kojo-in guest hall east elevation.

views corresponding respectively to the locations of the

mats to the west! The Ichi no rna has an oshi-ita alcove

jodan, chudan and gedan (Figures 31.1-31.2). The related

and staggered shelves; however, the tsukeshoin is located in

changes in garden and building interior are best examined

the eight-mat informal study, together with the chodaiga-

by comparing the plans of the Azuchi-Momoyama-peri-

mae decorative doors which form the entrance to the cen-

od Toji Kanchi-in and Onjoji Kojo-in.

ter six-mat sleeping room. This arrangement creates a link

The Kanchi-in guest hall's formal south side (hare) is

on the north-south axis between hare and ke, and another

divided into the Ichi no rna (joza) and the Ni no rna (geza).

on the east-west axis between jo and ge, both of which are

The informal north side (ke) is composed of three rooms

characteristic of transitional shoin-zukuri (Figure 32.2).

of eight mats to the east, six mats in the center, and six

The bow-shaped gable (hafu) over the entry porch
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34.1 Onjoji Kojo-in guest hall east wall interior and sout h garden,

Shiga Prefecture.
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34.2 OnjOji K6j6-in guest hallsouth facade and garden.
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Shinden-Zukuri As Prototype, and Two

built into the right side of the south main facade is a vestige of the shinden-zukuri chumon inner gate. The external
appearance of the facade that borders the white sand
south garden retained the shinden-zukuri style, although
the garden itself did not (Figure 32.1).
The external appearance of the main facade of the
Kojo-in guest hall closely resembles that of the Kanchi -in
guest hall, with the important difference that the former

Divergen~[l1terpretati0_n!i

Shoin-Zukuri Gardens and Kana-School
Wall Paintings
Of the garden's six basic compositional elements, the
white sand area, which had played a primary role in the
Zen temple south garden, was relegated to a secondary
role on the east side of the Kojo-in guest hall, and the

is located, together with the white sand area, on the east

pond, islands, and artificial hills, which had been omitted
from the Zen temple garden, were here condensed, together

side of the building. This same characteristic can be seen

with the garden stream and waterfall, into a single, dense

in the Daigoji Sanpo-in from the same period.
The east facade displays shinden-zukuri shitomido shutters, tsumado side doors, latticed windows (renji mado)

landscape scene, and drawn up close to the south side of
the building (see Figures 29.1-29.2).

and a transposed chumon entry porch hafu gable. None of

The condensed garden was actually composed of a
series of parallel scenes, each corresponding to particular,

these elements, however, bears any direct relationship to
the interior features (Figure 33.1).

fixed seated positions in the joza, chuza and geza rooms of
the guest hall. The early-Azuchi-Mornoyama Kojo-in

Both north and south facades have sliding mairado
wooden doors, and the floor plan is in keeping with shoin-

guest hall and Daigoji Sanpo-in gardens reflect this same

zukuri.
The chodaigamae and tsukeshoin that furnished the east
study on the informal (ke) side at Kanchi-in were moved to
the [oza no rna on the formal (hare) side in an arrangement
which, together with the oshi-ita alcove and chigaidana
staggered shelves, forms the standard mature shoin-zukuri
jodan zashiki style of decoration (Figure 33.2). The Kanoschool screen and wall paintings decorating these rooms are
also characteristic of the early Azuchi -Momoyama period.
The white sand area in front of the east main facade
retained the shinden-zukuri image, but took on a new function, serving as the approach to the warrior's residence. In
the south garden, the white sand area was completely
removed, and the pond brought up to the edge of the
veranda so that the building appears to float on the water.
The pond, islands, and artificial hills were condensed, creating a close-up view from the room interior in which the
sky was not visible (Figures 34.1-34.2).

design development.
As a further means of representing rank spatially, in
addition to the definitive jodan zashiki accoutrements,
this room was decorated with coved and coffered ceilings

(oriage-gOtenjo) and Kano-school screen and wall paintings (shoheiga). The mature shoin-zukuri garden became
progressively more ornate and representational in expression as a result of influence from these paintings.
The style of Kano-school screen and wall paintings typically commissioned to decorate shoin-zukuri guest halls
consisted of rich color against a gold leaf ground. The picture plane was monumental in scale,and the subject-most
frequently, trees and plants from the four seasons-depicted at close range with a combination of bold, sweeping
strokes and finely detailed brushwork-much like a landscape scene photographed with a long lens. There was no
middle-range or distant view, and none of the abstract
white space seen in the ink-wash paintings after which
Zen gardens were patterned.
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3S.J
Plan view dra w .ing of the Chishak u-in shoi n .an d south garden,
Kyo to.

35.3

1 56

v·ICW from the veranda's sout heast corner.

35.2 View fro m th e JO
"-dan in
. terior.

35.4 Chishaku-in shoj" screen and wall painting, Sakura ( Blosso ming cherry), Hasegawa Kyillo. Na tio nal Treasure.
35.5 View from the roo m interior of the Onjoji Enm an'in sout h garden, Shiga Prefecture.
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The interior walls and screens dividing the rooms of the
formal harespace were covered floor-to-ceiling with these

_

paintings, with the focal point of the overall composition
36.1 Schematic showing the interior/exterior threshold
with shitomido fixtures.

centered on the jodan no mao The "picture plane" of the
garden decorated the fourth, or exterior wall, and like
these paintings, it was dense and representational. These

I

qualities were achieved by condensing the hills, pond,

I

islands, garden stream, and waterfall into a single, con-

room

centrated scene, and drawing them close to the opening of
the building, creating a foreshortened, close-up view. The
--- --- ----

------_.

.

wall paintings and garden together created a homogeakarishOji
mairado

---------

neous, majestic, and ornate "interior/exterior" environment (Figures 35.1-35.5).

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ hiro-en

_

The Threshold of the Garden As
Architecture
The shinden-zukuri main hall was composed of the build36.2 Schematic showing the interior/exterior threshold with
mairado fixtures.

ing core, or moya, surrounded by outer aisles, or hisashi.
The spans between the pillars of the hisashi were fitted
with shitomido shutters, which in their open position left
the exterior facade of the hisashi totally open, creating a
panoramic interior/exterior architectural space. The hisashi

moya

were used as an extension of the moya; an ochi-en, which
skirted the hisashi one step lower in floor height, served as
a corridor and was lined with a balustrade on its far edge
-------

------------ -- ---- ---

-_ .... - - --------------

--_ ....... half-shOji

(Figure 36.1).
With the division of the interior space along the north-

I

south axis into hare and ke came the further division of the

irikawa

north side of the building into a row of three small rooms
which integrated the hisashi space and resulted in the
-------

I

-- ------ .--- --- --- ---- -- --- --- :--- -- ----I a------- akarishOji

I

oChi-en

I

I

I

36.3 Schematic showing the interior/exterior threshold with
single-track amado fixtures.

breakdown of the moya/hisashi structure. This development did not, however, lead to internal corridors, so the
basic path of movement still revolved around the periphery of the building. The area between interior and exterior, however, changed from hisashi to hire-en (covered
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37 Hoscn'in garden viewed from the room interior, Kyoto.

veranda) and oehi-en (lower veranda corridor ).
The most significant aspect of these changes is that
where shitotnido were installed between the outer row of
hisashi pillars in shinden-zukuri, and so formed a linear
demarca tion between interior and exterior, mairado were
installed on the inner row of pillarsbetween the room and
hiro-en. creating a quasi-inte rior/exterior space. As noted
before, mairadQ--Composed of two wooden doors and
one akarishoji paper screen that slide in a three-track gut ter-always leave a half-bay section of wall closed off to
the outside, and this cropped view gave rise to the basic
characteristics of the north garden. With these architectural developments, the threshold between interior and
exterior space became a smaller opening set further back
into the building's interior (Figure 36.2).
Early shoin-zukuri usually had hire-en not on all four
sides of the bu ilding, but only on one or two sides; which
were closed off on the ends by wooden doo rs, and there
was no balustrade on the far side of the oehi-en. While

hisashi were an extension of the moya and formed a single
interior space, the hire -en was cut off by mairado and had
more of an exterior spatial character. Just as the Zen temple sout h garden was unrelated 10 the adjacent room, the
him-en and mairado structure distanced the room from
the garden. Although it is necessary to pass through the
biro-en in order to enter the mairado-enclosed room, the
ochi-en skirting the building's four sides corresponds
mo re closely to a corridor.
With the development of single-track amado exterior
sliding doors in the m id-seventeenth century, the threshold between interior and exterior space moved once
again- this time to the outer row of pillars between the
hire-en and oehi-en, as in shinden-zukuri. This also meant
that the him-en, which had previously been delineated
from the interior and functioned as someth ing close to
exterior space, would again begin to serve as an extension
of the interior space. Th is space, now called the irikawa,
had tatami-mat floor ing, further emphasizing its interior
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character (Figure 36.3). In their open position, single-track
amado sliding doors allow for a totally open and unified
interior/exterior relationship, which is again reminiscent
of shinden-zukuri.
The view of the garden from the room-arrayed before
the viewer like a stage set-is breathtaking. With the
appearance of single-track amado door fixtures, gardens
became increasingly multifaceted, kinetic, and dynamic
(Figure 37).
In this way, as door fixtures changed first from shitomido to mairado, and then to single-track amado, resulting
changes in the form and location of the threshold between
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the interior and exterior influenced the relationship
between room interior and garden. The room/garden relationship of these purely ornamental, contemplative gardens-which viewers never actually entered-was based
on a delicate balance between what was to be shown, and
how, and what would be perceived from the principal
viewing seat in each of the different architectural styles.
The threshold's role in the interior/exterior relationship
thus acts as the primary influence on the character of
these extremely visual, painting-like Japanese gardens
designed to be "viewed from a seated position in the
room interior."

3
Kinetic, Multifaceted Gardens and Miegakure

M

iegakure ("hide-and-reveal") refers to a number

of techniques used to configure garden scenes in
sequence as visitors walk through a garden. The term was
first used in regard to the techniques employed in the small,
rustic walkways, known as roji, that lead to teahouses.
Effectsare created that provide a sense of depth and pique
the viewer's expectations of the next scene by, for
instance, interrupting lines of sight, concealing the depth
of the site, and obscuring the overall view.
In principle, no element of the roji is shown in its
entirety. Like something intimated in what is left
unsaid, the roji's very spirit derives from its suggestiveness, and it is this that gives the garden its profundity. None of the furnishings in the outer roji
-from the front gate to the yoritsuki (changing
room), and the koshikake machiai (waiting bench),
the setchin (lavatory) or the other elements-are
plainly visible, or shown in their entirety. Miegakure
plantings half-conceal the forms of buildings, and
the partially-hidden, partially-revealed composition
is achieved by making the path wind at key places.'
This passagefrom Kitao Harumichi's book Roji describes
a variety of miegakure techniques which were used in

making roji for tearooms and the effects of which come
into play simply by the act of walking. However, this is
not the entire extent of this technique's application.
Miegakure is also a feature of kaiyushiki teien stroll garden
design, where it was used to create a continuous series of
sequential views. In fact, the concept is still in use today,
in both the design of new urban landscapes and the analysis of existing urban environments.
Kinetic, multifaceted compositional techniques created
in accord with human motion first emerged with this
kind of "walking," or "pathed," garden, which is not to say
that the highly sophisticated "hide-and-reveal" mode of
expression sprang into being in the late sixteenth century.
It had its precursors in the view-obscuring techniques
employed in the static, unidirectionally-oriented shindenzukuri gardens described in Sakuteiki.
The Zen temple north garden was designed principally
for static observation from a seated position, and the
added factor of the viewer's walking along the veranda
overlooking this garden set up an interactive relationship
requiring continuity between separate scenes. The viewobscuring techniques used there contained the seeds of
the development of multifaceted, multidirectional garden
composition. Nevertheless, they did not go beyond the
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38.1 Plan view drawing of the MyOki-an Tai-an teahouseand its roji.

dom ain of parallel motion in spaces that were in essence
qualitatively homogeneous.
Walking through a garden has the effect of focusing the
viewer's atte ntion. This is especially true of the roji and
oth er types of "walking" gardens, which requires the same
kind of heightened attentiveness (kokoro-kuban) as does
the tearoom itself. In the late sixteenth centu ry, as with
the roji, we find a swift incorporation of this idea of man ipulating att ention , by co ntrolling movement in garden
interpretations.

Miegakure Linking Qualitatively Similar
Garden Areas
The act of stepping down from the veranda and walking
in the garden begins with the roji. The roji in its early fonn
consisted merely of a walkway lead ing to the tearoo m, and
thus could hardly be called a garden (Figures 38.1- 38.2).
By definition, the roji ("dewy gro und ") is a path, not a
garden, which brings out its essential quality, of being
"walked."
As the presence of a ritual washbasin-where guests
cleanse their hand s, mouth, and, symbolically, their spirit-would suggest, the roji played an importa nt role in
preparing the minds of those who were about to participate in a tea gathering, or chanoyu. and was a point of
transition from the mundane world to the realm of tea.

I"

38.2 View ofthe Tal-an roji, Kyoto Prefecture.

The spirit of chanoyu was described by sixteenth-century
tea master Sen no Rikyu with the ph rase .. ichi go ichi e"
("one life, one meeting"), which suggests that every human
enco unter is a singular occasion. From the beginning, any
element s that might hinder the preparation of the mind
were elimina ted from the roji.
The prototype of the thatched-hut sOan teahouse and
accom panying roji is that of "a mountain locale set within
a city." The following verse by twelfth-century ascetic poet mo nk Saigy6 can be Solid to describe the atmosphere of
the ideal roji.
Leaves of the kaslli trees,
Even before they were tinged
Arc all scattered
Alon g the path to the mou nta in monastery
Lone and desolate.'
The solitary, austere q uality of the image of a "mountain
path " was meant to und erscore the fad that the world of
chanoyu was separate fro m that of society. It was Rikyu's
belief tha t from a place where there is "nothing," that
which is true and gen uine manifests itself.
When a roji is set within a city, the creation of a mo untain path is of course artificial, but still the roji is required
to express the essence of a mo untain locale. This suggests
that the roji has two funda mental aspects: function ally, it
provides a path for walking, while themat ically it expresses "the nat ural landscape" as specified in Sakuteikie first

39 View of'the Omore Senke roji, Kyoto.

40 Schematic showing mirgakure as it is used
to structure th e roji path to the teahouse.

principle, of "recalling yo ur memories of how natu re presented itself for each feature," II is important to note here

The central gate that forms the boundary between the
out er and inner roji varies from rudimentary shiorido

tha t the roji possessed both these aspects from the time of

gates made of branches to the highly refined baikenmon
(bamboo lattice doors between stripped cypress pillars

its first appearance.
As the art of tea flo urished, the roji was progressively
articulated and develo ped (Figure 39). It was equipped
with various types of facili ties for the host to welco me his
guests, and likewise fo r the guests to acknowledge the
host's hospitality. It was divided into complex two-and
three-section gardens, called doub le-and triple-roj i. Indeed,
the process of growth did not stop at this point, for the
roji eventually led to the development of the stroll garden.
Miegakllre is a design co ncept fundamental to roji garden making-s-used for configuring the path that leads from
the roji entra nce and the o uter roji through the central
gate (nakamon) to the inner roji and up to the nijiriguehi
(low, sliding-door entrance to the tearoom; Figure 40).
The standard tea garden composition involves a double
roji with out er and inner sectio ns that arc divided by a
central gate. Typical features of the outer roji start with an
entrance gate, which marks the threshold between the roji
and the ou ter world, and also include a yoritsuki (changing room for removing outer garments), a koshikake
machiai (covered bench where guests wait to be called to
the teahouse), a setdiin (lavato ry), wooden lanterns, and a
chiriana (small "d ust pit" originally used to collect fallen
leaves and oth er deb ris; now symbolic of leaving behind
the cares of this world befo re entering the tearoo m).

supporting a roof of cedar bark). The gate is flanked by
sho rt spans of fencing, usually bamboo trellises, on either
side, The inner roji contains a koshikake machiai. a suna
setchin (lavato ry spread with river sand and stones), ano ther chiriana, sto ne lanterns, and a tsukubai (a stone basin
for ritual rinsing of the hands and mouth), Spans of stone
pavements and stepping-stones lead from the garden
entrance to the nijiriguchi sliding door to the teahouse.
The dcfining characteristic of roji co mposition is that it
docs not allow for an open view of the garden in its
entirety. Using both tan gible and intangible barriers, isolated scenes arc alternately displayed and concealed along
the path. In this way, space design by miegakure focuses
the viewer's attention. incrementally revealing the substantial profundity of the entire roji. Miegakure here creates settings with inta ngible barriers to contain the
expected, even ritu alized. movem ents of the guests as they
visit the facilities arranged within the very confined overall space of the raj;' while yet establishing continuity with
the next movement in the sequence. Thus, the vital integrating factor is precisely the guest's own movement
through the garden (Figures 41.1--41.4).
Miegakure as foun d in the roji is an advanced development of the mu ltifaceted, continuous linking of hornoge-
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... 41.1 M iegakure plant ing screening the Shoklntet teahouse at Katsur a Rikyii, Kyoto.

4 1.2 Miegakllre structu ring the garden pat h at Katsura Rikyii.

4 1.3 "Screen pin e" as seen from the Shokintei.

4 1.4 Shokinrei as seen from behind the "screen pine."
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neous points that originated in the Zen temple north garden. It is also part of the developmental process that led to
the linking of qualitatively distinct spaces in the stroll garden, which is of course also based on the principle of
kinetic, ambulatory viewing.
Rikyu's own roji in Sakai was on the coast with a beautiful vista of the sea, but the view was intentionally
obscured by trees. Only near the teahouse entrance, in
front of the water-basin, did he provide a small opening
in the hedge to give a glimpse of the sea. This arrangement corresponds closely to a garden feature described in
Sakuteiki: cc [A]rrange the hills so that the full view of the
sea is not seen. Instead, the sea should be made visible
only through the small opening of the hills." Here again
we can see that miegakure evolved from a foundation in
the view-obstructing methods used in gardens of Heianperiod palace architecture.
As the following didactic poem by Sen no Rikyu suggests, great importance was placed on ensuring that tea
ceremony participants' minds were not distracted, but
rather focused, by the roji.
Since the Dewy Path
Is a way that lies outside
This most impure world
Shall we not on entering it
Cleanse our hearts from earthly mire?'
The roji tea garden was not intended for enjoyment.
For Rikyu, it was, like the teahouse itself, a space designed
for those who considered the way of tea to be synonymous with Zen practice, and its ultimate goal was to show
that "Zen and tea have the same flavor." In this sense the
roji is distinguished in its spiritual foundations from the
later stroll garden, which developed from the more pleasure-oriented branch of tea known as suki.
It is only after many years of practice that you will
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grasp in its details the fact that everything, from the
hundred thousand ways of displaying utensils to
the straw-thatched wabi tearoom, is governed by
the measurements, based on yin and yang, applied
in using the daisu [utensil stand]. Moreover, since
the fundamental intent of wabi [beauty amid utter
simplicity] lies in manifesting the pure, undefiled
Buddha-world, once host and guest have entered the
roji and the thatched hut, they sweep away the dust
and rubbish (of worldly concern) and engage in an
encounter with mind open and entire; hence, there
is no need to speak insistently of measurements and
sun and shaku, or of formal rules of tea procedure.
Chanoyu is just a matter of building a fire, boiling
water, and drinking tea. There should be nothing
else. Here the Buddha-mind emerges to reveal itself.'
These words, recorded by a close disciple, show the contradiction inherent in Rikyu's own appreciation of the
role of formality, but this is a contradiction that runs right
through the way of tea itself.
Originally, drinking tea was a perfectly ordinary, everyday activity; it was a medium for people to meet and chat
briefly, and as such included both a social aspect and an
aspect of simple enjoyment in its very foundations. Rikyu
focused on and rigorously pursued an ideal form of social
interaction-direct heart-to-heart reciprocation, through
tea. In this pursuit he came to the conclusion that the small
tearoom (koma) and the roji were essential to achieving
the necessary attentiveness, and that the chanoyu environment should be completed by the proper combination
and placement of utensils. However, there were others
who focused on tea not as a Zen practice or a pure form
of communication, but as a simple form of amusement.
Soeki [Rikyu] was the first to construct a tearoom of
the virtually minimum size of one-and-a-half mats.

Although unusual for its time, it was of little use to
the ordinary person. It is interesting that Soeki, being
a meijin [master], could freely transform mountains
into valleys, change west to east, and break the rules
of chanoyu. But if an ordinary person were to imitate
him, there would be no chanoyu"
Here Sen no Rikyu's Zen practice is turned into a mere
curiosity. Following Rikyu's death, this relatively superficial approach triumphed, and the small koma tearoom
was dismissed as being too "uncomfortable for the guests."
The way of tea came to be viewed as essentially a pleasurable pastime. Not only was the small tearoom rejected,
but a kusari no ma ("connecting room") was constructed
as a place to display utensils, and the concept of "a mountain locale set within a city" was transformed-valued not
as a spiritual retreat, but as a pleasant escape from everyday life.
This way of thinking eventually evolved into the spatial
formalism known as sukiya-zukuri. Suki, meaning connoisseurship, initially described a conception of beauty
that was unorthodox, but came to refer to the enjoyment
of a subtly elegant form of tea ceremony, while sukiya, as
used in this text, came to refer to the hiroma ("large [tea]
rooms") in which these ceremonies were performed. The
principal factor guiding the design of sukiya was the anticipated patterns of people's physical movements and emotional responses within the space.
This architectural approach can perhaps best be
expressed as an amalgamation of the spirit of chanoyu and
the sukiya spatial format. The results of adding the element of heightened attention, as cultivated in the walk
through the roji, to the condensed shoin garden were, first,
the linking of qualitatively different spaces-the shoin,
sukiya, and soan-and, ultimately, the blossoming of the
Edo-period stroll garden, or pleasure garden.
Insight into the social climate that gave rise to the devel-

opment of sukiya-zukuri in the early Edo period is critical
to an understanding of the changes in composition of
buildings and gardens that occurred with the great transformation of the way of tea after Rikyu's death.
Once the Tokugawa regime had been established, an
immensely stable social system divided along rigid class
lines, and the peace achieved by a policy of national seclusion gave rise to a varied, vibrant urban society. Lifestyle
and aesthetic taste generally fell into one of three discrete
cultural realms: the aristocratic culture centered around
the court, buke warrior culture revolving around the shogunate, and the affluent culture of the urban merchant classes. This is the context in which distinct garden types
developed based on the differing lifestyles, emotions, and
aesthetics of these three cultural realms.
New aesthetic ideals which arose in this time-including iki (an urbane chic with undertones of sensuality),
okashimi (humor; also, amused recognition that something is ludicrous but inevitable), and furyu (used in reference to both the ostentatious beauty seen in popular
arts, and the more tasteful beauty of such elegant pastimes
as landscape gardening, flower arrangement, and tea ceremony)-were pregnant with the contradictions of everyday reality. Ironically, the prospering urban merchant
class, known as chonin, fostered a vibrant popular culture,
despite having been relegated to the bottom of the social
scale.
These divergent developments in changing traditions
evoked the criticisms of Rikyu mentioned above. Rikyu's
way of tea as Zen practice was rejected, and it seemed that
the aesthetic ideals that sought beauty in restraint-wabi
(utter simplicity, or the appreciation of a higher beauty
amid apparent lack of beauty), and sabi (appreciation of
the patina of use and age)-had waned. But they had not
disappeared altogether, for in some quarters Rikyu was
apotheosized, and the tea ceremony was ritualized and
revered as the ultimate aesthetic activity.
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42 Schematic showing miegakure as it is used to
link qualitatively distinct buildings and gardens.

Combined Shoin/SukiyaiSoan Structures:
Miegakure Linking Qualitatively Distinct
Buildings and Gardens
After the death of Rikyu in the late sixteenth century, the
emergence of the sukiya-zukuri architectural style led to a
new shoin + sukiya + soan arrangement, which combined
buildings and gardens of these three styles into a single
linked structure.
Positioned between the large, magnificent shoin, with
its formalized decorative accoutrements denoting high
status, and the tiny, rustic soan hut which was considered
"uncomfortable for guests," was the semi-formal sukiya,
also known as the sukiya shoin. Characteristics of sukiyazukuri include the use of columns with unbeveled corners
(menkawabashira), earthen walls (tsuchikabe), and understated, delicate decoration.
The method used to link these three completely distinct interior spaces and their respective gardens into one
continuous building-and-garden form, while barring the
view from one to another, was miegakure. And the architectural composition used to effect this was the diagonally-stepped "geese-in-flight" formation (gankokei) that had
been used earlier in asymmetrical shinden-zukuri mansions (Figure 42).
Manshu-in is a sukiya-zukuri temple in northeast
Kyoto, composed of two shain-one in the formal shoin
style, and the other in the sukiya style-and a soan-style
tearoom (Figure 43.1-43.5). The garden, as viewed from
the jodan (higher level) of the formal shoin, likewise has a
formal, highly refined composition centered on a main
feature-a single "boat" pine (funamatsu).
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The recessed sukiya shoin is accessed by an external
corridor that extends from the veranda of the formal
shoin in a "zigzagged" form, linking the two buildings.
From this veranda, the view of both shoin is partially
obscured by two trees placed so as to interrupt the lines of
sight from one building to another. The main scene in the
dry waterfall garden, a Buddhist triad rock (sanzanseki)
arrangement, corresponds to the view from the sukiya
shoin (composed of an anteroom called Fuji no ma and a
main room named Tasogare no ma).
A dynamic stream of white sand representing the ocean
links the two heterogeneous views-that of the representational boat pine garden corresponding to the formal
shoin and that of the abstract dry landscape waterfall garden relating to the sukiya. Tucked into the garden recess
formed by these two buildings, a lone island floats in the
ocean, hosting the single pine that is the central focus of
the overall garden composition and that effects the miegakurelinking the qualitatively distinct shoin and sukiya.
A series of stepping-stones extending toward the adjacent mountain then marks the boundary between the
qualitatively distinct areas of the sukiya and soan and their
respective dry waterfall and rajigardens.
The side wall of the Tasogare no ma affords a view of
the simple raji garden, composed of stepping-stones, laid
under the eaves, that lead off to the Hass6seki (Eightwindow tearoom).
Just as the shoin, sukiya; and soan structures are combined in the geese-in-flight formation, so are their respective shin (formal), gyo (semiformal), and so (informal)
"sub-"gardens structured by means of miegakure into a
marvelously integrated, total garden composition.

43.1 Plan view drawing of Manshu-in.
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a. shoin .
b. sukiya.
c. sOan .
d . forma l gar de n.
e. "linka ge."
f. sem ifo rmal garde n .
g. informal garden .

43.2 "Linking/interrupting" tree (b).
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43.3 View from the shain (d).

4 3.4 Viewfromthe sukiya (f).

43.5 Raji (g) .
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Daitokuji Kobo-an raji to the Rosen tearoom, Kyoto.

The compositio nal structure of buildings and gardens
of Koho-an at Daitokuji in Kyoto is similar to that of
Manshu-in. The haja, Bosen tearoom, sukiya; and San'unsho
te-aroom are linked- with their respective gardens-in the
geese-in-flight formation. The garden is a combination of the

haja's "empty" garden, defined by a double-tiered hedge,
and a vast, oceanlike, light-bathed garden called Omi hakkei (literally, "eight sights of Omi"; Figures 44.1-44.5 ).
The comp osition of the Kobo-an garden is marked by
the arrange ment of some dense and some sparse clusters

of trees close to the caves, designed to conceal and reveal
by turns the "oceanic" garden beyond. Thus, a full view of
the Omi hakkei is not visible except from the veranda of
the suk iya. The garden's rather vague, "watery" composi tion may be more easily understood as a backdrop against
which the foreground shrubbery is highlighted. and silhouetted when viewed from the interior of the Bosen tearoom; its role is similar to that of gold-leaf grounds in
wall paintings of the Kana school.
As the viewer moves from the hajo, glimpses of the
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44.2 View from the Mja (d) .

44.3 View ofthe "linkage" (e).

. 0 rOmi hakkei (g).
44.4 VIew

In

44.5 Plan view drawing of
Daitokuji Koho -an.

a. hOjO.

b. Bosen tearoom.
c. San 'unsho tearoom.

CD,

d. hOjO garden.
e. "linkage. ~
f.

rap.

g. Omi hakkei.

44.6 Mkgakure as it is used
in the approach 10 KohO-an.
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bright Omi hakkei garden are provided through the

to the entrance hall (Figure 44.6). Miegakure effected by

spaces between the trees, which become incrementally
smaller-from one to one-half, and finally to one-fourth
-until the row of trees ends at the entrance to the Bosen.
Together with dense shrubbery that obstructs a full view
of the garden, a shoji screen spanning the upper half of
Bosen's exterior "wall" also blocks the line of sight, while
the open lower half allows a suggestion of the Omi hakkei
to linger and at the same leads the eye into the tearoom.
Stepping-stones set in miwado cement in the space between
the eaves and the row of trees forms the roji between the
hojo and Bosen. The open-walled entrance beneath the
half- shoji is a new and original form of nijiriguchi (low
entranceway to the tearoom), called the funa-iri, or "boatmooring" style.
While Manshu-in constitutes a basic form of miegakure
configuration, here we see that same methodology perfected through the superb technical skill and acute sense
of modeling of architect, garden designer, and tea master
Kobori Enshu. The master's distinctive modeling can also
be seen in the composition of the approach to Koho-an.

an interrupting tree that blocks an axial view is a device
also utilized throughout the garden of Katsura Rikyu,
The idea of aligning the entrance gate and the waiting
area on the same axis, with a single tree interrupting the
long sight line, would be unthinkable in roji composition;
this gives some indication of the originality and freshness
of Enshu's insight.

First, the stone-lined moat defining the boundary of
the subtemple grounds is unique and innovative. The thick,
comb-shaped stone bridge spanning this moat is ingenious, as are its central beam, its columns, and the brace
stones securing it at both ends. A stretch of stone pavement set in the middle of a bed of cryptomeria moss
forms one straight line running between this stone bridge
and the outer gate and extending to the waiting bench at
the far end of the approach.
On the same axis, just in front of the waiting bench,
there is a single "interrupting" tree, around which the stepping-stones arc in a semicircle. The roughhewn stonework
in this stretch of pavement is state-of-the-art. A large single stone forms the outer corner of the bend in the path
directly in front of the waiting area. Its very form "points"
to the right, and so skillfully leads people around the turn
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The experience of walking through an environment
composed of combined shion, sukiya, and soan buildings
and gardens, such as those of Manshu-in and Koho-an, is
very different from that of walking a roji. These combination shoin/sukiya/soan gardens were designed to be
viewed primarily while walking within the building confines and represent a development of the technique used
to link views of similar quality that was seen earlier in Zen
temple north gardens. In sukiya-zukuri environments, however, we see the linking of scenes of completely different
qualities. When the "walk through the garden" was separated and made independent of the building, the technique of linking heterogeneous garden forms with
miegakure developed a step further, culminating in the
Edo-period stroll garden.

The Stroll Garden: Miegakure Linking
Qualitatively Different Garden Areas
The stroll garden, or kaiyushiki-teien, emerged amid the
stable milieu of the Tokugawa regime and its strict social
hierarchy with nobles and feudal lords near the top, and
urban merchants near the bottom. The spacious gardens
built on the private properties of feudal lords are what is
usually referred to as "stroll gardens," but in fact another
type of "garden" from this same period can also reasonably be considered a stroll garden-the Pure Land temple
garden precincts which became immensely popular as

45.1 Plan of Koishikawa Korakuen indicating
sub-garden themes, Tokyo.
@ Little Lushan (China).
@ Togetsu-kyo (Kyoto).
@ West Lake dike (China).

® Oi River (Kyoto).
@ Tsuten-kyo (Kyoto).
@ Chikubu shima (Shiga Prefecture).

recreation grounds with commoners. Thus two fundamentally very similar "garden" stylesarose at the same time
to serve the needs of two social classes separated by a great
social chasm.

Pleasure Gardens ofthe Daimyo Feudal Lords
The Tokugawa period saw a tremendous rise in popular
interest in travel and faraway places, partly because of the
general social stability and perhaps also as a result of the
government's strict restrictions on travel. In a demonstration of their wealth and station, daimyo began to build on
their spacious properties huge entertainment-oriented
"theme" parks that offered visitors a much sought-after
opportunity to "travel." The parklike stroll garden is composed of numerous sub-gardens based on themes of
famous locales in Japan and abroad, and well-known settings for classical and contemporary literary works, all
arranged around a pond. Just as the distinctly different
spaces of the shoin, sukiya, and soan were "toured," guests
meander along the stroll garden path to tour the qualitatively different garden spaces, and are afforded different
views of the pond from strategic points (see Figure 47.2).
In most cases, the series of sub-gardens was configured so
that people could observe the pond on their right while
moving in a clockwise direction around the gardens; this
orientation was selected on the basis of simple observation of people's walking habits.
Although the pond is the center of the landscape composition, no view of the pond in its entirety is ever provided. The interpretations expressed in the stroll garden offer
a variety of interesting experiences-being drawn deep

into the mountains and getting an occasional glimpse of
the pond through the trees, descending into a valley,
crossing an expanse of lawn that resembles a meadow,
and looking out over the pond from a nearby tearoom. As
guests proceed along the path, views that are always partially obscured appear and disappear in turn, piquing the
viewer's curiosity about the scene to come. The owner's
favorite "famous places of scenic beauty" unfold one after
another in a kind of narrative with its own continuity,
driven by miegakure (Figures 45.1-45.5).
The compositional techniques used to create these
effects are clearly an extension of Sakuteikis ideas on "offsetting, alternating, [and] overlapping." The basic difference here, however, is that they are not fixed barriers
viewed from a fixed position, but a form of view obstruction based on a moving vantage point that evolves with
the walker's progressive movement through the environment. Stroll garden interpretations involve garden-making methods with a new kind of depth. Miegakure gained
in complexity, amid increased concern for and attention
to detail in creating garden paths, and was recognized as
an effective method for linking distinct gardens.
The prototype of the stroll garden is unmistakably still
the "natural landscape." As mentioned earlier, Edo-period gardens of feudal lords were always based on specific
themes-the most popular being well-known scenic locales
in Japan and China-which has its basis in Sakuteiki s
injunctions to use one's "memories of how nature presented itselffor each feature" and to "think over the famous
places of scenic beauty throughout the land."
These gardens are pleasure gardens. The stable social
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45.2 View ofthe pond from Fujiyori promontory at Rikugien, Tokyo.

system and peace afforded by a policy of natio nal seclusion provided a sense of liberation from the sublime but
severe aesthetics of the med ieval period, in which beauty

Pleasure "Gardens" of the Urban Merchant Class
Stroll gardens were made by and for feudal lords and

had been confined within extremely strict spatial, formal,
and spiritual limits, and allowed an age of the aesthetics of

wealthy individuals. Originally, the stepping-stones in these
gardens were laid in a single row, which restricted walking
to single file and thus formed a path reflective of Japan's

play to blossom.
Pleasure gardens are free of the tension that character izes Muromachi-pcriod Zen temple gardens, and of the
emphasis on status and propriety that was so p rominent

hierarchical social order. It has been said that in Japan
there has never been a traditional garden style that allowed
people to walk two or three abreast, or in larger groups.
The exception to this rule, however, can be found in the

in shoin gardens. Decidedly sensuous, opti mistic, and in
accord with the injunction to "think over the famous places
of scenic beauty throughout the land," they are an animat -

line of gardens that extend from the Heian-period Pure
Land gardens, the temple and shrine precincts that became
the gro unds for recreation of the urban merchants, or
chemin, who had no land holdings of their own. Duri ng the

ed collection of popular themes . These eminently social
gardens were created solely as a form of entertain ment.

In

rule of the Tokugawa shogunate, the religious pilgrimage-

45.3 China's west Lakeas a ~ub

garden theme at Koishikawa K6rakucn.

45.4 China's Lushan as a sub-

garden themeat Koishikawa Korakuen .

45.5 Mount Fujias a sub-garden
theme at Suizenji Keen , Kumamoto.
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which was exempt from the government's strict prohibitions on travel-gained great popularity. Pilgrimages
involved making a circuit, sometimes over significant
distances, of temples and other sacred grounds, in a set
order.
Hasedera,located in the cityof Sakuraiin Nara Prefecture,
is the eighth stop on the pilgrimage circuit of thirty-three
Kannon temples in western Japan, and even today is visited
by a constant stream of pilgrims.
There are three points that command a full view of the
temple: the main gate, the monk's quarters, and the stage
of the main hall. Compositionally these are similar to the
views of the pond in the stroll garden. The roofed corridor by which pilgrims gradually ascend to the main hall is
flanked by a thick border of peonies which changes-first
to azaleas and then to hydrangeas-with each turn of the
path. Because of this variety, flowers bloom at the temple
year-round. The impressiveness of the view from the
front gate gives way to a sense of mystery produced by the
inability to make out the full form of the massive elevenheaded Kannon, the primary attendant of the Amida
Buddha housed inside the dimly-lit main hall.
Upon turning to leave, the viewer is afforded a magnificent view, from the main hall's raised platform structure,
of the Yamato mountain range glistening in the distance-"Western Paradise"-which creates a wonderful
contrasting composition.
While Heian-period Pure Land villa-temple gardens
were a static, frontal, unidirectionally-composed staging
of Western Paradise at the opposite shore of the lotus
pond, Hasedera's precincts are composed of a number of
qualitatively distinct scenes linked by miegakure, which
together with the colorful wall of flowers and the incessant chanting of pilgrims produce a highly dramatic and
dynamic representation of Western Paradise. Structurally,
the "touring" of the temple precincts is the same as the
stroll garden's linking of theme-based garden areas. The
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"ninety-nine-turn" corridor (kairo) is quintessential miegakure (Figure 46.1).
This kind of miegakure landscape composition is seen
not only at Hasedera, but also at the Kiyomizudera Kannon
in Kyoto (Figure 46.2), the Chiba Kasamori Kannon, the
Yanaizu Kokuzo, and other temples. For the most part,
temples dedicated to Kannon share this style of composition. Just as the tea of Zen practice became the tea of pleasure, the garden of Zen practice gave way to the pleasure
garden. Similarly, just as Heian-period Pure Land villatemple gardens had expressed faith in salvation by rendering Western Paradise on earth, temple and shrine precincts
became the grounds for the recreation of the urban merchant classes-their "gardens" or "parks."
The people of Edo (present-day Tokyo) were known
for both their passionate love of flowers and the beautiful
ornamental cherry trees which they cultivated. Nationwide,
Edo was praised as "the city of flowers"-and it was in
this spirit that the "gardens" of urban merchants initially
arose from a desire to link faith and seasonal flora. Many
temple and shrine precincts famous for their plum, cherry, azalea, or wisteria blossoms have become venues for
flower viewing-a favorite seasonal pastime in Edo Japan,
as it is today.
At the foundation of the landscaping concept behind the
stroll garden lay aesthetic ideals which, like those of the
colorful "gardens" of the urban merchants, were radically
new. Various movements striving to establish a sense of
tradition emerged among the different social classes in the
Edo period. Prominent among these within the merchant
classes of the cities was a blossoming of the aesthetics of
pleasure variously referred to as iki (urbane chic), okashimi (humor; amusement) and [uryi: (ostentatious beauty).
Both the pleasure gardens of feudal lords and the temple
and shrine "gardens" of city merchants show these new
aesthetic ideals in full bloom.

46.1 View from the main gate of the approach and the main hall of
Hasedera, Nara Prefecture.

46.2 View of the main hall of Kiycmizu dera, Kyoto. National Treasure.
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47.1 Schematic showing the correlation between buildings in
Chinese yuanlin gardens (mutual and intersecting views).

47.2 Schematic showing miegakure as it is used in Japanese stroll
gardens to link heterogeneous sub-gardens, and views of the pond
around which the garden is centered.

The basic composition of the temple and shrine precincts
as described above is structured in the same way as are the
interpretations seen in stroll gardens-not on a linear axis,
but by opening and closing views through miegakure. By
carefully manipulating the scenes emerging in these intervals, miegakure developed as a methodology that was emotionally charged and free of either spatial limitations or set
dimensions. Thus, the stroll gardens devised for the pleasure
of feudal lords differed from the temple and shrine "gardens" of city merchants in the way they were perceived by
their users, but not in their design interpretations.
The stroll garden shares with sukiya-zukuri gardens like
those of Man shu-in and Koho-an a basic dynamic oflinking heterogeneous components into a continuous sequence.
But while Manshu-in and Kobo-an focus on the relationship between buildings and gardens, the emphasis in the
stroll garden is on observing scenes-which may include
buildings-while meandering through the garden itself.
Here the buildings are added as just one of the garden's
compositional elements. Prior to the viewer's penetration
of the garden space, buildings could not usually be seen
from the garden. One exception is gardens in the Pure
Land style, a classic example of which is Byodo-in at Uji,
where the Hoodo hall representing Western Paradise is

viewed from the opposite shore of the pond it borders. In
"walking" gardens-roji, stroll gardens, and the precincts
of certain shrines and temples-buildings serve as an element in the landscape. Thus determining appropriate and
harmonious forms and locations for them becomes a new
requirement in garden composition.
By contrast, the intrinsic importance of buildings to
garden scenes is at the very core of European and Chinese
garden design. Since Chinese gardens are natural landscape-style gardens, they have many elements in common
with the Japanese stroll garden; for instance, both are dotted with pavilions, ponds, and islands. However, the differences between them outweigh the similarities. In the
composition of Chinese gardens, the focus is on the
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arrangement of the buildings. The central element in the
Chinese garden is the huating open pavilion, which is
often open on four sides. Chinese garden makers were
required to provide views from and of the huating from
many different directions and vantage points.
The Japanese stroll garden emphasizes a multifaceted
composition of natural scenes with a pond at the center
and regards buildings as simply one more venue for the
application of miegakure. The entire formative process of
the Japanese garden is synthesized in the stroll garden.

~hina

4
Coexisting "Unworldly" and "Mundane"
Worlds

Traditional Chinese Dwellings
he Han race, China's racial majority, and the numerous other racial minorities that are scattered across
the vast mainland formed distinctive residences in accordance with their respective climatic conditions, economic
circumstances, and ethnic customs. For the most part,
these diverse vernacular dwellings are closed and introverted in composition.
"Qing-ming shang-he tu" (Ascending the river at the
Qing-ming season), a painted handscroll by Zhang Zeduan, is a realistic depiction of the main avenue of the
Northern-Song (A.D. 960-1126) capital Kaifeng (in present-day Henan Province), from the palace grounds to the
outskirts of the city, showing the character of farmhouses,
villages and neighborhoods surrounding the palace, and
shops within the palace complex (Figure 48). Unlike residences seen in Beijing and Huizhou, which are enclosed
by solid walls, the Northern Song-townscape shows similarities to Japanese and Korean residences and villages.
The present-day insular Chinese townscape is a post-Yuan
(A.D. 1280-1368) characteristic-particularly common during the Ming (A.D. 1368-1644) and Qing (A.D. 1644-1911)

T

dynasties. The examination in this section focuses primarilyon Ming-period residences.
The residential styles that will be explored here in an
effort to define the fundamental characteristics in the composition of traditional Chinese dwellings are the siheyuan
residential quadrangles seen in Beijing, and minju, or the
popular dwellings of Huizhou in central China's Anhui
Province. Both have a basic composition comprised of
covered interior spaces or halls, and open-roofed exterior
spaces or courtyards surrounded by a retaining wall. The
exterior spaces within the residential compound are
referred to as "yuanzi" (courtyard) in Beijing, and "tianjing' (literally, "skywell") in Huizhou.

Hall and Courtyard Composition
The Beijing residential quadrangle (siheyuan) is composed
of a yuanzi central courtyard surrounded by four halls: a
main hall (zheng fang) facing south with wings (erfang)
appended to either side, an opposing hall (dao zuo fang)
facing north, and lateral halls (xiang fang) facing east and
west (Figure 49).
Each hall is a single-story unit of three rooms-a central
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48 A street scene outside the palace gate of the Northern Song-capital Kaifeng from the handscroll
Qing-ming shang-he tu by Zhang Zc-d uan. The Palace Museum.

living room (tang) flanked on either side by private/ steeping
quarters ( woslll). The central room of the main hall, or

In northern China woslli arc equipped with a b rick
sleeping platform heated with internal flues (kang) upo n

zutang (ancestral room ), is where the family ancestors arc

which bedd ing is placed. In cen tral and sout hern China
woshi are furnished with beds (Figures 50. 1- 50.2).

worshipped, and ceremonial events such as weddings or
funerals are held. At other times the zutaltg serves as the living space for the head of the household and his \-..rife, and
surpasses all the oth er halls in its strongly Co nfucianist,
patriarchal coloration. Wings appended to the private quarters of the main hall serve as rooms for female ch ildren, or as
clothes closets. The east and west auxiliary halls are reserved
for the living quarters of the first and second sons and their
families, and the hall facing north , nearest the entran ce of
the compound, is for younger sons o r the servants.
From a residential planning perspective, the tang of
each hall wou ld correspond to what we would call today
the living roo m, or the gathering place for an entire n uclear
fam ily. The tang is situated at the center o f a unit of either
three roo ms (woshi-tang-woslli) o r five roo ms (wosJri-

wosui-tang-woshi-woshi).

I ..

Each hall o f the siheyvan faces o ut on to an open -air,
nearly square cou rtyard (YlImlZJ). The yuanzi occu pies as
much as forty per cent of the area of the overall residential
compo und, and is indeed often larger than any of the
architectu ral struct u res that make up the d welling.
Hu izhou resident ial comp lexes are also com prised of
three- o r five-room halls facing a small cou rtyard or skywell (tianjing). As opposed to Beijing's siheyuan quad ran gular co mposition, the halls and courtyards in Huizho u
dwellings are aligned on a vertical axis.
These hall/cou rtyard units Uin) are stacked in vertical
rows of th ree o r four, referred to as "three jin" and "four

jin." In many cases, second and third rows arc added without transfiguring the hall/courtyard unit com position, to
form large-scale residential co mplexes (Figu re 51).

Many of these structures are two, and in some cases
three, sto ries high. The surrounding walls thus become

directly upon the rafters, witho ut sub-roofing. Glass tiles
identical in form to the roof tiles create skylights which

higher, which in com parison to nort hern China's one-story
houses, gives central and southern China villages an over-

are said to have been used since the Qing dynasty. The
surrounding wall is mad e higher where it abuts the gable
side of the building, in a deco rative, stepped ma tou hi

powering impression.
The square format of the siheyuan reflects its adaptatio n to the constraints of Beijing's grid system of main
streets and lanes. Huizh ou dwellings are less restr icted by

(horse's head wall) or yun hi (cloud wall) compositio n
(Figure 54).
Interio r wall partitions are all wood-frame panels and

city planning regulations, and so are mo re free-fo rm in
plan (Figure 52).
Huizhou residential architecture has a wood -frame
structure enclosed by external brick (zhuan) walls (Figures

fittings, with very little plasterwork. Ceilings are rarely seen
in ordinary homes. and when used are usually limited to
the waSil; private/sleeping quarters. Whe n provided in the

53.1-53.2). Pillars are spaced on an approximately two-bythree or two-by-four- meter (6.5-by-9.8 or 6.5-by- l3-foot)

highly decorative. Woshi floo rs are wooden, " n ile all other

tang central living roo m they are brilliantly colored and

grid, far wider than is found in Japanese wood-frame

floors are of stone, brick, o r pounded earth.
The main entrance has a small overhang decorated with

structures. Because wood is scarce in the Huizhou region,
beams and purl ins arc frequently made of composite
material, and the peripheral pillars of the frame are bolted

a carved brick motif an d is fitted with heavy metal doors.
There are relatively few openings in the high whitewashed
walls surrounding the insular, dosed residential structure

to the sur rounding retaining wall. Roof tiles are laid

o n four sides (Figure 55.1-55.2).
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49 Perspective and plan view drawings showing the layout of a typ ical Beijing sihevuan
residential quadra ngle and a single hall interior.

a.yuanzi.
e. daozuofarlg.

b. zlleng fang.
g. woslli.

c. erfang.
f. fang.

d. xiangfallg.
h. kallg.
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50. 1 A kang heated sleeping platform
in the wlJslli of a Beijingdwelling.
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50.2 Woslli furnishi ngs of a Huizhou dwelling.
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51 Perspect ive and plan view d rawings showing the layout ofa typical Huizhou dwelling and
a single halVcou n ya rd unit (jin).

a. tianjing.

b. tlmg.

c. woshi.

d. chllfrmg.
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52 View of a Huizhou village.
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53.1 The wood -frame structure of a Huizhou dwelling.

54 A stepped malOu bi (horse's head wall) on the gable side exterior of a Huizhou dwelling.
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53.2 Wood-frame and external brick wall
structure of a Huizhou dwelling.

:-.:

55.1 Deco rative detailing of the ma in
entrance of a Huizhou dwelling.

-. ....

~.

55.2 Streetscape ofa Huizho u village.
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56 The tianjing "skywell" pro vides light and
ventilation to the insular Hu izhou dwelling.

Climatic Influences
Beijing is located at a latitude of forty degrees north, and
Hefei, the capital of Anhu i Province, at thirt y degrees,
which cor responds to the significant difference in Japan
between Mor ioka in temperate northern Honshu, with its
severe winters, and Yakushima, a subtropical island south
of Kyushu. Hefei has a fairly acute seasonal temperature
fluctuation, averaging 29S F (- l.r C) in winter and
82S F (28" C) in summer. Its precipitation is similar to
that of lapan, its hum idity averages seventy percent in the
coldest months and eighty percent in the wannest, mak-

I
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ing it a fairly uncomfortable climate.
High surr ou nding walls offer protection from winter
winds and heat loss. In sum mer, the walls block high sun
rays, which is why inner courtyar ds were necessarily made
deep and na rrow. Long, narrow alley,.. .ays (chuan feng lu;
literally, "drift wind lane") between buildings provide
ventilation (see Figure 67.2). Huizhou's climate gave rise
to both the skywell cour tyard contained within the twostory building struct ure and the high sur rounding walls
(Figure 56).
In contras t to the Beijing siheyuan's one-story, square
composition and spacious yuanzi courtyard designed to

Coexisting "Unworldly" and "Mundane" Worlds

c

o

57.2 Plan view drawing drawing of a single-jin
unit ofHuizhou dwelling.

cO
(--1

L-J

57.1 Plan view drawing of a three-jin Huizhou dwelling.
a. tianjing.
b. tang.

c. woshi.

d. chufang.

let in the scarce northern China sunlight, Huizhou's welllike, narrow tianjing structure is less a transformation of
the Beijing siheyuan than a matter of the same Han race's
preserving the same customs and living habits, in a form
of dwelling suitable to the central Chinese climate.

Lifestyle: Hierarchal Private/Communal
Composition
According to a Chinese proverb, the cohabitation of "five
generations under one roof' brings good fortune. Traditional

Chinese collectiveresidential complexes are a hierarchically-arranged series of discrete spaces for each generation,
which serve at the same time to link the various generations. The architectural composition clearly and simply
positions each nuclear family in a specific ranking within
the extended family.
In Huizhou dwellings, woshi-tang-tianjingcomprise one
unit for each generation, containing both private space
(woshi) and communal space (tang and tianjing). Communal space is composed with the tang of the first generation abutting the tianjing, which in turn connects to the
zutang (ancestor room)-the spiritual center of the entire
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57.3 Plan view drawing of a multiple-family Huizhou dwelling.

a. tianjing.
b. tang.
c. woshi.
d. chufang.
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57.4 Plan view drawing of a multiple-family
Huizhou residential complex.

a. zutang.
b. Yang courtyard.
c. Yin courtyard.
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58.1 Plan view drawing of a multiplefamily Beijing siheyuan complex.
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a. yuanZl.
b. zhengfang.
c. erfang.

-
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e
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d. xiangfang.
e. dao zuo fang.
f. main hall.

58.2 Ground plan of an extended family
collective occupying an entire Beijing
city block.
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Coexisting "Unworldly" and "Mundane" Worlds

family-located at the physical center of the collective

(9.8-by-16.4 to 9.8-by-19.6 feet) in area, regardless of the

dwelling. All family units link to the zutang via interconnecting tianjing (Figures 57.1-57.4).
Likewise, in the composition of the Beijing siheyuan, private rooms representing the individual are invariably linked
to a communal living room to form the unit that houses
each nuclear family. Four of these units share a common
courtyard space, the yuanzi, linking the first generation to
his children and their families. Four such quadrangles are
frequently combined grouping branches of the extended
family, which in turn form sub-units of family collectives
that occupy entire city blocks. (Figures 58.1-58.2).
The largest of these collective residential complexes are
the three and four-storied tulou ("earthen building") built
by the Hakka, a Han ethnic subgroup, in southwest Fujian
and northeast Guangdong provinces. These structures are
generally rectangular or circular in plan, forty to sixty
meters (130-195 feet) in diameter, with the ancestor room
located at the center of the complex, surrounded by an open
communal courtyard from which rooms for receiving
guests and utilitarian spaces (i.e., pig and chicken pens,
wells, and food preparation and eating areas) are accessed.
The small rooms attached to the periphery of the outer wall
are used for grain storage on the second floor, and as private
sleeping spaces on the upper floors (Figures 59.1-59.6).
The Confucian patriarchal family system-which teaches
that morality is rooted in filial piety, or a child's respect
for and obedience to its parents (in practice, primarily to
the father )-is clearly evident even today in the structure
of this hierarchal private/communal spatial composition.

resident's generational standing, wealth, or other individ-

Private Space: Woshi
Facing out on the tianjing, woshi form insular private spaces.
Woshi floors are wooden, but shoes are not removed before
entering.
Whether the overall residential complex is large or small,
all woshi are a standard three-by-five to three-by-six meters

ual conditions. The three-meter width is said to have been
established to provide passage space of one meter around
a bed two meters long.
The fact that standardization was scaled to bedroom
furniture implies that the room is used strictly as a private
bedroom and is not multifunctional. Expansion of the
residence does not involve expanding room size, but simply adding on woshi-tang-tianjingunits.

Communal Space: Tang and Tianjing (Huizhou)/
Yuanzi (Beijing)
In contrast to woshi, which are self-contained private spaces,
communal tang adjoin the open-air tianjing, which connects to the next tang/tianjing unit, and so on. Thus the
interior of the closed Huizhou residential complex is based
on a system which binds "private" to "communal" as one
body.
The zutang, or ancestral room, has a solemn atmosphere
deriving from its many auspicious decorative elements displayed in hopes of bringing good fortune to the extended
family. The center wall of the tang is decorated with a
wide hanging scroll which is flanked by a set of calligraphic
couplets and in front of which a flowervase,incense burner,
bonsai, and table rocks or table landscapes are set. (Here a
relationship is evident to Japanese shoin-zukuri, where
similar arrangements of imported Chinese scrolls and
objects gave rise to construction of the tokonoma alcove.)
A square table of rosewood, ebony, or another Chinese
fine wood is placed at the center of the wall with a chair to
either side-the seats for the eldest couple in the extended
family. This arrangement characterizes the highly refined
central communal space (Figure 60).
A large table placed at the center of the brick- or stonefloored tang serves as the dining table for one family and
is the place where family members enjoy one another's
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59.1 Circula r Hakka resident ial complexes.
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59.2 Axonometnc drawing ofa Hakka residential complex revealing the structure of the peripheral wall.
a. zutang:
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b. woshi.

c. storeroom.

d. chufang.

e. dining room.

59.3 Interior view of the residential comp lex.

59.5 Detail of the first-floor kitchen and din ing roo ms.
59.6 Detail of the third- and fourth-floor private woshi.

59.4 Detail of the first-floor communal area with well and
animal pens in front of the kitchen and dining rooms.
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1

tianjing

tang

tang

tianjing

60 Plan view and elevation drawings showing the compositional and decorative
arrangements of the communal tangand tianjing spaces in the Huizhou dwelling.

company. It is also where the elderly pass a large portion

are essentially the equivalent of a living room-with the

of the day sipping tea. An array of chairs, including Chinese

simple qualification that the tang is closed-roofed and the

fine wood stools, bamboo stools, and folding chairs, col-

tianjingis open, functionally they are best interpreted as a

lect in this room, at times overflowing into the tianjing; at

single space.

such times the tang and tianjingbecome one united environment (Figures 61.1-61.3).

With the entire residential complex surrounded by
high retaining walls, the communal tianjing also serves as

The tianjingis not what the Japanese would call a "niwa,"

a link to the outdoors-a means to enjoy natural light,

or "garden." It has the same brick or stone floor surface,

breezes and rain. To the resident looking up from inside

and is set at the same floor level, as the tang, forming an

the space, the cropped blue sky is dazzling. The space is

open-air extension of the tang. No plants are planted in

isolated from the outer world, and so has a certain solem-

this courtyard. As communal space, the tang and tianjing

nity. The same objects displayed in the tang-bonsai, and
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61.1 The formaldecorativeamngement
of the tang.

61.2 An afternoo n gathering of family
member s in the lang.

61.3 A grandmother and child in the

tang.
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62. 1 The main entrance of the Beijing
siheyuan.

62.2 A Beijing siheyuan y uanzi with
plantings in its four corners being used
here for drying clothes.

table rocks or landscapes-are displayed in the tianjing.
O ne specialty of Anhui Province is an almost painfully
twisted bonsai; these seem especially well suited to this
subdued space.
The Huizhou tianjing and Beijing siheyuan yuanzi have
similar functions as both are forms of communal space.
In Huizhou, the floors of the tang and tianjing are level
and have no doors or partit ions separatin g them; there is
a greater emphasis on the interconnection between the
interior and exterior spaces. In the Beijing siheyuan, the
tang is wood-floored and is raised in height and separated
from the yuarui by doors; the sense of integrated space is
mu ch weaker than in Huizhou dwellings.
Since the yuanzi is nearly square and its surrounding

I se

halls all just one story high, it lets in far mor e sunlight and
is considerably larger than the tianjing. The tianjing's functional emphasis gives priority to climate contro l, which
restricts its use; the spacious yuanzi is designed to serve
partly as a work area.
Th e yuanzi is furth er distinguished from the tianjing in
that trees and ground cover are frequently planted in its
four comers; the compos ition, however, is very formal, and
there is no intent whatsoever to express natu ral scenery
(Figure 62.1--62.2).

Support Space: Chufang and Shaichang
A lean-to, sloping roof projects from the exterior of the
high outer retaining wall that surrounds the living area of

63.1 Skylights and windows used to light the chufang
in a Huizhou residence.

63.2 A stove with decorative moti fs.

Huizho u dwellings. Beneath this roof are housed the chufang (kitchen) , shaichang (containing the laund ry area,
clotheslines, well, etc.), vegetable gardens, livestock pens,
and toilet; this entire area is bounded on the other side by

dwelling. Washbasins are used for daily washing and pub lic bathhouses are widely available throughout the cities.

another high retaining wall. This roofed, walled area is
independe nt from the living area, giving the Jiving space
proper a do uble-wall constructio n.

Cabinetry and furn iture is extremely simple. Chests are

Skylights are the main source of lighting for the chufang, with supplemen tary light pro vided by small windo ws cut into the walls at strategic locations. The sunlight
that filters in effect ively lights the dim, earthen- floored
space (Figure 63.1).

Furnishings
used mainly to store clothing, and these are gradually
being replaced by Western -style wardrobes. Chests of
drawers are rarely seen.
Sideboards are made of bamb oo or wood with screening on the upper portion and slatting on the lower portion.
This style is unchanged in old and mo re recent pieces.
Overall, there is a very large d rop in quality between

Th p ('pn t "rd {""It ll"p (\{ t h .. r lll/irmg ie th.. ct m, o , w h irh ic

t" ",tl it in n ",l rhinpcp fi n p w"" tl {"rnitnrp in t hp M; n i3 <l n tl

constructed of mud. The mortar-covered flues are inscribed
with decorative motifs and with prayers for the family's

Q ing styles and everyda y furn iture. No such drop in quality, however, is seen in Chinese han dicraft utensils, for

welfare (Figure 63.2). Coke is the primary source of fuel,

which such materials as wood, bamboo, ceramics, and

supplemen ted by wood and brush. An additional charcoal

bronze are used.

brazier is often set beside the stove. Cupboards are small

There is no built-in heating equipment. Portable, basket-like charcoal-burning foot warmers made of bamboo

and tableware is simple and min imal, strikingly different
from the tremendous variety of tableware used in Japanese
dining.
There is no designated bath ing room in the H uizhou

are hung from the arm when carried (Figure 64.1). Baby
baskets arc also frequentl y equipped with similar heating
devices (Figure 64.2). Such individual heaters and quilted
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64.1 Portable fool healers used at a community gathering.

64.2 Baby basket withportable heatingdevice.

clothin g are essential to withstand the severe winters of
the Anh ui region .

dom from the confines of the Confucianist system, the
co mmunity has torn do wn the old walls and is building a
new compositio nal framework around a new courtyard.

Co nte mpo rary H o using: Single-Fam ily
Style

Co ur tyards (T ing) Versu s Gardens

The majority of recently constructed hou ses have no tianjingcourtyard- the tang is entered directly from the street.
They generally have two sto ries and are co mposed of a
cent ral tang flan ked by four woshi stacked. lengthwise

An overall look at the co mpositio nal structure of the

two on each side, with the chufang at the rear (Figures

Hu izhou dwellings formed independently in respo nse to
central China's Jiangnan climate.
The tianjing is a particularly good example of an adap tive feature that arose independen tly. "Private" space is

65.1--{\5.2).

Large windo w openings are cut into the walls of each

Beijing siheyuan and Huizhou dwellings, along with documenta tion from surveys into various Huizhou customs
indicates that while the eiheyuan may be their prototype,

room, making the roo ms-and the chujang in particular- remarkably bright. The standard woshi-tang-woshi
pattern, however, remains unchanged.
Because contemporary houses are one-family dwellings,

co ndensed into the woshi, and "communal" space into
the tangand tianjing-the tang is interior and the tianjing
the exterior extension of that communal space. Tho ugh it

they are no longer surrounded by high walls. The woshi
and chufangare fitted with large windo ws. They are much
more open than traditional dwellings. Houses in com munities formed of these single-family dwellings, face onto a

serves as a very ordinary open-air living room, the tianjing
is functionally highly sophisticated. It provides necessary
ventilation and light that the closed, high surrounding
retaining walls would otherwise shut out. This space is

street o r plaza that serves as the equivalent of a "co mmunal" courtyard.

clearly not inte nded to be an object of admiration. It contains no elements of Chinese garden composition as seen
in the ting yuan (co ntemplative landscape gardens) which

As a "commu nal" space in which much of the heavier,
ou tdoor work arou nd the home is do ne, the street or
plaza also provides an area for chatti ng and enjoying one
another's company-in an expression of increasing free-
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developed into the yuan/in (landscape park gardens) that
were co nstructed outside the resident ial compo und. Th is
is not to say that there arc no objects for adm iration in the

65.1 View and gro und plan o f a co nte m porary Ch inese co m m u n ity.
a. co m m u nal plaza work space.

b. co m m unal stor eho use.
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China

courtyard-bonsai, tray landscapes and rocks are displayed
there. They too are an extension of the decorative objects
displayed in the interior tang.
The word "ting' has been used in China since ancient
times to refer to a nearly square, vacant space between
buildings. According to the Later Han-dynasty (A.D. 25220) dictionary Shuo wen by Xu Shen, "the tinglies within
the palace confines," and in the Song-dynasty 960-1279)
text Yu hai by Wang Ying-lin, "the area extending from
beneath the tangto the gate is called the ting." Today this

102
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space is called yuanzi in the north and tianjing in the
south. By definition, the ting is an open area within the
residential complex; it is not a garden, but rather an openroofed living space.
Clearly, the garden as an object of appreciation and
contemplation did not evolve in China from the exterior
courtyard space within the residential compound. The
formative process of the garden was totally different in
China than in Japan, where gardens always developed
together with residences as a unified whole.

5
Spatial Composition of the Unworldly

Ting Yuan, Prototype of the Yuan/in

Dwelling

Garden

he hall and courtyard (ting) in Chinese dwellings form
one unified, functional, everydayliving space. In some
homes there is also another important area associated with
the residential complex, a ting yuan or yuanlin landscape

T

garden, which is distinctly partitioned off from the hall/
courtyard portion of the dwelling.
The yuanlin is a small landscape park, which was
enlarged and developed from the ting yuan, a contemplative landscape garden.
The ting yuan is composed of small buildings-a shufang (study), chafang (drawing room) or huating (banquet
hal1)-and gardens surrounded by a retaining wall; it
abuts with the exterior wall surrounding the residential
area, but differs totally in nature from the residential ting
(courtyard) space (Figure 66).
A total of eight residences with ting yuan in Yangzhou,
and two in Huizhou, were surveyed, and in all, the residential area-composed of woshi, tang and tianjinris
separated by a surrounding wall from the annexed shufang or chafang and their corresponding garden scenes
composed of plants and arrangements of unusual rocks;

66 Ground plan of a Beijing siheyuan residence with a tingyuan.
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67.1 Axonometric drawing of a residential complex
with tingyuan gardens.
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67.2 Ground plan of a residential complex with tingyuan gardens.

this annexed area is in turn surrounded by a retaining
wall. This structure shows that Chinese gardens did not
emerge from a connection to everyday living, but rather
in a sphere apart from the functional and mundane. The
chafang and huating (rooms for entertaining guests) and
the shufang (study) were built outside the living area. The
ting yuan was always set apart as an object for admiration.
The independent shufang, chafang, and huating were
found only in the homes of the literati, warriors, government officials, and the nouveau riche, and so were clear
indicators of social position. To qualify as an elite space,
the ting yuan had to be distinctly partitioned off from the
mundane spaces of the home. And as an object for con-
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templation, it set out to give tangible form to a vision of
utopia, like the circumstances and spirit portrayed in
Chinese landscape painting.
The ting yuan is a hua yuan (literally, "flower garden";
the term used in reference to ornamental gardens), which
differs greatly from the ting (which is written with the
character used for "niwa" or garden, in Iapanese.)
In contrast to the yuanzi and the tianjing, which are
functional, outdoor living spaces, the ting yuan is purely a
pleasure garden, with no everyday functions. Hence it is
usually not visible from the residential area; alternatively,
it may be partially visible through latticework windows.
The residential compound is totally divorced from the

dwe lling

shufang

ting yuan

shufang

ting yuan

chuan fang lu

67.3 Section drawings of a Yangzhou ting yua n.

67.4 Ting yuan entranceway.

67.5 Ting y uan.
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ting yuan, separated by retaining walls surrounding both

the Han dynasty these were no longer used in association

spaces, and a narrow alleyway (chuan feng lu) running

with royal pleasure grounds. In later periods, both charac-

between them (Figures 67.1-67.5).

ters for yuan were used.

Smaller ting yuan have a shufang or a chafang in one

lin yuan (literally, "forbidden garden") Used as a term

corner, together with a garden scene composed of plants,

for Imperial gardens from the time of the start of the Han

rock arrangements, or a pond corresponding to the view-

dynasty.

ing position from the main seat inside (Figure 68.1).
Larger ting yuan contain opposing huating, two halls fac-

Hua yuan (literally, "flower garden") The term used for

common gardens.'

ing one another from opposite sides of the garden with
corresponding scenery at the center (Figure 68.2), or a
Mandarin Duck huating (one central hall separated by an
interior wall creating back-to-back halls, each facing out

An Outline of the History of Chinese
Gardens

onto different garden scenes; Figure 68.3).
The shufang, chafang, and huating form the core of the

Chinese gardens have a long history, which can be rough-

ting yuan's meaning as a symbol of elitism, and their cor-

ly divided into two categories: the Imperial forbidden gar-

responding garden scenes contain utopian expressions of

dens, or Imperial yuanlin, and private residential pleasure

the same quality as those seen in Chinese landscape paint-

gardens of scholars, government officials, regional gover-

ing. The ting yuan stands as the antithesis of the ting, in

nors and merchants, or private yuanlin, which developed

the sense that it is an independent space with no direct

from the ting yuan.
Most Imperial yuanlin were royal pleasure parks linking

relation to daily living.

the Imperial palace to detached palaces. They were sometimes built around natural mountains and rivers with a cer-

Garden-Related Terminology

tain amount of remodeling, and at other times constructed
completely from man-made excavations-but in either case

The Chinese terms relating to gardens are defined in the

they were splendid grounds, built on a vast scale. Private

glossary in Sugimura Yuzo's Chiigoku no niwa (Chinese

yuanlin were built within or on the outskirts of cities, near

gardens) as follows:

residences, and were intended exclusivelyfor enjoyment.

Yuan Fruit orchard

The features of the relatively small spaces of private

Pu Vegetable garden

yuanlin were minutely detailed; they represented a distil-

You Pen in which fowl and livestock are raised, or any

lation of the garden-making techniques cultivated in

fenced-in garden

Imperial gardens. The development of the modern urban

Yuan (A different character, with the same pronuncia-

tion as yuan above) This character came into frequent use
for garden names during the Han dynasty (206

private yuanlin has its roots in the ting yuan, an earlier
interpretation of the Imperial yuanlin prototype.

B.C.-A.D.

9), starting with the Qin-dynasty (221-206 B.C.) Shang-lin

ImperialYuanlin

yuan. During the Zhou dynasty (l122-770 B.C.), the char-

Chinese gardens had already taken form over 2000 years

acters pu and you were used widely, but from the time of

ago, as evidenced in recorded descriptions of the gardens

IIII
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68.1 Ground plan of a residence
with a small ting yuan composed
around a shufang at one comer.
68.2 Ground plan of a residence
with a large ting yuan composed
around opposing huating.
opposing

68.3 Ground plan of a residence
with a large ting yuan composed
around a central Mandarin Duck

huating

huating.

of E-fang Palace (constructed 213 B.C.) of the first Qin
emperor, Shi Huang, and the garden of Han emperor
Wu, known as Shang-ling yuan (constructed 138 B.C.).
Shang-ling yuan encompassed more than 300 li (a
Chinese mile, roughly one-third an English mile, or half a
kilometer), had six lakes, over 70 detached palaces, 3,000
varieties of flowering trees, and was stocked with "creatures from all over the world." Hunting parties were held
within the Shang-ling yuan grounds. Both it and the gardens of E-fang Palace were ultimately based on spiritual/magical beliefs in the shen xian, or Taoist Immortals,
whose mist-covered dwelling-places on mountains and
islands these gardens were intended to recall.

A well-known literary work of the late Northern Song
dynasty by Li Ge-fei, Luo-yang ming-yuan ji ("The Famous
Gardens of Louyang") describes eighteen famous gardens
of the time, citing the following as the ideals on which
they were designed:

These Chinese gardens, which borrowed from the natural landscape to express ideological, religious, and literary concepts were profoundly influential as prototypes for
later Chinese gardens, as well as for other Oriental-and
particularly Japanese-gardens.

As this passage suggests, the successful harmonization of
antithetical elements of natural and man-made beauty is
an ideal in the design of Chinese landscape-style gardens.
Although none of these gardens survive today, vestiges
of their forms are still visible in certain scenes of the gardens attached to the Imperial Palace in Beijing, Bei-hai
yuan, Yi-he yuan (known to many as the Summer Palace),
and Hangzhou's West Lake.

Landscape-Style Gardens
Garden ownership reached its height during the Tang and
Song dynasties. It was during this same period that scholars and painters appeared in great numbers, leading to the
emergence of free-form landscape-style gardens that were
supported by literature and landscape painting. The Song
dynasty in particular has been called the golden age of the
arts, including gardens.

There are six attributes that do not combine in fine
scenery:where magnificence is at work, the subtle and
profound is lacking; where artificiality prevails, the
patina of age is insufficient; where wooded, watery
gardens are featured, panoramas are limited. The
only garden combining these six elements is Hu yuan.

Private Yuanlin
During the Ming and Qing dynasties, economic development spurred the development of yuanlin in the cities,
where the aristocracy, government functionaries, landlords, and nouveau riche merchants were concentrated,
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particularly in those cities blessed with a temperate climate and plentiful water supply. Famous gardens of this
period still in existence today are concentrated in the
Jiangnan region, mainly in Suzhou (including Liu yuan,
or "Garden to Linger In"; Wang-shi yuan, "Garden of the
Master of the Fishing Nets"; and Zhuo-zheng yuan,
"Garden of the Unsuccessful Politician"), and in Yangzhou
(for example, Shou xi hu, "Slender West Lake"; He yuan,
"He Family Garden"; and Ge yuan, "Isolated Garden";
Figure 69). The main distinguishing feature of private
yuan lin is that they are urban gardens that are a condensed interpretation of the prototype of the spacious
gardens of the Tang and Song dynasties. This process of
modeling and adaptation led to the development of distinctively Chinese techniques of garden making. The
development of the yuanlin's progress toward the status
of a symbol of the elite-completely divorced from the
courtyards within the everyday living quarters-may be
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69 Ground plan of Ge yuan, a residence with a private
yuanlin garden (Yangzhou).

seen as inevitable in light of the historical circumstances
surrounding the formation of Chinese gardens, the influence of social stratification, and the compositional style of
traditional Chinese residential architecture.

The Garden Treatise Yuan Ye
Garden design theory made great strides during the Ming
and Qing periods, and the definitive treatise among the
many works produced at this time on landscape gardening in the Chinese tradition-essential to any study of
yuanlin-is Yuan ye (The Craft of Gardens), written by Ii
Cheng in the late Ming dynasty.
Ii Cheng was a landscape designer from Jiangsu Province,
and was renowned throughout that region for his considerable experience in garden planning, and also for his work
as a poet and painter. His Yuan ye consists of a compre-

Spatial Composition of the Unworldly

hensive guide in three volumes to garden-making techniques in the Jiangnan region, on the basis of which the
reader can deduce the framework and essential points of
yuanlin garden-making techniques. The following is an
outline of the topics which his work covers:
Volume I. The theory of construction; on gardens:
Comments on the overallprinciples of garden making
1. Situation (choice of site): Sites among mountain
forests, urban sites, village sites, sites in the uninhabited countryside, sites beside mansions, riverside and
lakeside sites. A guide to selection and excavation of
each type of site.
2. Layout (positioning of buildings and artificial
mountains): [Laying the foundations for] the great
hall, towers, gate towers, etc. Positioning, scale, and
characteristics of buildings within the garden environment.
3. Buildings: Gate towers, halls, chapels, living-rooms,
chambers, lodgings, towers, terraces, belvederes, covered walkways, etc.-dimensions and characteristics
of each. Five-pillared structures, seven-pillared structures, etc.-structural principles.
4. Fittings: Description and diagrammatic illustrations of the decorative features of all these types of
buildings, including latticework, windows, etc.
Volume II. Description and diagrammatic illustrations
of decorative balustrades
Volume III. [Structural and scenic features]
1. Doorways and windows: Description and diagrammatic illustrations of doorways and windows.
2. Walls (exterior walls and hedges): Whitewashed
walls, polished brick walls, unworked stone walls,
etc.-exterior wall types and their attributes.
Description and diagrammatic illustrations of openwork windows.
3. Paving (decorative pavements): Garden path ideals,

paving materials, and diagrammatic illustrations of
paving patterns.
4. Raising mountains (artificial mountains): Mountains in private gardens, mountains in courtyards,
mountains beside towers, mountains beside studies,
mountains beside ponds, mountains in women's
apartments, precipitous mountains, mountain rock
pools, goldfish tanks, sharp peaks, rounded peaks,
overhanging cliffs, caves, mountain torrents, meanderings, and waterfalls. Artificial mountain typestheir features and related compositional elements.
5. Selection of Rocks: Rocks from Tai hu (the Great
Lake), rocks gathered from Kunshan, rocks from
Xuanxing, etc.-sixteen varieties of rocks from different regions for use in the yuan lin primarily for the
purpose of creating the mountain features cited
above. Types of rocks and the characteristics of each.
6. Borrowed scenery: distant scenery, scenery near at
hand, scenery above, scenery below-ways of using
these types of borrowed views and the effects they
produce.'
Note the relative importance the author gives here to
buildings and their location in the yuanlin, the details of
their composition and decoration, and the types of doorways and walls and their decoration. The primary emphasis in garden making is on architectural features, with
types and features of artificial mountains (rock mountains) and paved paths playing a secondary role.
The emphasis in Yuan ye is on buildings-their position and decoration-and fantastic rocks. One has only to
compare the Japanese Heian-period Sakuteiki, which concentrates on water and rocks in its description of the
definitive features of a garden, to perceive the fundamental difference in the approach taken to garden making in
Japan and China. This difference is again confirmed by
Edo-period garden manuals that expound at length on
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rock arrangements, ponds, and running water features,

It is a technique, in short, which utilizes and emphasizes

while ignoring buildings altogether. Relevant passages of
these Edo-period texts include the section "Complete
illustrations of artificial hills, and how to build them" in
Tsukiyama teizoden, "Constructing mountain and water
Landscapes" in Sagaryuniwa kohohiden no koto, and
"Methods for the construction of artificial hill mountain
and water landscapes" in Tsukiyama sansuiden.

the intrinsic forms and vegetation of the site.
The Ming-dynasty garden Zhuo-zheng yuan in Suzhou
was originally a low-lying, swampy area. To maintain the
existing features and atmosphere of the garden's site, a
large pond was dug in the center, while structures such as
halls, belvederes, towers, and pavilions were situated on
built-up areas around it to create interrelating views. The
emphasis placed on preserving the distinctive characteristics of the Jiangnan region made Zhuo-zheng yuan famous
for its water scenes.
Another well-known garden in Suzhou, the Northern
Song Cang-Iang ting (Pavilion of the Blue Waves) took
quite the opposite approach. This site originally comprised
paddy fields. Earth and rocks were stacked up in the relatively high central section to create artificial mountains,
and the surrounding area was dug to form a pond. It is thus
known as a "chong-fu guang-shui' yuanlin, meaning, literally, "a high mountain aspect and a wide expanse of water."

Private Yuanlin: Compositional Techniques
Private yuanlin gardens were associated with, yet positioned outside, and independent from urban dwellings.
They were centered around the huating, which was used
primarily for entertaining, and sought to create a "utopian"
atmosphere of separateness from everyday life. From the
techniques used to create private yuanlin arose a unique
method of garden making which was a condensed, intricately detailed version of the most venerable Chinese gardening techniques. Yuan ye outlines five principle aspects
of yuanlin garden making, which are presented here supplemented with original material gathered in the course
ofthis research:

Situation (Xiang-Di)
As expressed in the term yin-di zhi-xuan (an exhortation to
"follow the natural lay of the land"), the garden is planned
around existing topography. Low-lying areas are dug
deeper still, and high spots heightened further. The original rocks, water, and plants form the basic garden materials, simply being condensed where they are too scattered,
in order to accentuate the naturally formed vistas. This
method ensures that even in a relatively flat urban yuanlin
there will be variations in height, and that the groupings
of flowers, trees, and stones will serve as a reminder to the
viewer of the beauty of the scenery of that particular region.

11,1
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Layout ofBuildings (Li-ji Wu-yu)
The defining characteristic in the design of the Chinese
yuanlin is that priority is given to the positioning of buildings; the garden is designed around the buildings. Yuan ye
has the following to say about the layout of yuanlin:
The most important element in the layout of gardens is the sitting of the principal buildings. The primary consideration is the view, and it is all the better
if the buildings can also face south. If there are some
tall trees around, then keep one or two of them growing in the courtyards. When you build wallsyou must
spread them widely and preserve plenty of open space
within them, so that you can arrange and layout the
place exactly as you wish. Once you have picked a
site for the main buildings, [dui-ge coupled buildings
that form counter-opposing views], you can use the

Spatial Composition of the Unworldly

remaining space for the construction of pavilions and
terraces. Their form should follow what is appropriate, and you should cultivate the plants around them
carefully. In choosing the direction the buildings face,
do not be bound by what the geomancer tells you.
But in positioning a gateway, it must be square on to
the main hall in its courtyard.'
In another Ming-dynasty text, Chang wu zhi, author
Wen Zhen-xiang writes, "1. Buildings 2. Flowers and trees
3. Water and rocks." He refers here to the order in which
a Chinese garden is traditionally planned-first the position of the main hall is decided, then the positions of
pavilions, terraces, and towers according to the interrelationship of their mutual views. Plants, mountain rocks,
and water features are then added, and the various elements linked by covered walkways.
Nature dominates the Japanese stroll garden, while
buildings draw little attention and are of secondary importance. This is evident from the simple fact that in Japan a
great many gardens remain famous despite the loss of
their original buildings. In the Chinese yuan lin, the relationship between buildings is of central importance, and a
yuanlin without buildings would be unthinkable.
Private yuan lin-which developed from the ting yuanwere built to satisfy a human need for material and spiritual satisfaction. The focal point of the yuanlin is the
huating hall for gatherings and banquets.
Among huating styles are the simianting (four-sided
hall) and the Mandarin Duck hall, but in larger yuanlin,
simianting are predominant. This building style comprises
an open interior space surrounded by a variety of latticework doors-some large, others long and narrow-without any solid walls. It has open walkways all around,
creating an uninhibited space that offers a view on each of
the four sides (Figure 70).
The Mandarin Duck hall is divided into two rooms,
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70 Section, elevation, and plan view drawings of a simianting (four-sided hall).
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front and back, by a sheathed wall with latticework doors.
The two rooms are different in ceiling structure and decoration, and are based thematically on different seasons.
The room facing south corresponds to winter and spring,
and that facing north, to summer and autumn. The gardens facing these rooms are composed accordingly.
A duiting, or opposing building, is always constructed
as the focal point of each vista. Duiting may be halls, chambers, chapels, lodgings, towers, belvederes, pavilions, or
other buildings; in many cases these buildings are linked
by covered walkways.
The walkway functions not only as a connecting path
between buildings, but guides the visitor through the main
views of the garden and acts as a device for creating "segmented" scenes.
Qualities of transparency and lightness are intrinsic to
the forms of these architectural structures, and the salient
characteristic of the technique for composing "segmented" scenes is that these buildings form the pivotal feature.
Huating and duiting have a reciprocal relationship,
providing borrowed scenery for one another in a series of
interdependent views that are both "mutual" and "intersecting." Each building, therefore, becomes an element in
landscape composition for others, whether the view be
from huating to duiting; from duiting to huating, or from
duiting to duiting. For this reason, the central building
featured in each view must be both "transparent" and
"light" (Figure 71).
The view from inside the building is enjoyed through the
latticework surrounding it on four sides, or through open
windows. The design of these windows is in keeping with
the concept of a utopian realm, since they frame the garden
scenery as if it were in a Chinese landscape painting. The
famous scenic mountains Lushan and Huangshan are composed of fantastically shaped Tai hu rocks viewed through
the frame of this type of window. For such an effect to be
successful, the scenery between the huating and duiting

III:
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71 Schematic showing the layout of buildings in a yuanlin to achieve mutual and intersecting views.

must be highly concentrated, with every inch of space filled
(Figures 71.1-71.3).

Screens (Ge) and Curves (Qu)
The Japanese stroll garden is a thematically-based series of
small garden spaces centered around a pond. It is structured in such a way that as the visitor walks through it, the
scenery flows by, with scenes appearing and disappearing
sequentially through the use of the compositional technique known in Japanese as miegakure.
The Chinese yuanlin is also a stroll garden, in which the
visitor enjoys different scenes and views while sauntering
from the central huating to hall, tower, belvedere, and
pavilion. Like the Japanese stroll garden, it is composed in
the natural landscape-style.
However, as is indicated in the expression bu-y! jing-yi
("changing step, changing view"), qualitatively different
scenes emerge one by one as the visitor walks, and thus
dynamic, contrasting moods and vistas are fundamental
means of expression in the Chinese stroll garden.

72.1 latticework doors on the
facade of Ge yuan's simiantirlg (Yangzhou).

72.2 Fantastically shaped rocks
as seen from the Liu yuan simi,
aming in terior {Suzhou).

72.3 Mutual views between
the simianting and a pavilion
perched atop a fantastic mou n,
lain (Xiao pan qu , Yangzh o u].

'" I

73.1 A gateway used as a screen ing device 10 create a di stinct ga rden scene (Ge yuan, Yangzho u ).

73.2 A covered walkway a nd waUused as curving andscreening d evices to create a scen ic ~ce cell (Xiao jin shan, Yangzhou).

I
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74.1 A "garden ....-ithin a garden"
(Zhuo-zheng yuan, Suzhou).

74.2 A "lake within a lake"
(West Lake, Ilangzhou ).

"Screening" and "winding" techniques involving the use
of buildings, wall surfaces, fences, caves, gates, and covered walkways divide the entire garden space to create a
num ber of distinct, scenic space cells (Figures 73.1- 73.2).
Large expanses of water are also converted into a variety
of different water features with this method. Wh ile these
scenes are each different in character, they are also complimentary, and linked into a single environment.
No scene is completely independent of others; each is
partitioned and also linked by architectu ral features- pri marily walkways and latt icework windows, articulated to
prevent oversimplicity or crudeness. This is in direct co n-

trast to the Japanese miegakure technique effected mainly
with natural elements such as plants. Separate scenes in
the Chinese garden are not equal in size; rather the main
scenes, forming the core of the garden, cover a larger area
and are supported by many smaller scenes providing the
necessary op position . Th e layout of large and small areas
is composed with rhythm ical changes juxtaposing expansiveness and concentratio n. These techniques give rise to
expressions such as yuan zhongyouyuan ("garden within a
garden "), and hu zhong you hu ("lake within a lake")
(Figures 74.1-74.2).
These garden for ms, in other wo rds, are an extension
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of the idea of bieyou dong tian, or another world (i.e., the

in garden design. Particularly admired were the fantastic

paradise of the Taoist Immortals). Chinese yuanlin are

rocks evocative of the "oddly-shaped peaks and strange

composed with ever-changing variety and contrast through

rocks" of mountainous regions. These rocks of different

the use of garden composition techniques known as yuan

shapes and sizes had to be "fantastic" in appearance and

bi ge ("gardens must have screens") and shui bi qu ("water

exude "mystical power," so they were well-suited to the

must curve"). The smoother narrative of the Japanese

construction of an ideal, otherworldly realm with the

stroll garden can be compared to an "analog" form of

Xie-qu yuan (Garden of Harmonious Interest) in the

huatingat its center. Garden makers favored vertical compositional techniques such as "layering" (die) and "piling
up" (dui), and pavilions were built on top of piled-up
rocks to afford a "high climb, distant view" (denggaoyuan
wang; Figure 75.1), while caves were cut into layered

Yi-he yuan (Garden of Cultured Peace) in Beijing is well

rocks to provide a space in which to "think meditatively

known as an example of a "garden within a garden," while

and ponder in silence" (chen si mo kao; Figure 75.2).

expression, in which case the change and opposition
marking distinct scenes in the Chinese yuanlin would
be "digital."

the Hua-gang guan-yu (Flower Harbor for Viewing Fish)

In Japanese gardens, artificial hills exist as a composi-

of Xi hu (West Lake) in Hangzhou is a famous "lake with-

tional element used to create scenery, and are not designed

in a lake."

to be climbed. Accordingly, they are constructed not to a
human scale, but to complement other compositional

Raising Mountains (Duo Shan) and Selecting Rocks
(XuanShi)

however, mountain features are both part of the scenery

The Chinese yuanlin is composed of some views designed

and also intended to be climbed, and so they are built to a

to be appreciated from a seated position at chair height

human scale. In this garden then, the same scale governs

inside the buildings, and others designed to be viewed while

both the parts of these natural views and the integrated

walking. In the case of Iapanese gardens, there was a gradual

whole. Rocks are categorized as tou (transparent), shou

development from a static, frontal, unidirectional compo-

(thin), zhou (wrinkled, or textured) and lou (literally,

sition in which the garden was viewed from a seated posi-

"leaking"; scattered with small, elongated holes). These

tion inside an adjacent building, then first to viewing from

criteria for the selection of rocks are a distinctive feature

two sides, and finally to sequential and even multifaceted

of the materials used in the composition of yuanlin

compositions as people penetrated and walked through

(Figure 76).

elements in the scaled-down landscape. In the yuanlin,

the garden. By way of contrast, the essence of the yuanlin
centers on interdependent mutual and intersecting views

Borrowed Scenery (Jiejing)

between buildings, so that each element of the garden's

Yuan ye classifies jiejing, or borrowed scenery, into four

composition is multifaceted, multilayered, and kinetic.

types.

The cities in which the greatest concentration of yuan-

Yuanjie, or "scenery in the distance," includes views of

lin is seen, particularly in the Jiangnan region, are situated

mountain ranges, fields, rivers, and lakes seen from a high

on vast plains, which helped to make the themes of "strange

vantage point (Figure 77.1). Linjie, or "scenery nearby,"

and steep peaks" or "waterfalls dropping from steep cliffs"

refers to views of towers, multi-storied buildings, belved-

portrayed in Chinese landscape painting popular elements

eres, and pavilions of adjoining or nearby gardens. Linjie
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75.2 A cave cut into layered rocks as a space in which to "think
meditatively and ponder in silence" (Ge yuan, Yangzhou).

76 A variety ofdistinctive rocks piled and layered to create mountain features in the yuan/in.
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77.1 An open windo w used to "borrow dista nt scenery,"
here the mountain Lushan.

77.2 An open window used to "borrow scenery nearby," in this case the "Five
Pavilion Bridge" of an adjoining garden scene (Sho u xi hu , Yangzho u).

is mainly the borrowing of buildi ngs as scenery, but the
term also refers to views of adjoin ing garden scenes bor rowed through latticework windows (Figure n .2). Yangjie,
or "scenery above," describes scenery such as clouds, light,
moon, trees, and towers that is viewed by looking up.
Fujie, or "scenery below," refers to a view of an adjoining
garden from above, and is also known as a "stolen view"

(duojing).
In the Japanese garden borrowed scenery is distantfor instance, a distant mountain-and is used to impart a
sense of the infinite to a comparatively small space, but in
the yuanlin, the garden within retaining walls is joined to
the outside by means of the borrowed view, with the aim
being to fuse the garden with the adjoining scenery. In
other words, borrowed scenery in the Japanese garden

I
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liberates the garden from the confines of its site, while
borrowed scenery in the yuan/in links one garden scene or
"segment" to another.
Private yuanlin landscape park gardens developed from
the ring yuan con temp lative landscape garden as an area
completely distinct from the everyday living hall and
courtyard space. The circumstances under which gardens
developed in China suggest that the techniques for constructing yuan/in were similar in nature to those used in
the garden parks of the nobility. The fundamental pur pose of the yuan/in was entertainment, which was provided mainly in the huating. The yuanlin was an expression
of the realm of Chinese landscape painting-a real-life
version of an ideal world.

6
Ideology and Prototypes

Confucian Thought and Social Structure
he appearance of Confucius toward the end of the
Spring and Autumn Period (770-476 B.C.) was the
catalyst for the birth of a new culture. A class of Confucianeducated intellectuals became government officials, and
with the political life of the nation in their hands a civilian-based feudal order unique to China developed.
During the Han dynasty, Confucianism became the officially recognized state doctrine, and Confucian learning

T

the country's officially recognized form of scholarship, with
which the idea of the Confucian state was firmly established. A social and political system based on Confucian
ideology was to be the hallmark of the Chinese imperial
state for the next two thousand years.

Confucianism and the Emperor
Confucian thought holds that the emperor was given life
by the gods who rule the universe, and that he was then
charged with responsibility for ruling the earth and governing the people in accordance with the gods' will. It was
thought that an immoral or corrupt emperor would be
judged by the gods, so the emperor in turn was to act as

judge and moral arbiter of people's lives. Since the task of
ruling directly over each individual in the state was too
much for the emperor to accomplish alone, this responsibility was divided among a number of government officials. Those chosen to be officials were to be the wisest
men in the state which, it was hoped, would produce an
ideal system of government.
With Confucianism established as the state religion during the Han dynasty, the most able men were gathered
from throughout the country and given official appointments after they had passed an oral examination. The
Tang inherited this system and established the keju system
of civil service examinations for candidates from both
central and outlying regions.

The Keju System ofCivil Service Examinations
That someone could enter the civil service with the possibility of advancing to its highest ranks purely on the merits of his Confucian education, rather than through family
ties or personal wealth, is indicative of the difficulty of the
keju examinations, and distinguished anyone who passed
the exams as a "learned man." Under these circumstances,
having a shufang and huatingbecame a symbol of an official's learning, and a world separate from that of everyday
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life was created around these buildings. This was a world

start from a concept of the oneness of gardens and land-

accessible only to the educated from which ordinary peo-

scape painting.
In his book Zhong guo yuanlin yishu (The art of the
Chinese yuanlin), Chinese garden historian An Huai-qi
writes: "The creation of gardens in our country is exactly
like literary and pictorial creations, before handling the
b-rush, you have first to fix and determine your spiritual
will.'" Creating a Chinese garden is deemed to be no different than creating a work ofliterature or a painting, and
the creative realm of the garden designer no different than
that of the writer or artist. Some works even apply Xie He's
"Six Laws" of painting theory to the construction of gardens.
The essence and philosophical context of paintings
referred to in Chinese garden treatises relate to the landscape paintings and theories of landscape painting of the
Southern Song period, when landscape depiction reached
its height of realism and idealism (Figure 78). This vein of
painting theory was steeped in Taoist thought and contradicted orthodox painting theories which held that painting
was to be valued above all for its use as an "educational tool."

ple were excluded. It is in this social structure that we find
the origins of the Chinese ting yuan and yuanlin.
The keju system demonstrated surprising longevity and
continued-with modification and changes-to serve as
the means of selection of the nation's officials (in lieu of a
system of hereditary aristocracy) until 1904. It was over
the course of this period that the style of the private yuanlin that still exists today first emerged and developed.
What form was the basis, then, for this symbol of the
elite? The answer lies in a consideration of the prototype
of these exclusive garden spaces.

Prototype of Ting Yuan and YuanlinChinese Landscape Painting Theory
... Though man-made, [gardens] will look like
something naturally created ... like a painting ... 1
The Chinese garden-from buildings, to mountains
and water, plants and trees-is a harmoniously synthesized work of art; it expresses the spirit of poetry
and painting. Though man-made, the imitation of
mountains and water must become real. Alas, just
what is the proper correlation of mountains and
water? In short, it should be modeled on nature.
Not, however, by merely making scale-reduced scenes
from nature, but rather by fully grasping the essential aspects of natural scenery-which is the same
principle that applies in painting.
... [T]rees are not planted to merely provide
greenery, but are based on the spirit of painting, that
is, they are to express the essence of nature. 2
These are but short passages from two Chinese garden
treatises, but in fact most Chinese theories of garden design
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Now, painting is a thing which perfects civilized
teachings and helps social relationships. It penetrates
completely the divine permutations of nature and
fathoms recondite and subtle things. Its merit is
equal to that of the Six Classics, and it moves side by
side with the four seasons. It proceeds from nature
itself and not from [human] invention or transmission ... Without doubt, [painting] is one of the
things which may be enjoyed within the teachings of
Confucianism.'
The above is excerpted from the introductory chapter,
"On the Origins of Painting," from the Tang-dynasty
encyclopedic work, Li-dai ming-hua ji (Record of famous
painters of all the dynasties), compiled in about A.D. 847,
which is the main repository of facts about Tang and pre-

78 A lare-Song-dynasryAcademy landscape painting by Ma Yuan, Feng-yu
shan-shut tu (Landscape in wind and
rain ). The Seikado Bunko Art Museum,
Tokyo. National Treasure.
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Tang artists. This passage expounds on the idea that the real

ing of apes are his frequent intimacies. The bridles

significance of painting lay in its usefulness as an "educa-

and the fetters of the everyday world are what human

tional tool." In the [in-dynasty (A.D. 265--420) Lie-nu zhuan

nature constantly abhors. Immortals and sages in

fu-juan (Volume of illustrations for the biographies ofhero-

mists and vapors are what human nature constantly

ic women), for example, a subliminal element of didacti-

longs for and yet is unable to see.'

cism may be detected in genre paintings and paintings of
beautiful women.

Li-dai ming-hua ji goes on to comment:

This idea of woyou-of always being close to and enjoying nature-became the pivotal concept underlying landscape painting. It was during this same period that the

At that time writing and painting were still alike in

theory of writing and painting as one (i.e., painting as a

form and had not yet been differentiated. Standards

didactic tool) developed into a theory of poetry and paint-

for their formation had just been created and were

ing as one (painting as an expressive art), as is suggested

still incomplete. There was nothing by which ideas

in this poem by late-eleventh-century poet and theorist of

could be transmitted, hence writing proper came

literati painting (Su) Dong-po (Su Shi):

into existence. There was nothing by which shapes

When one savors Wang Wei's poems, there are paint-

could be made visible, hence painting came into

ings in them;

being. This was the intent of Heaven, Earth, and the

When one looks at Wang Wei's paintings, there are

sages.'

poems .. ,
[Dju Fu's writings are pictures without forms,

Statements of this sort suggest that even as the theory

Han [Gjan's paintings, unspoken poems ... 8

of writing and painting as a single entity (that is, painting
as a Confucian moral, didactic tool) was developing into
one of poetry and painting as a single entity (or painting as
an art that transcends formal representation), an undercurrent of utilitarianism and practicality remained fundamental to Chinese painting.
"The concept that helped liberate the appreciation of
paintings from their educational role, was that of woyou
(travel by imagination),"? which arose with the advent of
landscape painting during the so-called Six Dynasties
period (A.D. third through sixth centuries).

Poems were seen as formless paintings, and paintings
as poetry with form. Painting was firmly embedded in the
world of literature, and this idea evolved into the primary
tenet of Chinese landscape painting.
Landscape painting-its visual and imaginative realmsunfailingly referred to in the introduction of Chinese gardening treatises as the fundamental creative stimulus for
garden construction, has its roots in the theory of painting
as an expressive art, which in turn is based on the idea of

woyou. It follows then that the prototype of the private
yuanlin is found in the circumstances and spirit of Chinese
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In what does a gentleman's love of landscape con-

landscape painting (Figure 79). This fact alone, however,

sist? The cultivation ofhis fundamental nature in rural

does not explain the sharp delineation between the living

retreats is his frequent occupation. The carefree aban-

quarters and the garden, or between the everyday and the

don of mountain streams is his frequent delight. The

unworldly, in the Chinese residence. For this it is neces-

secluded freedom of fisherman and woodsmen is his

sary to examine the factors linking the origins of yuanlin

frequent enjoyment. The flight of cranes and the call-

and the concept of woyou, by considering the social and

79 A garden scene pattern ed after the circumstances and spirit of a Song-dynasty landscape pain tin g (Yangzhou) .

ideological background of woyou and the influence of
those factors on the composition of Chinese d wellings.

and the "Hymn to the Purple Fungus"( the latter said
10 have been composed by the "Fo ur Old Men," who
retired from the wo rld in protest against the Qin

Landscape Painting Theo ry and Taoism

d ynasty, but reem erged to suppo rt the Han heir ] are
of what has passed away and is unattainable. But arc
the longing for forests and streams, and the com -

The Nort hern Song-treatise on landscape painting Lin
quail gao zllixu (The lofty message of forests and streams),
considered the most important of its genre, was written
by Guo Xi (after A.D. l()()()..<a. 1090), who had studied Taoism in his youth and was the most famou s Academy landscapist of his time. In the section of th is work titled "Sha ll

shu; xwt (Advice on landscape painting) Guo discusses
the concept of woyou:
It is simply that, in a time of peace and plenty, when

the intentions of ruler and parents are high-minded,
purifying oneself is of little significance, and officeholding is allied to ho no r. Can anyo ne of humanitarian instinct then tread aloof o r retire afar in o rder
to practice a retreat from worldly affairs? And, if so,
will he necessarily share the fundamental simplicity
of [legendary recluses such as [X]u Yu, associated
with] Mou nt [Jli and the River Ying .. .?
Their songs, such as the "Ode to the Wh ite Pony"

panionship of m ists and vapors, then to be experi enced only in dream s and denied waking senses?
It is now possible for subtle hands to reprod uce
them in aU their rich splendor. Without leaving your
roo m you may sit to your heart 's content among
streams and valleys. The voices of apes and the calls
of birds will fall o n your ears faintly. The glow of the
mo untain and the color of the waters will dazzle
your eyes glitterin gly. Co uld this fail to quicken yo ur
interest and thoroughly capture your heart? Th is is
the ultimate mean ing behind the honor which the
world accords to landscape painting. If this aim is
not principal, and if the landscape is approached
with a trivial att itude, it is no different from desecrating a divine vista and polluting the clear wind /

"'I

80 The idyllic sou thern Chinese landscape (Guilin).

The critical aspect o f th is theory of landscape paint ing
is that the idea of woyoll-its und erlying principle-has
seclusion as its ideal state, with Chinese landscape painting as an expression of an ideal world which allows the
viewer to "sit to [his] heart's con tent among streams and
valleys." And as expressed in the line "purifying o neself is
ofl ittlc significance, and office-ho lding is allied to hono r,"
seclusion always stands in opposition to du ty and service,
with landscape painting playing a part in both realms.
One critic simply states that the theory of Chinese land scape painti ng "is rooted in Tao ist philosophy.'?"
A characteristic o f Chinese pain ting theory is its du ality--on the one hand , the objective of painting is to educate o r advise in accordance with pro per etiquette by
Confucian standards, while the Taoist elemen ts of celeb ratin g pleasu re and freedom of spirit are also fundamental to the art. This duali ty has remained the key influence
in the development of the theory of Chinese pain ting. The
antithetical philosophies of paint ing based alternatively
on education and WOYOII have bot h played a pa rt in the
formation of Chinese painti ng theory. The former is the
or thodox Chinese thought system based on respect for
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custo m that developed first into a philosophy of morals
and later to an emphasis on "education" and "scholarship,"
and that was estab lished as a social and political creed
p remised on the teachi ngs of Confucius and Mencius.
The latter is related to the idea of wu-wei, (non-action, or
"no action con trary to nature"), which developed into an
opposing philosophy based on the teachings of Lao zi and
Zh uang zi.
This idea of seclusio n is different from the Japanese
concept ofa "recluse" in that it bears no relation to the lives
of ordi nary people, but on ly to that o f the govern ment
official. It follows then that the ring yuan and yuanlin; with
their origins in landscape painting theory based o n Taoist
philosoph y, were the domain solely of the educated class
[i.e., officials) and for th at reason were a symbol of the
elite. Obi Koichi investigates the history of seclusion in his

Cluigoku no inton shis6 (The philosophy of seclusion in
China):
Escape from the du ties of service to the state by
mea ns of seclusion was a respected lifestyle choice in
China from ancient times. A man went into seclu-

Ideology_ and Prototypes
__ __ _-_
__

sion when he could not carry out his ideas in the way
he wanted-in other words when his ideas were at
odds with the accepted way of the world. Confucius
calls this "the times when our path is not taken."
Implicit in this concept of seclusion as escape was
reemergence into the world when circumstances
improved.
Until the Three Kingdoms period (A.D. 220-265),
escape from government service, where the danger
oflosing one's life was constant, meant quite literally
heading for the hills. There was then a shift from this
simple flight to a philosophy in which it was considered virtuous to withdraw from the service of the
state and go into seclusion when things were not
done in accordance with one's beliefs. What had
been an issue for the individual became a social custom, the spread of which was encouraged by the
ideas of Taoism.
Support for Taoism-The Confucian political
principles which were the pillars of the Han empire
were a set of rules which reinforced the position of
those governing the state. To the person escaping
from these rules into seclusion, Confucianism has
no meaning-what that person seeks is the freedom
of another world. Implicit in this freedom is the
need to rid oneself of human artifice and exist within the principles of taking "no action contrary to
nature" and being "without self or desire"-the
basic philosophy of Taoism. Thus the idea of being
"at one with nature" in seclusion came to be much
admired.
Shanshui as sanctuary-Gradually the expression
for "landscape" (shanye; literally, "mountains and
fields"), which evoked an image of a wild, inhospitable place, changed to shanshui, ("mountains and
water"), an expression more evocative of beauty and
suggestiveof sanctuary.

__.

During the [in dynasty, the growing popularity of
Taoism made people come to think of enjoying oneself in nature as a necessary facet of the educated life
of an intellectual. As a result, even for those who did
not actually go into seclusion, the act of seclusion in
nature was seen as an ideal, and esteemed as a way of
finding peace.
The vogue for secluding oneself in natural surroundings gave rise to landscape poetry. Intellectuals
actively opposed Confucianism, equating it with the
world of the vulgar or "mundane," choosing instead
to act in a liberated and uninhibited manner. They
set out to challenge the Confucian orthodoxy, with a
philosophy exemplified by the "Seven Sages of the
Bamboo Grove," who advocated "escape from the
constraints of custom." This is clearlya movement for
human liberation. The proponents of this philosophy of freedom placed themselves outside of and
ignored the accepted conventions, since these conventions represented the world of officialdom rooted in Confucian principles.
The scope of what was counterposed against
seclusion expanded from officialdom to include the
human world in general. The natural world came to
be seen as the one with value, and as this viewpoint
gained influence, nature and natural objects (shansui) were termed by the Taoists ziran (literally, "that
which is so of itself'), and perceived as superior to
the "mundane" social world.
Truth and beauty-The rural poet Tao Yuanming declared in the late [in dynasty that truth could
be found in the objects of the natural world.
Landscape poet Xie Ling-yun looked at nature with
admiration and declared that he could sense its
"beauty."
This perception of truth and beauty in nature-a
product of Taoist philosophy and the idea of seclu-
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81 A celebrated "waterfall dropping from steep cliffs" scene from nature (Lushan).

sian-spread dur ing the latter half of the fourth and
first half of the fifth centuries, taking root thereafter
as the traditional Chinese way of looking at nature.
By the Tang dynasty, there were people who posed at
being in seclusion, with an eyeon obtaining a position
in the government-pragmatists who used seclusion
as a means of entering politics. The development of
seclusion into a means of attaining an official position is a surprising turn of events, given the origins
of the practice. "
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This passage charts the developme nt of a view of the
natural world whereby escape fro m official life was an antiCo nfucian statement and a form of release from the con straints of the mundane, and seclusion was key to the
perception of nature as a wort hy object of admiration, the
emb odiment of trut h and beauty. In the realm of the arts,
this concept of seclusion was invariably linked to landscape painting as part of the unified entity of poetry and
painting.
However, as was noted above, seclusion was also used

Ideology and Prototypes

by officials to achieve their own more worldly objectives,
a fact of major significance for this study, since the extant
yuanlin constructed during the Ming and Qing dynasties
are not direct reflections of woyou or of the ideology of
the period in which this theory of landscape painting was
developed, but products of a "prototype" of landscape
gardens formed over a thousand-year period.
The concept of the yuanlin as a garden form separate
from reality developed from the Taoist idea of wu-wei, or
"non-action," which arose to challenge the orthodoxy of
Confucian social and political thought, giving rise in turn to
the concept of woyou upon which landscape painting theory
and the theory of painting as an expressive art are based.
The idea of seclusion was developed using compositional elements from the natural world to create a style of
garden scenery in which views of mountains and valleys
"could be enjoyed without leaving one's seat." The prototype for these gardens was found in poems and paintings;
however, during the Ming and Qing dynasties, as social
conditions reduced the idea of seclusion to a shell of its
former self, the interpretation of "seclusion in nature"
became one formalized, widely recognized style. Techniques
of garden construction such as those outlined in Yuan ye
are thought to have developed freely in the private yuanlin which survive today, within the framework of the
prototype of this style.

Hierarchical Dwelling Composition
The traditional composition of Chinese dwellings, whereby a number of units are joined to form a residential complex is a design influenced by a feudal patriarchy rooted in
a class system. Confucianism was key to the maintenance
of this feudal order. As explained earlier, Confucianism
became the orthodox system of thought in Chinese history, developing from a respect for custom to a values sys-

tem based on filial piety, then to "education" and finally
to "scholarship." It was a political system in which everyone, from the emperor down to the lowliest commoner,
had their place in the order of things, so it was only natural that a hierarchy of residential units-from the communal, housing an extended family centered around the
citang (ancestral shrine), to individual units-should, along
with the class system, become an element in the composition of villages and residential complexes.
In the Beijing siheyuan, the central zheng fang was
reserved for the head of the household and housed the
ancestor room; erfang on either side were for female children; xiangfang to the left and right were for the first and
second sons; and the dao zuo fang was for the younger
sons or the servants. Of all the buildings in the complex,
the inner hall facing south was the highest ranking, followed by those to the left and right and the one in front.
In Huizhou residences the innermost row (jin) was the
most important, and the ancestor room was placed in the
center of the middle row.
This "sacred" order based on Confucian principles wasin the context of the Taoist idea of being unconstrained
by custom-"mundane."

The "Mundane" and the "Unworldly"
The keju examination system for entering government
service was part of the mundane world. During the early
Qing dynasty, there existed also a system known as zhike,
which worked in parallel with the keju system. The zhike
was a system which relied not on examinations, but on
promoting people who were in seclusion. This was known
as "the course of seclusion in the mountains and forests.?"
Even in light of the prevailing orthodoxy, the government intellectuals who had passed through the keju system and themselves functioned within a mundane world
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saw no contradiction in the parallel existence of a "way of
seclusion." During the thousand-year period that followed
the establishment of the keju system, philosophical developments led to the acceptance of these seemingly contradictory methods of recruitment.
Areas for everyday living took on standardized forms
as the "mundane" corresponding to the Confucian order,
while areas removed from everydaylife-the ting yuan and
yuanlin-became stylized, "unworldly" realms in accordance with the elements of landscape painting. Everyday
living space was then a tangible manifestation of the
Confucian-based patriarchal system with custom as its
prototype, while the unworldly realm of the yuanlin was a
stylization of the visual and philosophical realms of landscape painting which had the Taoist concept of woyou as
its prototype. Neither of these contrasting areas overpowered or absorbed the other: instead, from them arose a
style of building composition in which they coexisted as
representations of their respective prototypes.

I
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7
Traditional Korean Residences and Their
Gardens

T

raditional Korean gardens are said to always have an
"untouched" or "natural" appearance.
People taking a strictly Japanese view might say that
there is no such thing as a formal garden in the Korean
tradition. They would also say that there is really no
artificial ornamentation in traditional Korean architecture. All a Korean garden consists of, they would
claim, is enclosing the necessary area with lengths of
carved granite or walling off an area of sloping
ground. The far side of the garden might feature a
lone tree and one or two strangely shaped rocks.
However, the true character of the Korean garden
can be seen in the rear garden of the Ch'ilgung
Palace at the foot of Mount Pukak in Seoul. This is
not a garden in the usual sense, but merely a part of
the hillside around which a wall has been built to
bring it into the orbit of the palace buildings. I
... This was not the work of architecture scholars or
landscape architects who had traveled to foreign
lands to study [the art of landscape architecture]. It
displays a purely natural and native skill and requires
no explanation to be understood.

... Unfortunately, these gardens have been defiled
by people who ... have abandoned the traditions of
their ancestors. When we look at these and other
famous gardens today, they have inevitably lost all
sense of being untouched due to the indiscriminate
introduction of Japanese gardening techniques developed for the representation of nature in miniature.'
The above quotations are taken from Han'guk mi ai
t'amgu (A study of Korean beauty) by Kim Won-yong, and
Han'guk ai p'ung'a (The elegance of Korea) by Ch'oe
Sunu respectively. As they both demonstrate, the overt
forms, the expressive techniques, and the raison d'etre of
Korean gardens are completely distinct from those of
Japanese, or Chinese, gardens.
Most traditional Japanese garden forms-the Zen temple, shoin, and sukiya-were invariably designed with the
primary aims of unifying the building interior and exterior and providing a view for a person sitting inside an
adjacent room to gaze out onto. The stroll garden first
created in the Edo period was intended to be "walked,"
and therefore developed from a predominantly outdoor
perspective. In both cases, regardless of the garden's size,
the environment achieves an overall unity of space based
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on the relationship between inside and outside; this
approach has been adopted widely in the composition of
homes and gardens of the common people.
The manifest form of the traditional Chinese residental
garden-designed to be admired from inside a roombears no relation to the basic hall and courtyard composition that forms the infrastructure for daily living. In China,
gardens are completely removed from the business of
ordinary life, which is reflected in their being built independently from the living spaces. These gardens were
strolling gardens-the ting yuan (contemplative landscape garden) and the larger yuanlin (landscape park garden)-centered around a shufang study and huating
banquet hall, and were symbols of high social status
exclusive to aristocratic families as well as literati, governing officials,landowners and the nouveau riche.
Whereas the garden in Japan was somehow linked to
people's daily activities, Chinese culture created the yuanlin

peninsula have influenced not only the way Koreans live
their lives but the way that they have composed their
dwellings. There are five basic factors that influence the
form of the residential environment. These are: location
(factors based on the geomantic principles of p'ungsu),
social status (factors based on the traditional hierarchical
class system), social mores (factors based on Confucian
principles), function (factors based on the ondol system of
heating), locality (factors related to the dwelling's locale
[urban versus rural]).
The composition of all traditional Korean dwellings is
based on a combination of these five factors, which are
discussed in greater detail below. The focus of this research
is on extant dwellings and gardens, so the investigation of
these factors here is limited to the six hundred-year
Chosen period (A.D. 1392-1910).

as an exclusive place quite apart from everydaylivingspaces.
If we define a garden in one or the other of these traditions' the Japanese or the Chinese, then it would have to
be said that gardens did not exist in the traditional Korean
residential setting.
A number of uniquely Korean "conditions"-not present in either Japanese or Chinese settings-underpin the
layout of traditional Korean homes and gardens. Since the
formation of the Korean building/garden environment as
a whole is based on these very conditions, they produce a
number of fundamental factors that affect the composition of Korean dwellings.

Location: Factors Based on the Geomantic
Principles of P'ungsu

Influences on the Composition of
Traditional Korean Residences
The practices and customs that have developed in the historical circumstances and socialenvironment of the Korean
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One of the strongest impressions that visitors to China
remark on is the enormous number of bicycles in Beijing,
Shanghai, and the other major cities. Visitors to Korea, on
the other hand, are often surprised at how few people they
see riding bicycles in Seoul, Pusan, or Kyongju. This contrast reflects the fundamental difference between the two
countries in terms of the topography of the cities, towns,
and villages.
The Korean Peninsula is a region of undulating but relatively low mountains and hills scattered with numerous
small basins of flatland. Approximately seventy-five percent of the terrain is mountainous, but there are not
many fast-running streams or rivers. Similarly, about seventy-five percent of the settled land in Korea stands at the
foot, or on gentle southern slopes, of mountains or hills.
Indeed, the rustic charm of farming villages nestled on

82 A ru ral village (Yangdong, w olsc ng district).

sunny southern slopes is a recur ring theme in trad itional
Korean poet ry (Figure 82).
The Forbidden City in Beijing was built on a broad plain
against a man-made moun tain backdro p. lhe buildings are
laid o ut on a straight axis that starts at the Gate of Divine
Prowess in the north and continues thro ugh the Hall of
Earthly Peace, the Hall of Union and Peace, the Palace of
Heavenly Purity, the Hall of Protective Harmony, the Hall
of Med ium Harmony, and the Hall of Supreme Harmony,
and then even beyo nd the great squa re ou tside the Gate
of Supreme Hannony, across the man-made Iin-sh ul
Chan nel, all the way to the Meridian Gate. A large expanse
of flat land, extend ing one kilometer from north to sou th,
has been art ificially reshaped on a majestic scale.
The terrain of Seoul, the capital of South Korea, o n the
o ther hand , is com pletely different. Seoul is a city of hills
and slopes. Kyongbok Palace, located at the center of the
city, stands against the soaring backd rop of Mount Pukak
to the north and overlooks the broad Han River to the
south-with the mo un tain behind and river in front fulfilling the conditions for myongdang land, o r choice sites
(Figure 83). Both Beijing and Seoul represent the ideal of a
city that faces south with a "mountain behind and river in
front," but the fanner was achieved artificially, while the latter
was built on land carefully selected for its natural features.
The theo ry behind the selection of "mo untain behind,

river in front" locations as suitable residential sites, and
o ther favorable and un favorable land characteristics, is
based on geomancy, kn own as "p'lIngsll' in Korea, and
"Je'ng shut in China , where the term originates. P'alrokchi
(Reco rd of eight districts) describes the six requisite factors that com prise a positive dwelling site: water source,
vital fo rce of the land, shape of the mo untains, co lor of
the soil, hyd rography, a nd balanced prospect over water

"' I

84.1 Favorabletopographical conditions according to p'ungsu.

84.2 Unfavorable topographical
conditions.

and mountains.' The characteristics that define a positive
site are actually based on extensive real experience and on
extremely straightforward, practical considerations of what
constitutes a comfortable place to live (Figures 84.1-84.2).
The principles of p'ungsu, it is said, "developed under the
influence of the ancient theories of yin and yang and the
five basic elements, dating back thousands of years in China,
took root in Korea during the Koryo period (A.D. 9351392) and spread widely among the common people during the Choson period.'" In fact, beliefs about what, according to the principles of p'ungsu, makes a dwelling site
suitable, became more influential in Korea than they had
ever been in China; they became a fundamental factor in
the composition of all Korean homes and gardens. This
probably occurred because the distinctive topographical
character of the Korean landscape was so well suited to
the adoption of these principles.
The sites of such principal cities as Seoul and Kaesong
were selected in accordance with the principles of p'ungsu,
as were the sites and layouts of rural villages and even
individual homes. Accordingly, most Korean towns and
cities were built on southern slopes, surrounded by mountains or hills, and bounded on the south by rivers. The
same was true of smaller communities as well. Private residences of wealthier Koreans were also constructed on
southern slopes. A series of stone steps generally led up
northward to the main gate, which faced south, as did the
taech'ong; or the central living room of the main building.
Moreover, the rear garden, which was exclusively for the
family's private use, stood at the northern end of the
compound and sloped toward the south, very often in a
series of terraces. Finally, at the site's northernmost and
highest point was a mortuary shrine dedicated to the familyancestors (Figures 85.1-85.2).
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Selection of a favorable location according to the principles of p'ungsu typically provided a setting which "naturally" dictated both the position of the dwelling and the
layout of the compound. P'ungsu is therefore one of the
fundamental factors underlying the composition of Korean
homes and gardens.

Social Status: Factors Based on the
Traditional Hierarchical Class System
The village of Yangdong in the Wolsong district, about
four kilometers (2.5 miles) south of Kyongju, is a treasure
trove of traditional rural dwellings. Farmers' homes are
scattered among low pine trees on the southern side of a
medium-sized hill. Looming over all, near the summit of
the hill and surrounded by a wall, is a particularly impressive estate, which is home to a yangban (civil or military
official).
In order to clarify the importance of social status in the
composition of traditional Korean homes and gardens, it
is necessary here to examine the class system that set the
yangban above all their neighbors, as well as the relationship of that class system to the Confucian ideas that served
to maintain order in traditional Korean society.

The Centralized Feudal System
Chosen, as the kingdom was called, was a highly centralized feudal state, in which noble families and Buddhist
temples were forbidden to own large parcels of land.
Instead, agricultural land was distributed under a unique
system codified in the kwanj6np6p (rank land) law.
This law decreed that all land belonged to the state and
was to be meted out to individual farming families by
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85.1 Section view of a yangban estate o n a south-sloping site (Imch'onggak, Andong),

a. main gate.

b. haengnagch'ae.

c. haengnag m adang.

d. inner gate.

e. sarang madang.

f. sarang tucck'Qllg.

g. twitmadang.

85.2 An upper-class estate (Hyangdan, Yangdon g).

government officials. T itle to the land was hereditary, b ut

Adherence to this strict hierarchical social order enabled

it was also subjec t to an inheritance tax. Th e relationship
between landlord and tena nt was also governed by this
law, which stipulated, for example, that landlords were

the Chosen dynasty to p revent the development o f a powerful land -ow ning aristo cracy an d to maintain its own

p rohibited fro m taking land back from a tenant. The gov-

five broad social classes in Chason, of which yangban were

ernment officials responsible for th is system's im plemen -

the highest:

direct co ntrol over ordinary farming people. There were

tation were the yangban, who formed a privileged class
and were paid for their official duties with land and the

Yangban-Scholar/civil officials, m ilitary officials (whose
status was lower than that of scholar/civil officials), and the

power to levy taxes.

descendents of each. In principle, members of yangban
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families were expected to marry within their own class.
Chungin-Skilled professionals, such as lawyers, doctors,
and accountants, including low-level government officials.
Sangmin-Traders, artisans, farming families that tilled
the fields administered by the yangban, and others. These
were the common people, who made up the vast majority
of the population.
Nobi-Slaves of the state administration and slaves of
wealthier families. (At the beginning of the Chosen dynasty,
since slavery was hereditary, nearly half the population
was slaves.)
Ch'onmin-Buddhist monks, actors, dancers, musicians, young men with no particular occupation, and
other groups generally held in contempt by members of
the other four classes.
In most cases, it might seem that the only way to control a nation of small farmers who enjoy a high degree of
independence in the running of their farms would be to
rely on military strength, which would then lead to the
creation of a decentralized feudalism. The Chosen dynasty,
however, had good reason to maintain a highly centralized
feudal system, in the ever-present dual threats of foreign
invasion and of interference from the powerful Ming
dynasty in neighboring China. Had the Chosen dynasty
resorted to a decentralized form of feudalism based on
military power, it is extremely likely that this would have
provoked the intervention of China or some other powerful neighbor.
While it did concentrate power in relatively few hands,
centralized land administration by the yangban also provided the machinery for the control of the farming population.

The Introduction ofNee-Confucianism
Neo-Confucianism was a philosophy based on the concept of moral duty. It decreed that each person, from the
king down to the lowliest servant, must observe the moral
principles appropriate to his or her social class. This phi-
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losophy served as the intellectual foundation for the continuation of the class system that gave the yangban their
authority. Thus, neo-Confucianism, with its emphasis on
duty, took on the status of a state religion, and Buddhism
was harshly suppressed. Buddhist monks were outcasts
relegated to the lowest rung of society-called the

ch'onmin-and the precepts of neo-Confucianism came to
be accepted by the entire population, including Buddhist
monks.
From the yangban's point of view, the common people
were not only responsible for the maintenance of production, they were also pupils to be tutored in the principles
of neo-Confucianism. Moral duty, as stipulated by this
belief system, dictated which virtues were appropriate to
each class, to the common people as well as to their rulers.
It demanded that individuals must submit to authority,
and that family loyalty, with its emphasis on respect for
one's ancestors, should be sacrosanct. Under this system,
a complex code of etiquette, including rituals of mourning the dead and various ceremonies that enhanced the
authority of the elders and helped to preserve order in the
villages, was conscientiously observed.
The importance of family names in modern Korea and
the chokbo (genealogy book) that people consult before
deciding upon a marriage partner are just two examples
of how this tradition of maintaining distinct social classes
lives on today.
Thus the prevalence of neo-Confucian ideas of moral
duty provided a basis and support for the social class system and for the strict system of regulations governing the
size of the parcels of land and the homes that each class
was permitted to have. These detailed regulations even
extended to what kind of rooms a dwelling was to have,
and how they were to be decorated.
The village of Yangdong provides a perfect example of
the ubiquity of symbols of social status as they are represented in architecture.
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Social Mores: Factors Based on Confucian
Principles
Social status, as described above, was an important factor
in the composition of every traditional Korean dwelling,
but the Confucian principles underpinning the hierarchical social system also had an influence on the basic design
and layout of homes in other, much more direct, ways.
Once neo-Confucianism, with its emphasis on moral
duty, was established as the dominant philosophy in the
land, ancestor worship became the core practice of the
people's spiritual life. The basic unit of society was not the
individual, but the family. Several generations of an extended family lived together under the charge of the family
patriarch.
Order was maintained within the extended family, as
within the broader community, by Confucian principles.
Accordingly, the separation of men from women and of
superior from inferior, and the need for an ancestral
shrine became fundamental elements in the composition
of the traditional Korean residence.

The Composition ofa Yangban Estate
The residence of a yangban can be broadly divided into an
anch'ae, a sarangch'ae, and a haengrangch'ae, each having
its own inner garden. The anch'ae also typically has a rear
garden, and there is a sadang, or ancestral shrine, at the
northern end of the compound (Figures 86.1-86.2).

Anch'ae
The anch'ae is the family's living quarters. Intended primarily for use by the women of the household, it is connected to the puok; or kitchen. It consists mainly of a
number of rooms with ondol floor heating (pang) and a
number of wooden-floored rooms (maru), the principal
one of which is called a taech'ong. (The taech'ong within
the anch'ae family living quarters is distinct from the
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86. 1 Schematic layout of a yangban estate.
a. work area.

b. family area.

c. master/guest area.

taech'ong within the sarangch'ae master's quarters, and is
thus referred to as the andaech'ong.i The northern side of
the taech'ong is enclosed, by two sliding wooden doors,
but the southern side is open to the elements-without
walls, doors, or windows-and contiguous with the
anmadang (inner garden). It has an exposed beam ceiling
and a floor constructed of wooden boards laid across long
horizontal beams. The taech'ong; with its open southern
aspect, is a place for various ceremonial occasions and
religious observances connected with Confucianism
(Figures 87.1-87.2).
A rice storage chest is commonly kept in the middle of
the taech'ong; against the northern wall. This is a large and
sturdy wooden chest with four legs,the grain contained in
which represents the family ancestors. It is kept in the
taech'ong, where the many ceremonies of homage to the
ancestors are held.
Anmadang
The anmadang is the garden on the south side of the
anch'ae. On ceremonial occasions, a ch'a'il; or awning, is
erected to turn the anmadang into an extension of the
taech'ong.
In principle, the anmadang is a "white" garden (area of
bare earth), but sometimes a fruit tree or two-usually a
pomegranate, apricot, peach, or Chinese date tree-and
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86.2 Sue plan and plan view d rawings ofthe Son Tongman residence (W61s6ng).
a. main gate. b. haengnagch'ae,. c. JUlrngnag madang. d. sarangch'ae.. e. 5Ilrang I'll/dang. f. "",,,adang. g. Imch'ae. h. twitmlldang.
m. anda«h 'tmg.
i. sadangch'nt', j. inner gale.
k. pUi5k.
I. anbang.
n. klmnobang. o. maru.
p.pang.
q. numaru.

87. 1 AndaWi'o ng. Kungmin University, Folk Museum (Seoul).
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87.2 Site plan of the ChOng residence (Y6ngch'6n).
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a. andaech'ong.
b. sarangtaech'ong.
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The garden in front of the sarangch'ae is called the sarang
sarangch 'ae

madang and, like the anmadang, it is generally a "white"
garden, with little or no vegetation.
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Haengnagch'ae
The haengnagch'ae is a long, narrow building only 1 k'an
in width.' It is traditionally used to accommodate lesser
family members and servants.
It also contains storage rooms and the compound's main
entrance; its outer wall is connected to the outer wall of

perhaps some flowers, such as peonies, are planted there.

the compound. The inner garden of the haengnagch'ae,

Nevertheless, it is not an ornamental garden intended to

called a haengnag madang, is used as a work space

be admired from the anch'ae.

(Figures 89.1-89.2).

Sarangch'ae
The sarangch'ae is the private quarters for the master of
the house as well as the space in which he receives visitors.
It is frequently a free-standing structure, but may occasionally be connected to the anch'ae to form single building.
When the sarangch'ae is separate, it is usually surrounded
by a wall or corridor. When it is linked to the anch'ae,
there is still a clear division between the two wings, since
male visitors were not traditionally permitted to enter,

Sadangch'ae
The sadangch'ae, or ancestral shrine, is usually located in
an elevated area at the northern end of the residential
compound, facing south and overlooking the other build-

and the women of the family were not traditionally

Twitmadang
The twitmadang, or rear garden, lies to the north of the

allowed to leave, the anch'ae.

ings. It is dedicated to the four previous generations of
ancestors. The area around the sadangch'ae is also generally walled off from the rest of the compound (Figures
90.1-90.2).

Like the anch'ae, the sarangch'ae consists of a number

anch'ae on a southern slope, or as the uppermost of a

of pang (rooms with ondol floor heating), a taech'ong (in

series of terraces, in accordance with the principles of

this case, the sarangtaech'ong i, and possibly a number of

p'ungsu.

other maru (wooden-floored rooms). In houses owned by

This was traditionally a private space used mainly by

a man of particularly high status, the maru may include a

women and children, both of whom were forbidden to

numaru (Figures 88.1-88.2).
A numaru is a room for entertaining and receiving visitors, adjacent to the taech'ong. Its wooden floor is con-

leave the compound without good reason. Like the anch'ae
proper, it was off limits to any man not belonging to the

structed a step higher than that of all the other rooms, with

family.
Unlike the inner gardens mentioned above, all of which

the sub-floor space left open for ventilation, and the walls

are nearly bare of vegetation, the rear garden features

on three sides consisting of doors that swing up, leaving

grass and shrubs as well as fruit trees. Nevertheless, the art

the room open to the outside.

of garden making is not traditionally involved, giving the
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88.1 Sanmgdl 'ae numaru of the Son To ngm an residence (W61s6ng).
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88.2 Site plan ofUnjo ru (Kurye).

a. alufuech'ong.
b. maru.
c. sarang taccn'Of/g.
d. numaru.
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89.2 The original residence of Yun Kosan
( 1587- 1675), a fam o us po et of Choson
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Sa~ngch 'ae of the

Maeng residence (Asan).

90.2 Stldtmgch 'aei nterior.
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91 Site plan of an extended family residential
compound (The Kim residence, Koch'ang).

area a rough, natural look. The rear garden is also surrounded by a wall, which follows the natural contours of
the land (see Figures 113.1-113.4).
As all these elements would suggest, the composition of a

yangban's estate is determined first and foremost by the
guiding principles of Confucianism. The provision of separate buildings and gardens with distinct uses maintained
the obligatory distance between male and female, as well
as senior and junior, family members, while preserving
the authority of the patriarch and allowing for proper
respect to be shown the ancestors. No examination of traditional Korean residences can afford to overlook these
vital factors.

The Family Village and School
In many cases, villages in Korea formed naturally as single
extended families grew larger. It was not unusual for a village to develop, with a number of neighboring compounds
housing branches of the same family (Figure 91).
Family villages of this kind, centered on a head family,
provided a network of support for the related households.
A typical example is the village of Hahoe near Andong.
Such traditional villages often contained schools (s6w6n)-

While these s6w6n schools represented a kind of national

some of which are extant today-and these schools togeth-

education system, Confucian-based private educational

er constituted a kind of national education system during

facilities called chongsa served as centers of spiritual retreat

the Chosen period for the children of the yangban schol-

and occupied sites of special beauty. Chongsa are dis-

ars (yusaeng).6 They also provided an opportunity for

cussed at greater length in Chapter 8.

social contact.

S6w6n schools were centered around the Kongjamyo
(Confucian shrine). There were also book-storage areas
and print rooms, where printing blocks were stored and

Function: Factors Based on the Ondol
System of Heating

books were printed and bound. These schools were given a
prime location, on the edge of the village, on sites of par-

The constraints imposed by the ondol system of floor

ticular scenic beauty. In later days, children of humbler ori-

heating were a major factor in the interior layout of tradi-

gins were allowed to attend, and some went on to become

tional Korean homes.

respected intellectuals.

Confucian philosophy was central to the division of the
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92 Typical layout of ondol-heated (pang) and wooden-floor (maru)
rooms.

The Structureofthe Ondol
The ondol systemutilizes the heat of smoke from an enclosed
furnace. Excessheat from the furnace passes through flues
located beneath the floor to a chimney at the other end of
the room or rooms. The furnace is most commonly located in the puiik (kitchen), and the rooms it heats are called
pang. Once smoke has passed through the flues to heat
the pang, it is ventilated through an external chimney.
The floors of the heated rooms, or pang, were traditionally constructed of a layer of thin ondolstone slabs laid
upon kudul stone risers, covered with a thick layer of clay
and a top layer of varnished ondol paper.
The ondol was designed in such a way that flues distributed heat evenly throughout the room. It was traditionally fueled by wood, but anthracite coal and even porous
briquettes may have been used on occasion, when forestry
management considerations required alternative fuels
(Figure 93).

93 Section and perspective views of the ondol heating system and
wooden floor structures.

dwelling into the anch'ae, sarangch'ae, and haengnagch'ae,
but the composition of rooms within each of those buildings was based on a distinction between rooms with floor
heating (pang) and those without (maru). Furthermore,
the size of each pang and the number of pang connected
to the same heating system were determined by the physical limitations of the ondoi s effectiveness.
Thus, each of the three areas of a yangban's estate was
made up of rooms small enough to be heated effectively by
the ondol (the number of pang dependent on a single furnace was similarly limited), as well as a number of rooms
without any heating devices that had no such size limitations (Figure 92). The former were traditionally used as
private apartments, and the latter as ceremonial spaces.
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Ondol, Kang, and Pao
The ondol of Korea is similar to the heating system known
as kang which is used widely in homes across northern
China and Manchuria, but there are essential differences.
The kang heating system in China is designed for use in
homes in which people sit on chairs, so it is installed only
in the bed platforms of the sleeping quarters (Figure 94).
The Mongolians also use floor heating in their pao (semipermanent dwellings); this shares features in common with
both the kang of China and the ondol of Korea and can
therefore be assumed to have some connection with both.
While the Chinese custom of sitting on chairs inside the
home meant that floor heating was used only in sleeping
areas and its potential benefits were never fully utilized,
the use of the ondol heating system was so well matched to
the Korean people's custom of sitting on the floor that it
has become a basic identifying feature of the Korean way
oflife.

94 A Chinese kang brick sleeping platform
with internal flues (near Beijing).

The Combination of Ondol and Taech'ong
Stone wares are habitually used even today among the
common people of Korea for cooking, keeping foods
warm, and serving food at mealtimes. Similarly, the ondol
heating system is still found throughout the peninsula.
Among the reasons that it became so ubiquitous are that
it is simply constructed from granite and high-quality clay
readily available throughout the country, it is fueled by
wood, which is a plentiful resource in heavily forested
Korea, and it is best suited to prevailing climatic conditions.
Nomura Takafumi explains in Chosen no minka
(Traditional Korean dwellings) that the ondolheating system was probably introduced to the ruling classes by
provincial officials who traveled to the capital under the
highly-centralized bureaucracy of the Chosen-dynasty
government:
There are many differing theories as to the origin of
ondol. The most plausible of these, given the evidence we have to date, appears to be that it was first
developed in Koguryo, which was the northern part
of Korea during the Three Kingdoms period [37
B.C.-A.D. 668] ... It does seem safe to say that floor
heating was used in Koguryo long before it was
known in China ... Even when the ondol system
came into widespread use during the Koryo period,
it seems to have been popular only in rural areas
among the common people, and not among the

upper classes or in the major cities, where people
generally slept on raised beds instead of on quilted
mats on the floor. The first appearance of ondol in
the homes of the upper classes was during the
Chosen dynasty, when the floors of ondol-heated
rooms [pang] were covered with oiled paper ... It is
likely that this custom was introduced to the capital
and other cities by government officials and warriors
based in the provinces ... It is common for customs
and habits of the upper classes to filter down to the
middle and lower classes, but the ondol heating system appears to have been a rare example of the opposite: a lower-class custom filtering up to the elite.'
By contrast, the wooden-floored taech'6ng, which was
essentiallya ceremonial space, was an architectural element
that spread from the central aristocracy to the residences of
the yangban in the provinces, and from there to residences
of the common people, as the principles of Confucianism
gained wider acceptance in Korean society. As a result, if
we now compare the traditional homes extant in Seoul to
those in the provinces, we can observe two different modes
of development: one centered on the taech'ong; and the
other centered on pu6k and pang. Therefore, from this
point, these two patterns will be referred to as urban and
rural residential forms of composition. In both cases,however, ondol-heated rooms are seen side-by-side with
unheated wooden-floored rooms, and it is this combination which is the single most remarkable characteristic of
traditional Korean residences in general.

Architectural Constraints Dictated by Ondol, and
Functions ofOndol-Heated Rooms
A traditional ondol is only effective when used with a flue
structure of limited length, and this inevitably limits the
size of the rooms in which it can serve as a sufficient heat
source.
The basic unit of measure for pang is one k'an (a square
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9S Paper coveringallinterior surfacesof the pang.
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96. 1 Sectio n view o f the t 'Ol'/maI'U (corridor), pang. and

96.2 View of the pang and t 'Mfmlcl fl4.

kolbtmg (closet space) spatial structure.

measure each side of which is equal to the widt h of the
span between columns }.' Occasionally a pang may be oneand-a-half k'an (i.e.• having two one-spa n walls and two
o ne-and-a-half-s pan walls).
Generally. two of these pang arc served by a single ondol
furnace/flue system. and the entire lengt h of the heated
area is never more than three kan, which is the largest area
that an ondot can effectively heat. The pang located closer
to the furnac e is called an anbang (inner pang), while the
other is called an utpang (outer pang).
The floo r of the pang is tradit ionally covered with varnished paper. giving it an amber cast. The walls, the ceil-
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ing, and the inside surface of all the windo ws and doors
are covered in translucent white paper , thus the room is, as
a rule. predom inantly white (Figure 9S). The pang is flanked
on either side by a space one-half-Fen in width: one. called
the kolbanK> is used as a walk-in closet, while the ot her,
the t'oetmaru, serves as a corrido r (Figures 96.1-96.2 ).

Anbang
The anbangis the heart of the hom e, a private space with
a wide variety of uses includi ng sleeping, eating, and other
daily activities.
The side of the room closest to the ondol furnace-the

97 A view of a pallg and kolbang.

war mest an d hence regarded as the seat of honor- is tra-

fro m it by doors that slide into a reveal in the wall. Its

ditionally reserved for family elders, and the ansak back

ma in use is as a repository for large pieces of furniture,

cushion and other pr ivileged seats are invar iably placed

such as chests of dr awers. Whe n not in use, bedding is

along that wall. The adjacent puak, or kitchen, is entered

folded and stored on top of th is furnitu re (Figure 97).

through a sliding door built in to the same wall; the entire

In homes with no kolbang, bedding is stored on top of

wall is nor m ally hidden by a decorative folding screen (see

furnit ure with in the pang, and clothes are hung on special

Figu re 105.2).

racks.

Utpang
The utpang is seco ndary to the anbang, since its heating is
sleeping area, or as a stu dy, but in situations in which a

Konnobang
Konnobang is the na m e used for an ondol-heated room
located just beyo nd the taech'ang, on the side furt hest
from the puak (kitchen) . Th e kannabang has its own fur -

large fam ily must sha re a limited number of rooms, it

nace and is used as pa rt of the women and ch ildren's

often becomes as m ultipurpose as the anbang.

quarters, or as a study ( Figure 98 ).

inferior. It is used ma inly for sto rage, as an add itional

An bang and utpang m ay be completely separate. In other
cases, the wall between them may be removed to create a
single larger roo m , or they may be partitioned by removable slid ing doors. Th e latter of these is the most co mmon

Sarangbang
The sarangbang is an ondol-heated room within the sarongch'ae. It is tradition ally used by the ma ster of the ho use

arrange me nt. W ha tever the preferred arrangement, the re

for receiving visito rs, or as a st udy.

are traditionally never mo re than two pangto a single ondol
furn ace, an d any interior partitioning of the maxi m um

Puok

three-Fen space occurs between th e anbangand utpang.

The puok, or kitchen , is loca ted adjacen t to the anbang,
and contains a stove b uilt along the wall separating the

Kolbang
Th e kolbang is an adjun ct to the pang, usua lly separated

two spaces. This stove also acts as the furnace for the ondo/.
Since the furnace needs to be set at a height below the
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98 A viewofa kmmobang exterior and
its independant furnace.

.
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99 A view of a pllok (kitchen) and pang
showing a combination slove/onJol

furnace.

floor of the rooms which it heats, the pounded earth floo r
o f the puok is generally two steps lower than the floor of
the patlg (Figure 99).
With the resulting excess ceiling heigh t, a mezzanine is
freq uently bu ilt above th e kitchen for use as storage space,

called the tarak, which is accessed th rou gh sliding doo rs
fro m the adjacent anbang:
A serving area, or ch'arl 'ggall , is usually built alongside

I '"

the puok. A typical Ko rean meal co nsists of rice. soup, and
a number of side dishes served in individual portions on
papsatlg (short-Icgged tables) that are carried to each mem -

ber of the family or gues t seated in the pango r the taec1l'ong.
Th e ch'an'ggan, like the larger ch'anbbang, or pantry, is used
both for serving meals and for sto rage.
As we can see fro m the above, the co mpos itiona l charac-

o
utpang

konnobang

anbang

o

0

puok

o

o

pang

pang

puok
100 Schematic of a rural residence centered on the puok (kitchen).

101 Schematic of an urban residence centered on the taech'ong.

teristics of the traditional Korean residence dictated by

rural home is the built around the puok and pang, which

existence of the ondol heating system starts with the puok;

make up the majority of its interior space, and the wood-

or kitchen, almost invariably located alongside the anbang,

en-floored rooms appear somewhat secondary (Figure

or the inner of two heated rooms, with the utpang, or

100). In the urban dwelling, on the other hand, the

outer pang, located next to the anbang. There may also be
exterior furnace, located at the far end of the taech'ong.

taech'ongand the other maru form the core of the home,
while the puok: and pang appear to be rather secondary;
the puok is often located at the southwestern or southeast-

Thus the residence is composed of a series of small ondol-

ern end of the building (Figure 101). This contrast high-

heated rooms one k'an in width flanked by narrow wooden-

lights the historical origins and formative process of the

floored spaces, and open wooden-floored rooms the width

composition of traditional Korean dwellings.

a third heated room (konnobang) with an independent

of the combined ondol and adjunct spaces. Accordingly,

In traditional urban residences, the inner gardens

since the ondol is an indispensable part of Korean life,

resemble the yuanzi of Beijing siheyuan residential quad-

there are traditionally no multiple-story dwellings.

rangles, or the tianjing of a traditional common dwelling

The several factors listed here-the combination of

in Huizhou province. But the composition of rooms and

ondol-heated and wooden-floor rooms, the requirements

courtyards in Chinese urban dwellings was based on and

of Confucian morals, the use of divination according to

preserved bilateral symmetry, while in Korea, urban

the theories of yin and yang, and the design considera-

dwellings-whose main determining factor was that the

tions dictated by p'ungsu geomancy-combined in differ-

taech'ong uios: face south and have a private garden space

ent situations, in both urban and rural settings, to

behind it-let the shape of the site determine the layout

produce homes that were Lshaped, U-shaped, oblong, or

of the other rooms and their corresponding rectangular

square with an inner garden.

gardens. For this reason, the composition of Korean
dwellings was irregular and exhibited a freedom to adapt
to the particular conditions of a site (Figures 102.1-

Locality: Factors Related to the Dwelling's
Locale (Urban Versus Rural)

102.2). The design and significance of Korean gardens
was fundamentally very different, therefore, from the

yuanzi and tianjing designed to complement the symmet-

The Convergence of Ondol- and Maru-Based
Structures

ricallayout of Chinese homes.

The spread of the ondol-heated pang from the homes of

The Walled Compound

the rural masses to the upper classes and the cities, and

One characteristic common to both urban and rural ver-

the spread of the wooden-floor taech'ongand maru in the

sions of the traditional Korean residence is that the entire

other direction, together contributed to the distinctive

site, including the rear garden, is always completely sur-

composition of traditional Korean dwellings.

rounded by a wall. In rural areas, the wall is usually made

The major difference between traditional homes in rural

of mud, stone, or ceramic tiles, or some mixture of those

areas and those that have survived in Seoul is that the

materials, while the wall around upper-class urban dwellings
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102.1 A typical plan of the anch'ae of a yangban residence (Hahoe).

102.2 A typical plan of a common farming family dwelling (Hahoe).

is more likely to be of brick. Hedges and rough-woven

residence will be analyzed not in terms of their functions,

fences can be found in some rural areas but are never seen

but in terms of interior and exterior space, or ch'ae and

in the cities. In every case, the top of the wall or fence is

madang. Interior and exterior space can be identified as

lower than the eaves of the house. This feature is intended

follows:

to preserve the view from inside the rooms and to create a
sense of intimacy with the surrounding landscape. In
order to make the walls more secure in the cities, howev-

Interior space (ch'ae)=enclosed interior spaces (pang)

+ open interior spaces (taech'ongand maru).

er, a woven bamboo mesh is inserted between the top of

Exterior space (madang)=open interior spaces (tae-

the wall and the eaves of the house, creating a distinctive

ch'ongand maru) + exterior spaces (gardens).

cityscape (Figures 103.1-103.2).

Interior Space (Ch'ae): Repetitive Juxtaposition of
Enclosed and Open Spaces

Ch'ae and Madang: Combined Interior and
Exterior Spaces

The traditional Korean home comprises three ch'ae, or
wings-the anch'ae, sarangch'ae, and haengnagch'ae. The
distinction between these three wings of the home was

Any consideration of the Korean home and lifestyle must

founded on the Confucian sense of order; however, com-

first take into account the fact that Koreans do not habit-

positionally, each wing repeats the same pattern of pang

ually use chairs, but sit on the floor, a custom central to

(enclosed spaces) alongside taech'ong or maru (open

the ondol method of heating.

spaces). The juxtaposition of enclosed and open spaces is

Perhaps the most distinctive feature of the plan of the

simultaneously a juxtaposition of elements that are intri-

dwelling is the versatility and multipurpose nature of nearly

cate and rough, white and brown, and warm and cold

all the rooms. Rooms tend not to have a single, set function.

(Figure 104).

This feature pervades all Korean domestic architecture.
than the rear garden were an integral part of the family's

Pang are multipurpose, enclosed rooms of predominantly white hue. In the anch'ae, which was traditionally
the wife's domain, the anbang (inner pang) was furnished

daily living space and an essential part of the residential

and decorated for the use of the female members of the

composition. Accordingly, they should be considered as

family. Conversely, the sarangch'ae was a social area for

much a part of the dwelling as are the interior spaces.

the master of the house, so the sarangbang was furnished

Even in the estates of the elite yangban, all gardens other

For purposes of this discussion, different parts of the
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and decorated for use by men (Figures 105.1-105.2).
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103. 1 Exterior view and site plan of a rural village compound (Hahoe) .
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103.2 Exterior view, elevation, and groun d plan of a Iraditio nal urb an residential block (Sl"O UI).

I "2

Traditional Korean Residences and Their Gardens

Pang do not have any built-in shelves or cupboards; the

sarangmadang, and haengnangmadang. As with the ch'ae;

only furniture in the room consists of moveable chests

the reason for this distinction can be found in the

and shelves for ornaments. As people sit on the floor, lines

Confucian sense of order. If we look past their particular

of sight are low, so any larger pieces of furniture are kept

classifications, however, we can see that all three of these

in either the kolbang or the utpang. All furniture in the

gardens are fundamentally similar in that they are "white"

anbang, therefore, tends to be ornamental, low, and rela-

gardens (areas of bare ground with little or no vegetation).

tively small, and-since the walls and ceiling of the room

The role of these singularly unornamental "gardens"

are plain white-brightly decorated, frequently with

becomes clear if we consider them in terms of their essen-

inlaid mother-of-pearl, and colored lacquer.

tial unity with the open interior spaces (i.e. the taech'ong)

To derive the maximum benefit from the floor heating,

of the ch'ae interior space to which they correspond.

bedding is rather thin; thus it can be folded and stored on

The floor of the taech'ong is usually constructed of thick

top of a chest of drawers when not in use. This means that

boards laid on supports 60-70 centimeters (23.5-27.5 inch-

it is always likely to be in view, and so tends also to be

es) in height. These are set on a solid earthen base built up

brightly and decoratively colored.

50-60 centimeters (about 19.5-23.5 inches) above the

Meals are usually eaten in the ondol-heated rooms, car-

level of its adjoining madang garden. The space beneath

ried from the kitchen on individual low tables (papsang).

the floorboards is left open for ventilation. This means

In summer, however, meals are often eaten in the nearby

that the madang garden is about 120 centimeters (47

taech'ong.
Pang are highly versatile rooms with a wide range of

inches) lower than the level of the taech'ong floor (Figure

uses. They are extremely concentrated spaces, in terms of

room, the floor level of this room is raised an additional

both size and decor. By contrast, the adjacent taech'ong

40 centimeters (15.75 inches) above that of the taech'ong.

and maru are very simple-almost rustic-and have
somewhat loose spatial definition.

107). In homes that have a numaru, or special reception

The height of the fences or hedges is kept to 130-140
centimeters (51-55 inches), so as not to restrict the view

The taech'iing has bare wooden floors, mud or wooden

from these rooms. On its northern side, the taech'ong has

walls, and an exposed beam ceiling. Its northern wall is

doors that open out onto the greenery of the rear garden,

enclosed by large wooden doors, but its southern side is

but its southern side is permanently open to the elements,

completely open to the elements (Figure 106). Although

linking the room to the madang garden. The open and

its original function was as a ceremonial space, the need for

extremely simple taech'ongmaintains a link to the enclosed

the chilly taech'ong is difficult to understand, even if it does

ondol-heated pang that usually adjoin its eastern and/

occasionally provide a cooler alternative to the adjoining

or western sides, while it simultaneously correlates to

ondol- heated rooms. Nevertheless, the pang and taech'ong

the gardens it faces to the north and south (Figures

do exist side by side, in stark contrast to one another, and

108.1-108.4).

this pattern is repeated throughout the dwelling.

In yangban estates built near the top of a hill's south
face, the taech'ong is raised high enough to command a

Exterior Space (Madang): Repetitive Juxtaposition
ofExterior and Open Interior Spaces

panoramic view-beyond the madang garden and the

Each ch'ae has its own madang, or garden: anmadang,

plains, and usually a river. The wide doors on the

outer wall-which encompasses the lower hillside, forest,
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104 The repeated juxtaposition
of enclosed spacesand OplTI interior spaces.

105.1 Male wrang/mug furnish ings in a sarangdi'ae.

105.2 Female anbang furnish ings in an anch'ae,

106 A view of the andaech'tmg
interi or and lifestyle.

107 A view of the anmadang and the raised floor structure of the taech'ij/lg.
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108.1 A view mowing the thres hold between dosed (pa ng) and open ( ta«h'ong) spaces.

IOR.2 A view sho wing the relatio nship between enclosed space, open space, and exterior space.

I 15.

108.3 A view showing the relationship between the interior of a laech'ollg and the rear garden.

108.4 A view show ing anmadang lifestyle.
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Korea

taech'ongs northern side frame a view of the green upper
slope of the rear garden. The numaru (reception room),
raised higher still, has the optimal view.

Comparison of Korean with Chinese and
Japanese Residences
The composition of the ch'ae interior space and madang
garden of traditional Korean dwellings corresponds fairly
closely to the hall and courtyard composition in traditional Chinese residences.
In the same way as a Korean ch'ae consists of pang and
taech'ong (or maru), with the taech'ong open to the
madang garden, the halls of Chinese dwellings are composed of private rooms and communal living rooms, or
tang, which open onto the yuanzi or tianjingcourtyard. In
other words, in both Korea and China, the courtyard
"garden" serves as an outdoor extension of the adjoining
room, and is in no wayan ornamental garden for viewing
from indoors.
The tang of a Beijing siheyuan has doors on its southern facade, with several steps leading down to the yuanzi.
Throughout southern China, on the other hand, the living room is quite similar to a Korean taech'ong; in that it
has an exposed beam ceiling and wooden walls on the
northern, eastern, and western sides, and is completely
open to the south, where the courtyard lies. The main difference is that the floor of the tang is on the same level,
and covered in the same material-stone or brick-as the
tianjing courtyard outside. It is even more closely linked
physically to the courtyard than is the taech'bng of a
Korean dwelling, since the taech'ong is not only raised
above the level of the adjoining madang, but may be
entered only after footwear is removed. Nevertheless, the
openness and simplicity of the taech'ong creates a visual
link with the madang that reflects their essential unity.

IIII
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The Chinese arrangement gives priority to function, while
the Korean endures a certain inconvenience in order to
enjoy an unobstructed view.
The woshi of a traditional Chinese dwelling and the
pang of a traditional Korean dwelling are also similar, in
that both are enclosed spaces. They are also of a similar
size, the Chinese woshi usually being 3 meters by 6 meters
(9.8 feet by 19.6 feet) and the Korean pang ranging from
2.4 meters by 4.8 meters (7.9 feet by 15.7 feet) to 3 meters
by 6 meters. The main points of divergence are that the
Chinese use chairs and beds while Koreans sit and sleep
on the floor, and the fact that in Chinese dwellings private
rooms are used exclusively for sleeping. Because they are
completely private spaces, Chinese woshi are decorated in
accord with the individual occupant's taste, while the
pang of a traditional Korean home are multipurpose
rooms, each used by a number of people and as a result,
Korean pangs are decorated in keeping not with individual
preference, but with function and custom.
The rooms of traditional Korean and Japanese residences
are similar in that they are multiplepurpose. But whereas
a wide variety of movable furniture is used for decoration
and storage in the Korean pang, one basic characteristic of
the Japanese zashiki (reception room with tatami-mat
flooring) is that decoration and storage are built-in. Such
integral ornaments includes the tokonoma (ornamental
alcove), chigaidana (staggeredshelves), and tsukeshoin (desk
alcove), while storage spaces include auxiliary rooms
(tsugi no ma), built-in closets (oshi-ire), small storerooms
(nando), and storehouses (kura). The latter were used for a
kind of rotational storage, with different items being stored
away or taken out seasonally, at three- or six-month
intervals. Moreover, many of the items used in a traditional Japanese home can be folded, rolled up, or stowed
away for convenient storage when not in use. The longterm rotational storing of items in storehouses, however,
is something that does not occur in either China or Korea.

Traditional Korean Residences and Their Gardens

One other distinctive feature of a traditional Japanese
dwelling is the intimate relationship between a room's
character and the items used in it. That a room has a distinctive character is a factor of the building in of decorative
accoutrements, such as the tokonoma and tsukeshoin, but
since the beginning of the Edo period, mansions were
composed of a combination of rooms built in distinctly
different styles-the formal shoin, semiformal sukiya, and
rustic soan. Each of these specialized spaces has its own set
of appropriate furnishings and utensils, which are also
changed periodically to fit the season or the occasion (i.e.,
celebratory or somber), and which through their combination create a vast range of decorative settings.
This essential relationship between a space and the
items used in it survives in the multipurpose rooms of
today's Japanese homes. It is a feature unique to Japan,
seen in neither Korea nor China.
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8
The "Uncultivated" Garden

he closest Korean equivalent to the type of residence

around a pyoldang (a sanctuary used exclusively by the

in China that would have its own tingyuan or yuan-

master of the household; Figure 109). Both these gardens,

lin is the estate of a yangban (civil or military official), and
the factors governing the composition of a yangban resi-

however, are rooted in the tradition of the hermit priests

dence have been examined in the previous chapter.

which is quite distinct from the philosophical foundation

T

Although the traditional Chinese residence and the

of the Unified Silla (A.D. 668-935) and Koryo kingdoms,
of the Chinese yuanlin.

yangban residence differ in layout and form, the hall and

At the same time in which Confucian thought-with

courtyard composition of the former is much the same as,

its tremendous influence on people's lifestyle-was incor-

and corresponds to, the ch'ae and madangofthe latter.

porated directly into Chosen society, the yuanlin gardening

The Korean madangis an outdoor extension of the adja-

techniques of Ming- and Qing-dynasty-China were also

cent taech'ong in the same way that a Chinese ting (court-

transplanted. It was originally believed that Chosen-

yard) is an extension of the adjacent tang (central living

dynasty wonlin (yuanlin) were the product of the combi-

room). The madangand tingboth serve as functional work

nation of this influence with older Korean traditions. It is

spaces, and as places where ceremonies are performed.

conceivable that there was a native gardening tradition

Neither is designed as a decorative garden to be admired

with a place in the history of Korean gardening parallel to

from the interior space. There is, however, nothing within

that of Koryo celadon in ceramics. Yet the only gardens

the Korean residential complex that is equivalent to the

now extant are better compared with Chosen-dynasty white

Chinese "unworldly" gardens-the tingyuan (contemplative

porcelain. Unfortunately, there are no Chosen wonlin in

landscape garden) or the yuanlin (landscape park garden).

existence today.

The ting yuan or the yuanlin of a traditional Chinese
residence is an "extraordinary" space adjacent to the everyday living space but sufficiently separated from it to remain

Defining the Korean Approach to Garden
Making

untouched by the mundane. The only possible equivalent
in the Korean tradition would be the outer garden centered

The most straightforward of motivations for making a

around a lotus pond, beyond the main gate, or the garden

garden is the desire to recreate nature as realistically as

II
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haengnagch 'ee

109 Site plan of the Pukch'on residence (Hahoe).
a. andaech'ong.

b. sarang taech'ong.

possible within the particular limitations and conditions
of a given space.
In the opinion of architect and historian Horiguchi
Sutemi, "Only when the expression of a garden is such
that it encompasses the space does the structure of the
garden take on true expression. 'Encompassing the space'
means going beyond 'raw nature'-both the nature within and surrounding the garden-to create a 'nature' that
everyone can see and enjoy."!
To some extent, gardens have always been viewed by this
measure alone. In the case of Japanese gardens, Sakuteiki
specifies "recallingyour memories of how nature presented
itself for each feature," and a similar principle is applied to
Chinese gardens as well, despite huge differences in scale
and methods.
A consideration of whether the yuanlin gardening techniques of Ming- and Qing-dynasty-China were relevant
to the climate and customs which shaped the composition

c. maru.

of yangban estates in Korea should help to clarify any
areas of Chinese influence, just as it is evident that the form
of traditional homes of the Chinese upper classes exerted an
influence on the configuration of yangban dwellings. This
should make it easier to appreciate the special characteristics of traditional Korean gardens as they exist today.
How then are the five aspects of yuanlin garden making
outlined in the late-Ming-dynasty gardening manual Yuan
ye related to Korean gardens?

Situation (Xiang-di)
Xiang-di is the factor that dictated the design approach
used in creating the Chinese yuanlin. A sense of harmony
with the surrounding landscape was preserved by building high points up higher, and digging low-lying areas
deeper-in China these techniques served to accentuate
the natural contours of the land. This was the principal
method used to create a yuanlin on the basically flat land
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of the Jiangnan region, where conditions were fundamentally very different from those in Korea. In Korea, of course,
the natural topography provided an abundance of favorable sites with mountains behind and rivers in front.

Layout ofBuildings (Li-ji Wu-yu)
Li-ji wu-yu refers to the way in which buildings are to be
laid out on the site, and how they are to be constructed. As
is indicated by the stipulation "1. Buildings, 2. Flowers
and trees, 3. Water and rocks," the location and position
of the various buildings is given highest priority.
In Korea, on the other hand, the first step is selecting a
site with suitable natural features, after which the layout of
the buildings is determined so as to provide the best possible
prospect (chomang) and borrowed scenery (ch'agyong).
The layout of buildings in a Chinese yuanlin seeks to
achieve a reciprocal relationship between each building,
creating mutual and intersecting views, whereas in Korea
viewsfrom one building to another are deliberatelyavoided.
Screens (Ge) and Curves (Qu)
Ge and qu refer to the artificial means used to create different scenic areas on multiple levels in a large yuanlin,
the principle behind which is expressed by the terms bu-yi
jing-yi ("changing step, changing view") and bieyou dong
tian ("another world"). Devices for segmenting the garden space and creating these multiple levels are walls,caves,
gates, and covered walkways.
In large Korean rear gardens such as Piwon (Secret
Garden), a number of scenic areas are laid out, one leading into another, to be enjoyed while meandering through
the environment. However, these areas are bound together not by artifice, but by nature, thus they are better
described as landscapes for strolling than as gardens in the
traditional Chinese sense. The natural distribution of
trees is the primary means of linking one scenic area to
another. Gates, walls,and other man-made additions form
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demarcations of "territory" in keeping with Confucian
principles, and are not used for the purpose of delineating
a shift from one scenic area to another.

Raising Mountains (Duo Shan) and Selecting Rocks
(XuanShi)
Duo shan and xuan shi are the factors that determine the
forms of artificial mountains-the main scenic features in
the Chinese yuanlin-and the types of stones selected as
the materials for those mountains. Since the yuanlin is
usually laid out on flat terrain, great emphasis is placed on
layering and piling up rocks to create vertical contrast as a
means of expressing images such as "strange and steep
peaks" and "waterfalls dropping from steep cliffs." Pavilions
are built on top of piled rocks to afford a "high climb, distant view," and caves are cut into layered rocks to provide
spaces to "think meditatively and ponder in silence." The
importance accorded these focal points in the garden
means that stones with particularly striking shapes are
prized highly-in fact so highly that Chinese scholars
have compiled lists of the most fantastic and most famous
stones.
In Korea, artificial hills called tongsan are sometimes
featured in rear gardens or outer gardens, but they are
alwaysgentle, grass-covered slopes quite different from the
mountains of the Chinese yuanlin. In some Korean gardens we can see vestiges of a tradition introduced from
China of admiring distinctive stones, known in Korea as
sokkasan (literally, "pseudo rock mountains") which are
displayed singly or in simple arrangements.
Borrowed Scenery (Jiejing)
In traditional Chinese gardening, there are four types of
borrowed scenery: yuanjie (scenery in the distance), linjie
(scenery nearby), yangjie (scenery above), and fujie (scenery below). These generally refer to views obtained from
buildings or the tops of artificial mountains. The object of

The "Uncultivated" Carden

all these techniques is to create a connection and a sense
of harmony between the yuanlin-which is surrounded
by a wall-and the scenery beyond that wall.
In Korea, on the other hand, the location of the siteknown as sanji, or discernment of favorable land from the
unfavorable-is itself key to the view afforded, and buildings are configured in such a way as to reap the full benefit
of the views provided by the site. Thus borrowed scenery
(ch'agy6ng) is the only one of the five principles outlined in
Yuan ye that truly applies to traditional Korean gardens.
It is clear then that the character of the inner garden of a
traditional Korean dwelling is determined primarily by its
prospect, (chomang) and that it is fundamentally very different from the character of a Japanese garden or a Chinese
yuanlin.

Borrowed Scenery Versus Prospect
Borrowed scenery is, by Japanese standards, a natural element that forms the background of a picture plane in
which the actual garden forms the foreground. In other
words, borrowed scenery refers to the intentional incorporation of a distant scenic element-the actual focal point
of the garden-against which a garden scene is created in
the foreground to complement the greater effect. It is a
technique whereby a garden oflimited area is set against a
feature of a distant natural scene, such as a mountain, to
draw a sense of the infinite into a finite environment.
Take the garden of Iiko-in, near Nara, in which a
panoramic scene is framed by the eavesand the veranda of
the temple. It is composed of a shallow garden of clipped
bushes in the foreground, and the Yamato mountains
shrouded in mist in the background, across the broad
sweep of the Nara Basin. The Iiko-in garden is made limitless by this composition.
"Prospect," meanwhile, refers to a panoramic vistaunob-

structed by an artificial framing element-or the type of
view, for example, which would be afforded someone
standing in the far corner of the foreground garden at
Iiko-in, looking out toward the mountains ofYamato. It
is as though one has stepped through the picture frame
into a landscape painting. This is where we can draw the
line-delicate though it may be-between the artifice of a
cultivated garden and the beauty of nature, or between
viewing nature as part of a composed scene and merely
viewing nature.
It is only when the interior of the building and the viewof
the outside are completely balanced, as they are in architectural forms specifically designed to provide panoramic
views, that prospect qualifies as a category of gardening
methodology.
The gardener's art creates a composed picture by capturing the beauty of nature in the frame formed by the
building's eavesor lintels, pillars, and door sill or floor line.
What makes it the "art" of gardening is that the human
hand has, in some way or another, enhanced nature as it
exists.
On the whole, the garden-making approach used in traditional Korean residences falls somewhere between "prospect" and "borrowed scenery," and represents a view of
garden making that came into prominence in Korea during the Chosen period. The gardens of Chosen Korea
developed from two traditions: the first is this approach
to gardening that lies somewhere between prospect and
borrowed scenery, and the second is that handed down
from the older kingdoms of Unified Silla and Koryo. The
former may be called an introverted approach (not
intended for display), and the latter, extroverted. Indeed,
the extroverted approach produced highly symbolic garden compositions, such as the Kyonghoeru Pond of
Kyongbokkung and the ponds in the outer gardens of
yangban estates. The introverted approach, on the other
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Korea

can also look out through the frame of the sliding doors
in the wall at the greenery of the rear garden to the north
(Figures 111.1-111.5).
The Korean approach to creating a garden starts from
the point of "building a house in keeping with prospect,"
where the entire southern slope of the hill is spread out
before the viewer's eyes (Figures 112.1-112.3).

Twitmadang (Rear Garden)-A Private
Exterior Space
The area of open ground on the slope behind and north
of the anch'ae is called the twitmadang, or the rear garden.
It is sometimes located at the top of a series of stepped
terraces.
The significance of this rear garden lies in its role as an
exterior space for the leisure activities of the women and
children of the household, who traditionally lived in the
anch'ae and were forbidden to leave the residential compound without good reason. It was a very private space,
which men-particularly men from outside the household-were not permitted to enter.
In contrast to the inner gardens, which are essentially
bare of vegetation, the twitmadang may contain grass,
shrubs, flowering trees, and fruit trees. In a corner is
sometimes a large ornamental stone, and it is not unusual
for a pavilion to be built in very spacious rear gardens. In
many cases, though, the rear garden is no more than an
area of open grass with a cluster of unruly trees. Since
prospect is the chief objective in planning, the garden
itself is not thought to require any particular attention
(Figures 113.1-113.4).
Thus, the rear garden is part of the family's living space,
closelylinked with the anch'ae; in this sense its raison d'etre
is completely different from that of a Chinese tingyuan or
yuanlin. If a garden is defined as a place to be viewed and

IIII
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admired by owner and guests, a twitmadang does not
qualify as a true garden.
There are two ancient palaces in Seoul-i-Kyongbokkung
and Ch'angdokkung-i-both of which are great royal palaces
preserving something of the glory of Chosen Korea amid
the rush and bustle of the modern capital. During the
Chosen period, however, Kyongbokkung was the seat of
government, where visitors were granted audience or
entertained, while Ch' angdokkung was home to the royal
family. One particular feature of Ch' angdokkung is the
huge Piwon (Secret Garden), which sprawls over 27,000
square meters (6.66 acres) behind the palace buildings.
The Secret Garden was the rear garden of Ch'angdokkung, and it played the same role in the Imperial residence as did the twitmadang of any yangban estate. Just as
the women and children who lived in the anch'ae of a
yangban mansion were able to stroll around their walled
rear garden, so too were the queen, princesses, and young
princes able to enjoy the private, open space of the Secret
Garden behind their palace home. Piwon spreads out over a
gentle slope and contains many trees-l02 different
species in all. Quarried-stone-lined ponds, halls, and
pavilions are scattered strategically around the garden,
belvederes are set amid lawns, and paths run through the
woods linking these features one to another. Piwon is
submerged in nature. The importance of prospect and
borrowed scenery in the composition of the buildings
applies here just as much as it does in other gardens
(Figures 114.1-114.3).
The twitmadangof a yangban estate and the huge parklike grounds of the royal palace were essentially the same
kind of space, rooted in the same traditions. Piwon was a
very private place; it was never used for entertaining visitors from outside the royal family.

•

twitrnadang

madang

t
madang

maru

twitrnadang

111.1 Gro und plan and section schematics showing the location and struct ure of bu ildings on the site composed to afford optimal views.

111.2 A view showing the relationship between anch'ae and the twitmadang,
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111.3 A view through the IIlffh 'ong north
wall window of the twi /mllt/mlg.

I lIA A view showing the relationship between the tl1't'ch'ong interio r and the anmadang in front and twiunadang behind .

----.

II J.5 A view of the amntUJa" g outer wall and the scenery beyond.
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sadangch'ae

(

112.1 Site plan ofKwan'gaiong (w olsang).

112.2 The sarangch'ae numaru
and adjacent saral1gbang.

112.3 The prospect afforded
from the numaru.
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113.1 View of the rear garden of a yangban estate
(Imch' onggak, Andong).

11 3.2 Site plan of the original residence of
Yun Cbaog (1629-1714), a famous scholar
official of Chose n.

1170
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ew rom the rear garden of a yangban estate (Imch'o r199ak,Ando
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ng).
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113.4 Site plan of the yangban estate.
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11 4.1 The ter raced entry to
the rear garden of a royal
palace (Naksonjac, Sl"OUI).

114.2 A rear garden scene.

114.3 A rear garden pavilion.

The "Uncultivated" Garden

purpose was to catch the eye of visitors passing through

Outer Gardens-The Traditional Form
Presented to the Outside World

the main gate to the sarangch'ae. Rather than serving any
particular functional purpose, its main role was as a formal symbol of the yangban household (Figure 117).

Son'gyojang in Kangnung City, Kangwon Province, is a

The design elements of the lotus pond and the island

typical example of the yangban homes built in the provinces

are rooted in the prayers for long life and perennial youth

toward the end of the Choson period (in this case,

A.D.

of ancient hermit wizardry. These gardens are believed to

1816). In floor plan composition, it contains all the ele-

have been first built in the sixth-century Paekche palaces

ments symbolic of the Korean upper classes at the time.

and can be seen in the pond of Anapchi

(A.D.

671) in

Its outer garden, consisting of a lotus pond and a pavilion,

Kyongju, among remains discovered from the Silla

lies outside the main gate on flat ground to the southwest

Kingdom. If we look at this pond, which is still undergoing

of the outer wall of the residential compound, which is

restoration, we can see that its embankments at the east-

formed by the haengnagch'ae (Figures 115.1-115.3).

ern end, closest to the original palace building, are perpen-

The lotus pond in Son'gyojang's outer garden is square

dicular lines, while the western end is composed of more

in shape and its walls are lined with quarried stone. The

free-form curves. The entire pond, however, is lined with

pavilion, called Hwallaejong, consists of an ondol-heated

quarried stone, behind which groupings of sokkasan

wing and a wooden-floored wing, which cantilevers out

stones are displayed on the slope (Figures 118.1-118.2).

over the pond. Directly in front of the pavilion, a circular

The treatment of the pond's edge is stylistically completely

island, also with quarried stone embankments, is set exactly

different from that of a Japanese garden--designed to

in the center of the pond, and features a few pine trees.

express a seascape-where the ground would slope gently

This is a classical Korean outer garden.

down into the pond and stone groupings would extend

The outer garden-usually an area of flat land near the

into the water.

main gate and outside the wall of the residential com-

The composition of the pond's edge in a Japanese garden

pound-is generally laid out in straight lines and geomet-

is designed to create a sense of unity between the pond and

ric forms, with particular attention paid to symmetrical

surrounding garden, but in Korea straight lines and quar-

balance. Islands set in decorative ponds are most often

ried stone are used to create a sense of separateness between

round, and are usually planted with a few pine trees. In

the viewer and the surface of the pond. This sense of sepa-

principle, there should be no bridge connecting the island

rateness is heightened by the construction of a pavilion or

to the shore. In many cases, the corner stones and the water

belvedere cantilevered over the water. In Chosen-period

outlet of the pond's quarried-stone wall are carved into

gardens all sides of these ponds are straight lines, the reg-

the shapes of mythical animals or monsters. Thus, the

ularity and formalization of which differs markedly with

overall effect contrasts sharply with the natural simplicity

the freedom demonstrated in the smooth curves at one

of the gardens inside the residential compound (Figures

end of the much older Anapchi.

116.1-116.3).

As mentioned above, Kyongbokkung in Seoul was not

Sometimes an outer garden was laid out around a

only a royal palace but also the seat of government and a

pyoldang, or an annex where the master of the household

place for important ceremonies and the granting of audi-

could spend time reading in private, but more often its

ences. Northwest of the main administrative apartments
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11 7 Silt plan of the Pak Residence (Talsong).

118.1 Linear and curvilinear

walls of the Anapchi Pond.

1181 Anapchi Pondcurvilinear
wallsand sOUasan stones.

119 Kybnghot'ru and pond (Kyongbokkung).

is the enor mous Kyonghoeru standing on a plaza of stone
pilotis, which was used as a place for greeting and en-

tangular ponds and embankments of quarried stone
appears as a garden-making method du ring the early Edo

tertainin g visitors. The pond alongside th is bu ilding is a
rectangular expanse of water 113 meters (370 feet) from
nort h to south and 128 meters (420 feet) fro m east to

period in Japan. It can be seen in the section of the t-:ij6j6

west. It features two long, narrow islands plan ted with
pine trees. The sides of the pond arc perfectly straight and
tined with q uarried stone. The Kyonghoer u po nd is one
of the best extant examples of Chose n-period design, but
its form owes much to the traditio ns passed do wn from
the creators of Anapchi (Figure 119).
The outer gardens of yangban estates also share with
the royal palaces the same traditio nal forms han ded down
from the days of the Unified Silla and KoT)'o kingdoms. In

pond known as lkejirifunadamari, the pond in front of the
moon -viewing platform , and the Sh6iken [unatsukiba
(boat mooring inlet) at Katsura Rikyu, all of which arc
attributed to designer Kobori Bnshu. Many such linear
co mpositions, which disappeared from Japan, also appear
in the drawings entitled Kan'eido sento nyoin gosho sashizu.
Th is has given rise to a great deal of speculatio n abou t
whether it might be a direct sign of an exchange of gardening techniques between Ko rea and Japan.

Pya/sa Enviro nme nt

the royal palaces, the oute r gardens are characterized by
straight lines and geometric pattern s w-hile th e private

The

rear gardens retain a high degree of naturalism. The same
contrast between a highly o rdered and a natural approach
is seen in the o uter gardens and rear gardens of yangban
estates. Following the fo nns inherited from royal palace

As we have seen, the composition of residences in Chose n

Korea was directly influenced by Chinese Confucianist
political thought, and we can safely conclude that the kind

gardens, the yallgban outer gardens-so unique among all
the gardens of traditional Korean residences-a-acquired
the same authoritative and symbolic q ualities.

ofgarden often depicted in Chineselandscape paintings and
based in the trad ition of retirement from society, was not
part ofthe yangban domestic environment. The only similar
garden in the Korean tradition to these Chinese gardens was

Interestingly, a form similar to these out er garden rec-

the pyJlsJ environments surrounding the herm itages of the
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Confucian scholars who lived in the mountains and forests.
Confucian scholars were men whose profession it was to
read books. One fundamental precept of neo-Confucianism
was that a person could achieve a higher level of virtue
through reading and could thereby qualify for a role in
government. Such study was an absolute prerequisite for
all government officials. Since neo-Confucian thought held
character and virtue in higher esteem than any other qualities, some individual yangban living in the provinces who
already enjoyed a tranquil, untroubled existence eschewed
official rank completely and devoted their lives to study.
These men were highly respected in traditional Korean
society, and were renowned as ilmin, or "hermit scholars."
Ilmin hermit scholars built places of retreat at locations
of exceptional natural beauty, far from the villages where
their families and neighbors lived, and operated schools
called chongsa, which offered the only form of education
available other than the s6w6n national system attended
by children of the upper classes. These schools were usually named after the locale, some particular characteristic
of the local scenery, or even the pen name of the teacher
himself. The chongsa played an important role, alongside
the s6w6n, in Confucianism's spread among the common
people and its establishment as the national religion of
Korea (Figure 120).
If the hermitage and chongsa were a form of inner garden, the surrounding natural environment was the outer
garden. "Py61s6" was used to denote the environments
created by ilmin hermit scholars through the construction
of belvederes, halls and pavilions amid valleys, waterfalls,
springs, and artificial hills which were ensconced in nature.
The composition of this natural scenery was based on
concepts and methods that are free and uninhibited, which
would never be found in the grounds of a yangban mansion, yet are just as much an integral part of Korean gardening tradition. Soswaewon is a prime example of this
garden style (Figures 121.1-121.6).

Soswaewon is a garden of approximately 5,000 square
meters (1.25 acres) set deep among the mountains of
South Cholla Province. It was the py61s6 garden belonging
to a great noble in the mid-Chosen period (around A.D.
1530), and has recently been restored by the Office of
Cultural Properties.
A nearby valley with its fast-running stream and surrounding mountains were skillfully utilized to create this
beautiful garden. The front garden (or approach), the
low-walled garden, and the slope garden, all of which
overlook the central valley garden, are circled to reach the
Chewoldang. This hall stands on a high point affording a
view of the entire garden and consists of a single ondolheated room (pang) of one k'an and a wooden-floored
room (maru) of two kan, which has a rear garden. Behind
a stone wall set back from the far side of the Chewoldang
are the gardens of the Koam chimgsa and Puhwondang,
which have not yet been restored.
An earthen bridge crosses the lower end of the valley
stream and leads from the approach directly to the inner
gardens. The valley garden is located at the heart of
Soswaewon and features a single building, the Kwangp'unggak, a pavilion consisting of an ondol-heated room
of one k'an surrounded on all sides by wooden-floored
rooms. This open-sided pavilion looks out over the fastrunning stream and a waterfall.
Soswaewon's composition is expressive of retirement
and seclusion-the very same realm as is expressed in the
landscape painting traditions in which poetry and painting
are regarded as one. Py61s6 garden composition involves
concepts not applied to any garden of the yangban estate,
even in a more artificial or stylized form. These py61s6 gardens evoke, rather, forms predicated on the philosophy
behind Chinese yuanlin.
Yet there are fundamental differences in Chinese and
Korean thought about the design of their respective gardens. P'ungsu, or feng shui, is the art of divining features
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121.1 Section and site plan views of the pyo/so of a Confucian scholar (Soswaewon, Tamyang).
a. Kwangp'unggak.

b. Chewoldang,

c. Koam chOngsa.

d. Puhwondang,
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associated with good and had fortune in any site-

topograp hies. Whereas the two regions central to Chinese

whe ther for a city, a village, a single home, or a grave. Th is

culture under the Ming and Qing dynasties-the political
and administrat ive center aro und Beijing and the com-

point is commo n to both China and Korea, bu t whereas
the Chin ese set abo ut to cons truc t landscapes which
would fulfill the con ditions for good [eng shui. Koreans
selected sites whose natural characteristics already met
those same requirements and therefore needed no mo dification.
The Forbidden City in Beijing was built o n a broad
plain, which meant that the "mou ntain behind , river in

mercial/economic center of Jiangnan- were bo th flat,
broad plains, Korea is a land of undulating hills and
mountains. These geographical factors seem to have helped
shape the divergent senses of beauty in the two cultu res.
Although the composition of traditional dwellings in
China and Korea alike was based on the principles of
Confucianism, garden styles in the two cou ntr ies differed.

front" condition for favorable [eng shui needed to be created artificially, and th us a man-made mo untain was

In China, gardens were symbols of the elite, ind ependent
from but contiguous to dwellings, and reminiscent of the

erected as backdrop to the palace buildings an d an artificial river, the Iin-shui Chann el, was du g to the south of
the comp lex. The site of Kyon gbokkung in Seoul was
selected because it was my6ngdang, or choice land-over-

Chinese shanshui landscape paintings that gave visual
form to the precepts of Tao ism. In Korea, gardens were
incorporated into the residence in accord ance with the
Co nfucian sense of order, and any Taoist expression was

looking the wide Han River to the sou th, and with Mo un t
Pukak standing behind it to the no rth.
As we have seen, the Chinese garden trea tise Yuan ye

effected within the highly natural environment of the hermit scholar's py61so. These d ifferences also stem from the
fact that the concept of retirement in Ming- and Qing-

defines the pr imary method of site preparatio n as yin- di
zhi-xuan. or accentuation of the natur al lay of the land by

dynasty China- where retired officials could return to
their posts- became largely symbolic and lost mu ch of its
tr ue meaning. The seclusion of Korea's ilmin hermit

raising high points and deepening low points. By contrast,
the selection of a site that offered all the requisite nat ural
features was foremost in Korea. The reason for this d ifference in app roach lies in the two coun tries' differing
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scholars was permanent. The iimin gained the respect of
the common people by renouncing the mu ndane world
and any chance of o ne day returning to it. Nevertheless,

121.3 Kwan gp' unggak.

12104 Kwangp'u nggakparrg and maru.

121.5 Kwangp'un ggak and the valley
garden.

" 3
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121.6 Historical map of Soswaewon.

the prototype for each was the expression of the concept
of retirement as embodied in Chinese landscape paintings
and landscape painting theory in which poetry and painting were perceived as one.

Korean Garden Forms
As previously mentioned, if the standards for a traditional
Japanese garden or Chinese yuanlin are applied to the
Korean residential setting, no garden form as such exists.

In the composition of the traditional Korean residence,
open interior spaces such as the taech'ongand numaru are
located at points of connection and intersection between the
adjoining madang, twitmadang, and surrounding scenery
outside the residential compound. An attempt is made to
link them all through prospect and borrowed scenery.
This leads to the supposition that residences were built to
match the prospect.

Rear Garden Within the Residential Compound

Thus it is clearly necessary to adopt a completely different
standard by which to define the gardens of Korea, and
this standard might be termed the "uncultivated" garden.
Based on this standard, traditional Korean gardens can be
summarized as follows:

The rear garden (twitmadang) of a yangban estate is essentially a private outdoor space for the family, and forms an
integral part of the living space of the anch'ae. It is related
to the parklike rear gardens of royal palaces, which also fall
into this category of private garden spaces where prospect
is again the chief consideration.

Inner Gardens Within the Residence

Outer Garden Beyond the Residential Compound

Prospect and borrowed scenery are the foundation upon
which inner gardens (madang) are composed and have
traditionally served as essential prerequisites in the selection of residential sites, though more as underlying factors
than openly recognized conditions.

The composition of the outer garden, based as it is on the
philosophy of the hermit wizards, is completely different
stylistically from the garden spaces within the residential
complex. These outer gardens do not qualify as "uncultivated." Their angular configuration and abundant use of
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quarried stone, with buildings looking directly onto the
surface of a pond, makes them highly symbolic, and places
them within the same tradition as the outer gardens of
royal palaces.

Pyolso
It is at first difficult to understand why there was no garden

even remotely similar to the Chinese yuanlin in the yangban estates of Chosen Korea despite the direct influence
of Chinese Confucianism on Korean society in that period. However, this phenomenon appears to be related to
the fact that the true meaning of "retirement" was very
different in Choson-i-a small and homogenous nationstate where the Yi family held centralized power for a very
long time-and the vast, multiethnic state of China, where
local chieftains vied constantly for influence.
In Korea, the ilmin hermit scholars had no desire for
entry or reinstatement to political life, so perhaps their
"retirement" would be better termed a "retreat." The isolated environments which they created deep in the mountains ensconced in nature, stand as another form of
traditional Korean garden.
Unfortunately, as Soswaewon is the only example of an
extant py6ls6 garden, material for research is limited. The
destruction and loss of these special environments is a
great pity, but it is heartening to note that they are currently the object of study by the Graduate School of
Environmental Studies at Seoul National University.

The Aesthetics of the "Uncultivated"
Garden
Late Professor Kim Won-yong of Seoul National University
described the sense of aesthetics that dominated the Korea
of the Three Kingdoms period as "the development of
Korean naturalism," and characterized Unified Silla as
having the "aesthetics of refinement and harmony," Koryo
the "originality of nonartificiality," and Chosen "a world
of thoroughgoing ordinariness." Throughout all the ages,
he emphasized, "nature and self-effacement remained constant aesthetic ideals."
Yanagi Soetsu defines the Korean aesthetic in the
Buddhist terms "just as it is," and Tanaka Toyotaro terms
it "something born, not created."
As we can see from all of the above, the word "nature"
is crucial to any understanding of the Korean sense of aesthetics. Indeed, works of art can be summarized into the
single expression "an offspring of nature." However, the
meanings of these words may be difficult to grasp, as they
are sometimes taken to mean no more than the unaware,
immature efforts that precede true art. For this reason, a
comprehensive consideration based on the interrelationship between the structure of space and the structure of
lifestyle, and on the historical roots and social background of Korea, is essential to the questions of what constitutes the Korean sense of aesthetics and how it has
taken form.
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10000 Iornon
1766 Shang
1122 Zhou
770 Spring and Autumn Period

500BC

300

Yayoi

0

250

Kofun

476

Warring States Period

221

Qin

206

Han

9

Xin

25

Later Han

220

Three Kingdoms

265

Iin
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Northern and Southern Dynasties

Three Kingdoms Period
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Early Silla

37 BC-668

Kogury6

18 BC-663

Paekche

AD 500
552
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Asuka
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Sui

618

Tang
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668
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Parhae
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K6ry6

Heian

1000
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Northern Song

1127 Southern Song
1280 Yuan

1333 Muromachi

1368 Ming

1392 Chos6n

1500
1568 Azuchi-Momoyama
1603 Edo

1644 Qing

1868 Meiji
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1926 Showa
1989 Heisei
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1911 Republic

1910 Republic

Glossary
Words in bold type indicate separate glossary listings

A
akarishoii (af] ~ r'i1.T) Sliding screens that face exterior walls, constructed of opaque white paper pasted to a latticed frame; more
commonly referred to as shOji.

amado O:w p ) Wooden doors that slide in a single track, and are
installed beyond the outer row of pillars of the hire-en.
Amida Nyorai (~I1Jf,J\WE~n >k) The Buddha Arnitabha, who presides
over Western Paradise, where souls of the faithful are welcomed
after death.

anbang (f1'J W) The inner pang located closer to the furnace, when
two adjacent pang are served by one furnace in a traditional Korean
dwelling, as opposed to the utpang (l.Jj}), or outer pang.
anch'ae (tl£tJlO The wing or building of a traditional Korean residence used as the family's living quarters.

anmadang (tI¥.M) A "white" garden (area of bare earth) on the
south side of the anch'ae family's living quarters in a traditional
Korean residence.
azuma-zukuri (~Y r,uJ fu ~) An antiquated Japanese term for buildings
with hipped roofs, more commonly known today as yosemune.

B
bieyou dongtian (BIJ ,fiil'i]A) An ideal expressed in a Chinese yuan lin
garden related to creating an utopian realm; literally, "another
world of the Taoist Immortals."

biro (lif,Jf~) The roofed corridor attached to the rear of the Hoodo
of the Byodo-in; literally "tail corridor."
bu (Jt:;) An ancient Chinese unit of measure, one bu being equal to
approximately 1.5 meters, or 4.9 feet.

ch'agyongi (flftt) Borrowed scenery,which by Korean garden-making
standards relates to selecting a site and positioning and constructing
the buildings on that site so as to enjoy the prospect. See also chomang.
Changan (K'i() The capital of China during the Tang dynasty (618907); present-day Xian.

chanoyu Uk (j) Wi) The practice of tea ceremony; literally "hot water
for tea."
chigaidana (jIt; v'fID]) A pair of staggered, open shelves built into an
alcove. One of the definitive decorative features of a shoin-zukuri
reception room.
chiriana (Jtt} 'J( ) A small"dust pit" used originally to collect fallen
leaves and other debris; now symbolic of leaving behind the cares
of this world before entering the tearoom.
cho (iIlT) The basic unit of subdivision in the Heian -kyo grid plan;
one chO being equivalent to approximately 120 meters, or 394 feet,
square.
chodaigamae (IP.kDfl'IJ:) Decorative set of four doors on the inner wall
of the jodan zashiki in shoin-zukuri. Originally the entrance to a
sleeping or storage area, these eventually became purely ornamental
and nonopening.
chomang(rYE "'!{) Prospect, or panoramic view;one of the criteria that
defines a choice residential building site by traditional Korean standards, and for positioning and constructing the buildings and gardens
on that site. The principal garden-making approach applied to inner
and rear gardens.
chongsa (1'iJ1i') Schoolsbuilt and run by Korean ilmin hermit scholars
within their mountain retreats, which offered the only form of education available other than the sowon national system attended by
children of the upper classes.

buke (R\*) A Japanese feudal warrior's residence.
butsuden (11,Ml!:) Buddha hall.
bu-yijing-yiUJ4§;w:'fO Aprinciple of Chinese yuanlin garden making
related to providing contrast and variety; literally, "changing step,
changing view."
C

chafang (JF: m) A drawing room; one of the halls in a Chinese ting
yuan garden.

chonin (»IT A) Townspeople; particularly the Edo-period merchant
class, who sparked the development of a popular culture including
Kabuki theatre, ukiyoewood-block prints, and haiku poetry.

ch'onmin (UU\;) The lowest of fiveclasses of Choson Korean society,
which included Buddhist monks, actors, dancers, musicians, young
men with no particular occupation, and other groups generally held
in contempt by members of the other four classes.
Chosen (ijiJl!NO Korea as the kingdom was known for the six-hundred year period from A.D. 1392 to 1910.
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chuanfeng lu ($ J!ltlJlt) A long, narrow alleyway built between walled
portions of a traditional Chinese residence for ventilation.

haiden OM!\!:) The worship hall of a Shinto shrine, usually separate
from the honden (~IJ!l!:) or main sanctuary.

chufang (lMm) Cooking area or kitchen in Chinese residences.

hajitomi (+tE) The upper shutter of a pair of shitomido shutters,
sometimes used alone.

chumon (rp l''l) An inner gate of a shinden-zukuri residence located
at the center of the chumonro, or sukiro corridors that extend south
from the east and west tainoya or, in their absence, directly from
the shinden.
chungin (I r A) The second of five classes of Chosen Korean society, which included skilled professionals such as lawyers, doctors,
and accountants as well as low-level government officials.

hare (Oi1J) The formal ceremonial space usually occupying the south
side of a feudal reception hall; literally, "clear skies." Used to characterize places, objects, and occasions that are formal and public, as
opposed to ke.
Heian-kyo C1'-1(JiO The capital of Iapan from 794-1185, thereafter
known as Kyoto.

daimyo ()(;/j) Landholding military lords in feudal Japan.

Heiio-kyo ('J1.:tJJJG:M) The capital of Iapan from 710-794; present-day
Nara.

densho ({~ 14k) Traditions related to the Japanese arts transmitted
from master to disciple.

hiden (1M {~ ) Esoteric traditions passed on in the form of secret
transmissions, usually texts, that are accessible only to the initiated.

duiting (;H Ii') Opposing halls; two halls constructed as the focal
point of the main view from one to another respectively.

hiro-en (J,t ~) A wide veranda built beyond the shOji but covered
by the eaves.

F

hisashi (JJt) An aisle one bay deep added to the sides of the core
building (maya).

D

feng shui (J!ltl7,k) Chinese geomancy; literally, "wind and water."
(Djz1k~h) A compositional technique used in yamato-e
painting, in which roofs and ceilings of buildings are omitted to
show interior scenes from a bird's-eye view.

fukinuki-yatai

hojo (H;t) The abbot's quarters in a Zen monastery; usually comprising two rows of three rooms each, the center rear room containing an alter, and the corner room adjacent to it used as the
abbot's private study.

jUryu (J!ltlifrE) An aesthetic ideal that refers to the refined manners of
an urbane person and all things regarded as elegant, tasteful or artistic;
also used in reference to the more ostentatious beauty seen in popular arts.

hu zhongyou hu (i~EY"fjiM) An ideal of yuanlingarden composition;
literally, "lake within a lake."
huating (;jEff) A banquet hall; the main hall of a Chinese ting yuan
or yuanlin garden.

G

gankoke! ()jjIi 'Irfr,~) A Japanese architectural arrangement of buildings
or wings in a zigzag, or stepped, pattern; literally,"geese-in-flightform."

I
iki (¥i Urbane chic with undertones of sensuality; an aesthetic ideal
which developed with Edo-period popular culture.
L

)

gedan ( f

~)

A room in a feudal reception hall with a floor level
lower than the adjoining chudan and jodan; the seating area, during audiences, for persons oflower rank.

H
haengnagmadang ('IT li~L@) A "white" garden, with no vegetation,
located in front of the haengnagch'ae servant's quarters in a tra-

ilmin (~,ER;) Hermit scholars who were highly respected in Chosen
Korean society for renouncing the mundane world and any chance
of one day returning to it.
irikawa (A1l!ij) An enclosed veranda with tatami-mat flooring.

ditional Korean residence. Used as a work space.

haengnagch'ae ('Iy})lj\tJ!!) A long, narrow building of a traditional Korean
residence used to accommodate lesser family members and servants.
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iwakura (!l!ti'E) Boulders believed to be inhabited by kami; or divine
spirit.
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J
jiejing, (ff\':ljl;) Generic term for borrowed scenery in Chinese yuanlin garden making of which there are four types: yuanjie (Ji:!Jl:), or
"scenery in the distance"; linjie (1~:lJl;), or "scenery nearby"; yangjie
(f4J:!Jl:), or "scenery above"; and fujie ({1ffjrt), or "scenery below."
jin (:i!) A single family unit, i.e., hall/courtyard and two woshi, in
traditional residential architecture of eastern central China.

jodan (l:.¥)t)

A room in a feudal reception hall with a floor level
higher than the adjoining chudan and gedan; used by the highestranking person(s) at audiences. Also features a tokonoma, chigaidana, tsukeshoin, and, in many cases, coved and coffered ceilings.

lodo 041-1:) The term used to describe the Western Paradise of the
Buddha Amida; literally, "Pure Land."

jodohenso (~'±~1n) Paintings that serve as visual "transformations"

neckline, and hem of the many layers of robes worn by court ladies
during the Heian period.

kata (il;'!) A definitive form or style.
ke (~) The private, everyday quarters in residences of the late Heian
through the Kamakura and Muromachi periods, usually located on
the north side of the building; as opposed to hare.
keju (f'j.:if;) A system of civil service examinations established during
the Tang dynasty, which served as the means ofselection ofthe nation's
officials until 1904.
ken (ru1) Bay or span between pillars.

kicho (JLiIJ.lO A free-standing textile screen with a T-shaped frame,
used in shinden-zukuri residences, a standard 3 or 4 shaku (90 or
120 centimeters; 3 or 4 feet) in height.

of Western Paradise as described in sutras.

joza (U40 A privileged seat in the jodan during audiences in feudal
Japan, as opposed to chuza (middle-ranking seat) or geza (lowerranking seat).

koan (0~) A Zen Buddhist conundrum which frees the mind from
conceptualizing.
kolbang (fJlJJJ) A space one-half-k'an in width attached to the side
of a pang, used as a walk-in closet.

K

kabeshiro (~ft) A heavy drape hung between the moya and hisashi
in shinden-zukuri to guard against cold in winter; literally "wall
substitute."

konnobang (itJ&iJ.}) An ondol-heated room located just beyond the
taech'ong, on the side furthest from the puok. (kitchen), which has
its own furnace and is used as part of the women and children's
quarters, or as a study.

kaiyushiki-teien (1111 JIIi.;i:X: ~ IB!I) A Japanese stroll garden; literally,
"touring garden." A garden style that developed in the Edo period
composed of a series of thematically-based sub-gardens arranged
around a central pond.

koshikake machiai (HJtJHHH't) A covered bench in tea gardens where
guests wait to be called to the teahouse.

kami (1$) Shinto deities or spirit.

kuden (II 1J.;) Verbally transmitted insights or techniques about any of
the traditional Japanese arts.

k'an (rH1) A square measure each side ofwhich is equal to the width
of the span between columns, which varies in length from 1.8 meters
(6 feet) to 2.8 meters (10 feet). It is the basic unit of measure used
in traditional Korean dwellings.

kumo-gasumi (~I&) A compositional technique used in yamato-e
painting, in which mist and clouds are used to separate different
scenes on a single picture plane.

Kano-ha

(1~!jfh*)

The Kano school of painting, founded by Kano
Masanobu (1434-1530). The principal school of academic court
painters for over 400 years in Japan.

kansho niwa (ffJ! jt &f) Contemplation garden. A garden form that
developed during the Japanese medieval period; this was not physically entered, but was viewed from an adjacent room or veranda.

kasaneirome (:PlI~ Fl) The color combinations shown at the sleeves,

kyakuden (?s:I1.J!:) A room or hall for receiving guests in warrior and
temple residences of the Japanese medieval period.
M

ma (ro~) An interval in time or space; a void that by its very absence
(whether of sound or of form) asserts its existence, adding to the
articulation of the overall space.
madang (~) Generic term for inner gardens, usually bare of vegetation, in a traditional Korean residence.
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o

mairado (tf r~ j i ) A sliding wooden door faced with thin, closely
spaced wooden strips. This was installed in early shoin-zukuri
architecture as a set of two wooden doors and one paper screen
(akarishoji) per bay that slid horizontally in a three-track gutter.

ochi-en (Wf~) A veranda built outside and one step lower than the
main floor or broad veranda.

manabi (if: U') Learning, which includes simulation and modeling
after.

ondol (iful.~) The traditional Korean system of floor heating, which
utilizes the heat of smoke from an enclosed furnace forced through
flues located beneath the floor to a chimney at the other end of the
room or rooms.

maru (1*t~) Rooms in a traditional Korean dwelling which have
wooden floors and are completely open to the elements on at least
one side.
men (riIi) Side of the moya to which hisashi is attached.
miegakure (I,i 7~ II~\ n) A method of garden composition employing
a variety of techniques to fully or partially obscure buildings and garden scenes, hiding and revealing them in turn as the viewer moves
through the space; literally, "reveal-and-hide."
misu (fA'IJ~) A roll-up blind of finely split bamboo stems connected by thread.

oriage-gOtenji5 (1li Hn~* +1:) A ceiling in which the central portion
is raised higher than the surrounding flat area through the use of
curved timbers. A decorative feature of the shoin-zukuri jodan
zashiki.
oshi-ita (11[11&) An early form of the tokonoma alcove, of shallow
depth and with a thick, single plank floorboard.
p

pang (M) Food preparation area or kitchen in a traditional Korean
dwelling.
puo]: (~Iii.)

miyabi (~U') Refined beauty, elegance; an aesthetic ideal associated with the Heian court.
mono no aware (!jjJ.J 1]) ~ n) An aesthetic ideal that relates to the capacity to be emotionally moved by "things"; a heightened sensitivity to
the ephemeral beauty embodied in nature and human life,thus tinged
with an element of sadness.
moya (F:j:)"f{) The core or central portion of a building.
munewakedo (t'1b}~tFi) An interior partition constructed directly
below the roof ridge in shinden-zukuri residences.
myongdang U~j Xt) Choice land or sites as defined by the standards
of Korean geomancy.
N

nijiriguchi (~~JI I) The low sliding-door entrance to the teahouse.
nobi (lj!Zfl\!) The fourth of five classes of Choson Korean society,
which were the slaves of the state administration and of wealthier
families. (At the beginning of the Chosen dynasty, since slavery
was hereditary, nearly half the population was slaves.)
numaru (~1*~) A specialreception room in the sarangch'aemaster's
quarters in a traditional Korean residence, the floor level of which
is raised approximately 40 centimeters (15.75 inches) above that of
the other rooms in the dwelling, to enjoy the benefit of the view.
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Enclosed rooms with floor heating in a traditional
Korean dwelling.

p'ungsu (J!lll.;)<) Korean geomancy; a system of principles which
defines favorable and unfavorable land characteristics, based on
ancient Chinese theories of yin and yang and the five basic elements.
pyoldang (~lj ''it) A sanctuary-like annex of a traditional Korean residence, where the master of the household spent time reading in
private.
pyolso (J.jlj!l'.I:) Environments created by Korean ilmin hermit scholars
who lived in the mountains and forests, through the construction
of belvederes, halls and pavilions amid valleys, waterfalls, springs, and
hills.
R

raji (lll\::lt!1,) A tea garden; originallythe path (and its surrounds) leading
to the teahouse; literally "dewy ground."
rokaku (~tm) Multistoried pavilions, often constructed over the
corners of the side corridors in Hoodo-style temple architecture.
5

sabi (;J!:i) An aesthetic ideal related to tea culture; appreciation of
the patina of use and age.
sadangch'ae (mu] 'y~ tm ) An ancestral shrine located in an elevated
area at the northern end of the compound of a traditional Korean
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residence, facing south and overlooking the other buildings. It is
dedicated to the four previous generations of ancestors.

Sakuteiki ({lMlid) (Notes on garden making), an eleventh century
Japanese gardening text attributed to Tachibana no Toshitsuna, the
son of a Fujiwara nobleman and renowned garden maker.
sangmin ('lit R:) The third of five classes of Chosen Korean society,
which included traders, artisans, farming families that tilled the
fields administered by the yangban, and others. These were the
common people who made up the vast majority of the population.
sanzonseki (-' J/,jl:E) A triangular arrangement of three stones representing a Buddhist trinity; literally, "Buddhist triad rocks."
sarang madang (i'flii~M) A "white" garden, with little or no vegetation, located in front of the sarangch'ae master's quarters in a traditional Korean residence.
sarangbang (~J~~ fjj)
sarangch'ae.

An ondol-heated, enclosed room within the

sarangch'ae (1i'nmtm) The wing or building of a traditional Korean
residence used by the master of the house as his private quarters
and for receiving guests.
seiden (lEIJ!!>:) Another term for the main hall of a shinden-zukuri
residence. See shinden.
shaichang (lJptj;iJh) An enclosed area of a traditional Chinese residence
containing the laundry area, clotheslines, well, and frequently vegetable gardens, livestock pens, and toilet; literally, "drying area."
shakkei ({I'fJ;t) Borrowed scenery; a garden-making method in which
a feature of a distant view is incorporated into the garden as an
integral element. The garden site proper comprises the foreground,
and the distant feature the background. The middle ground is
composed to frame the "borrowed" feature, which foreshortens the
distant view and draws it into the garden, extending the perceived
scale of the garden far beyond the boundaries of the site.
shaku (R) A traditional Japanese unit of measurement; one shaku
being marginally less that one foot, or .28 meters.
shanshui (Llvf() Chinese term for landscape; literally, "mountains and
water."
shinden (:1-\1: IJ!!>: ) The central hall, or main structure of a shindenzukuri residence, in which the master resided.

shinden-zukuri (U,jf1Jl&:iIT ~) A style of aristocratic residence that developed in the Heian period. In its unabbreviated form, consists of a
central hall (shinden) surrounded by annexes (tainoya) on the north,
east, and west sides which are interconnected by covered walkways,
and faces a garden to the south.

Shinto (fIIlj1'f) Japanese indigenous animistic religion.
shiroroji (~-i Jfil:t1/J.) A garden form composed purely of coarse white
sand which developed in Zen temples during the Japanese medieval
period.
shitomido (f,II[l) Latticed shutters backed with wooden panels that
swing outward and upward on a horizontal pivotal axis set between
the outer row of pillars in shinden-zukuri architecture.
shoheiga (1,"~J}jflilii) Screen and wall paintings, used in architectural
decoration, executed on walls, ceilings, pillars, and fusuma sliding
screens.
shoin-zukuri (;!H;G€ ~) A style of residential architecture that developed during the Kamakura and Muromachi periods, used in warrior
residences and Zen temple abbot's quarters. It is divided into rooms
with fixed walls and sliding doors, has tatami-mat flooring and square
posts. In its most elaborate form it is decorated with a tokonoma alcove,
chigaidana staggered shelves, a tsukeshoin built-in desk, coved and
coffered ceilings, and a jodan raised-floor area.
shufang(r!})j}) A study; one ofthe halls in a Chinese tingyuangarden.
siheyuan (ULI f\' 1>Ji;) The style of traditional residential architecture
typical of Beijing; composed of four halls facing a central courtyard.
simianting (ULJ HIT I'{) A type of huating hall comprised of an open
interior space surrounded by latticework doors and open walkways
on all four sides; literally, "four-sided hall."
soan (~i;'LII'ffi) A tiny, rustic teahouse as used in the wabi form of tea
ceremony in the early Momoyama period; literally a "thatched hut."
s6kkasan (fi {bi til) Rocks which are displayed singly or in simple
arrangements in Korean rear gardens or outer gardens; literally,
"pseudo-rock mountains."
s6w6n (';!j:~fc) Schools for the children of the yangban scholars, which
constituted a kind of national education system in Chosen Korea.
suki (1;ktf) An Edo-period aesthetic ideal referring to artistic taste
and connoisseurship.
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sukiro (~JJl~) Roofed, open-structure corridors forming the passageways between buildings in a shinden-zukuri residence.

torii C~ Ir'T ) A gatelike structure marking the threshold of a sacred
(Shinto) space.

sukiya (k)(&f Ft) A large tearoom (hiroma); or a building in the sukiya
style.

tsuboniwa (t'jZ JJr ) A small garden enclosed by buildings, corridors, or
walls in shinden-zukuri, temple and machiya (townhouse) Japanese
architecture.

sukiya-zukuri ('i&~~;§; I)) An architectural style that blends elements
of the formal shoin style and rustic soan teahouse, characteristics of
which include columns with unbeveled corners (menkawabashira),
earthen walls (tsuchikabe), and understated, delicate decoration.

tsukeshoin (H ~tili: ~J1:) A built-in desk alcove; one of the definitive
decorative features of a shoin-zukuri reception room.

T
taech'ong Ck f)')

tsukubai (~Wi'i ) A stone water basin used for ritual rinsing of the
hands and mouth in the tea garden; also refers to an arrangement
of stones, including the water basin.

The central living room in a traditional Korean
dwelling. The northern side is enclosed by two sliding wooden doors,
but the southern side is completely open to the elements. (The
taech'ong within the anch'ae family living quarters is distinct from
the taech'6ngwithin the sarangch'ae master's quarters, and is thus
referred to as the andaech'6ng).

tsumado C~, P) Swinging paneled doors, usually paired, placed at
the four corners of a shinden-zukuri building.

tang ('!it) The central living room in traditional Chinese dwellings.

twitmadang (fitJJr) The rear garden, which lies to the north of the
anch'ae in a traditional Korean residence on a southern slope, or as
the uppermost of a series of terraces. This was a private space used
mainly by women and children. It features grass and shrubs as well
as fruit trees and is surrounded by a wall that traces the natural
contours of the land.

tatami (-i'J:) Rectangular straw mats covered in woven rush laid sideby-side as flooring in Japanese-stylerooms; slightlylessthan one by two
meters in size (although dimensions vary regionally); the size of a room
is generally indicated by the number of tatami mats it accommodates.

W
wabi (h [1") An aesthetic ideal related to the way of tea; utter simplicity, or the appreciation of a higher beauty amid apparent lack of
beauty.

tianjing C:k Ji') A deep narrow courtyard typical of traditional
dwellings in eastern central China; literally, "skywell."

woshi OR) Private, sleeping quarters in traditional Chinese dwellings.

tainoya (;tJFr1) An annex of a shinden-zukuri residence built to the
north, east or west of the central main hall (shinden).

ting Oft) Generic term meaning"courtyard" in Chinese.
ting yuan (BtIl7'G) A small, walled landscape garden built adjacent to,
but separated from, the living area of a traditional Chinese residence;
contains one or two halls and garden scenes composed to be contemplated from inside these halls. Unlike Japanese contemplation
gardens, however, the garden is walked through to enter these halls.
t'oetmaru (M1;jzt~) A space one-half-k'an in width attached to the
side of a pang, which serves as a corridor.

u*

tokonoma
0) rJJ) An ornamental alcove in a Japanese zashiki with
a raised floor and lowered lintel, used to display a hanging scroll or
flowers.
tongsan Of!: III) Artificial hills sometimes featured in Korean rear
gardens or outer gardens, which are formed as gentle, grass-covered slopes.

woyou (~Alrt) "Travel by imagination"; derived from stories-possibly
apocryphal-told about the painter Zong Bing (373/75-443), who
was known for wandering through the countryside and so enjoying
the scenery that he sometimes forgot to return home. It is said that
when he was old, infirm, and bedridden, he was able to paint landscapes on his walls from memories of his wanderings.
y

yamato-e (kfa *ii) An indigenous style of painting which depicted
Japanese scenes mostly on doors and screens in the late Heian and
early Kamakura periods.

yangban (1Jfij]1f.) The highest of five classes of Choson Korean society, this includes scholar/civil officials, military officials (whose status
was lower than that of scholar/civil officials), and the descendents
of each.
yin-di zhi-xuan ([Z;I j:{fj 1M g) A principle of Chinese yuanlin garden
making; literally, "follow the natural lay of the land."

Clossary

yo (tirt) Form or shape; a definitive style; appearance, air or state.

yokuro ($l)rt~) A roofed corridor that extends from the side of a main
hall; literally, "wing corridors."
yuanlin (1Ji\1 *-t) A small landscape park composed of multiple scenes
designed for viewing both from inside the various buildings and
while strolling along the paths linking these buildings.
Yuan ye (IBlJ it!) A Ming-dynasty Chinese gardening text (Craft of
gardens) written by Ii Cheng, a renowned garden maker, poet, and
painter of the Jiangnan region.
yuan zhong you yuan (ItIl' ~'1Ji\1) An ideal of yuanlin garden composition; literally, "garden within a garden."
yuanzi (1lj'fT) The central courtyard of a residential quadrangle
(siheyuan) typical of Beijing.

yiigen (~~) Mystery and depth; the leading aesthetic ideal of the
Japanese middle ages concerned with the true nature hidden behind
the illusory aspects of the world.

Z
zansan josui U~ LlJ Jl!U ;]() A compositional style of ink-wash landscape painting in which large areas of unarticulated space suggest
mountains and water receding into the "mist" between landscape
scenes.

zashiki (i'E 'lit) A reception room with tatami-mat flooring which
developed in the Japanese medieval period with shoin-zukuri.
zazen (JM1Ji!) Seated meditation practiced in Zen Buddhism.
zesho (iIiX~) Thin curtains hung behind misu blinds from rods that
fit between the pillars in shinden-zukuri residences.
zhuan (~\Ii) Fired brick; used both for load-bearing and curtain wall
construction and courtyard flooring along with tamped earth and
adobe bricks in traditional Chinese residential architecture.
zutang (*~ 'lit) Ancestral room; the most formally decorated room
in a traditional Chinese dwelling, where ancestors are worshipped.
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Daitokuji: Daisen'in 37, Figures 18.1-18.3,43; Keto-in 41, Figure
22.3; Koho-an 71, Figures 44.1-44.6,74,80

Daichiji 22, Figure 11

buke. See warrior residences.

design process viii, 22, 24, 25

Byodo-in 13, Figure 7.2,80

dry landscape (kare sansui) 22,27,40,68, Figure 43.4

duiting (opposing buildings, or dui-ge) 110, ]]2, Figure 72.3
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E
Edo 78

huating 80, 103-104, 106, Figures 66, 67.1-67.2, 68.2-68.3, 110-112,
116,118-119

elitist symbols, gardens as 104, 106, 108, 119-120, 124, 182

Huizhou popular dwellings (minju) 83-85, Figures 51-57, 90-91,
93,98-100,103,127

essence, portraying/expressing 13, 17, 19,24,25,34,62, 120
F

feng shui. See geomancy.
feudal society, Japanese 34, 49,74-76; Chinese 119, 127; Korean
134-136

I
ideals of Chinese garden design 107, 109

illusion, of depth 28; spatial27

ilmin hermit scholars. See Confucian scholars and retreats.

filial piety 93, 127

Imperial gardens 106-107

fishing pavilion (tsuridono) 10, 34

intrinsic quality 17

Forbidden City. See palaces.

islands: in Japanese gardens 9-10,16, Figure 9.2,17, Figure 10.3, 22,
26-28,40,41,55,68; in Chinese gardens 80,107; in Korean outer
gardens 173, 178

furnishings/furniture, 29, 61, 84 Figure 50.2,93, Figures 61.1-61.3,
99, 147, 150, 153, 158-159

fiiryu 67,78

iwakura 3, Figure 2.1

G
garden stream 17, 19 Figure 10.4, 26, Figure 13, 27, 29, 37, 55

J
Ii Cheng 108

garden-making approaches, defining 131-132, 16Q--161, 163, 166, 184

jodanzashiki, arrangement of 49; decorative styleof, Figure 30,52, 55

"geese-in-flight" form (gankokei) 11, 13, Figures 6,8,68, Figures 42,
43.1,71, Figure 44.5

Ioeiji 43, Figures 25.1-25.2

geomancy, and taboos 19; Chinese ([engshui) 111, 133, 179, 182;
Korean (p'ungsu) 132-134, Figures 84.1-84.2, 139, 149, 164, 179

K

kasaneirome 29
Katsura Rikyu Figures 9.2,41.1-41.4,74, 178

H

ke (informal) space 34, Figure 17, 43, 53, 55, 58

haengnagch'ae (servant's quarters) 139, Figures 89.1-89.2,173, Figures
115.1-115.2

kitchen, chufang98-99, 100; puok 144,147-149, Figures 99-100

Hakka dwellings 93, Figures 59.1-59.6

Kiyomizudera 78, Figure 46.2

hall/courtyard units 83-84, Figures 49,51,57-58

Kobori Enshu 74,178

hare (formal) space 34, Figure 17, 38, 43, 53, 55, 58

koma (small tearoom) 66-67

Hasedera 78, Figure 46.1

koshikakemachiai (waiting bench) 61,63,74, Figure 44.6

heating, kang 84, Figure 50.1,144, Figure 94; portable 99, Figures
64.1-64.2; ondol floor 143-149, Figures 92-93,98-99,150

kumogasumi (cloud and mist) technique 29, Figure 15, 38

Heian-kyo 5-7, Figure 3.2,8-11
hierarchy, spatial representation of: in Japan 49,52,74,76; in China
91,93, 127; in Korea 134-136

kyakuden (guest hall) 34, Figures 32.1-32.2, 33.1-33.2, 53, Figures
34.1-34.2,55

hill island style 17, 22, 28, 41

L
latticework: windows and doors 104, 109, 111-112, Figures 70,72.1,
115, 118

hillside fields 19,27-29

layering and piling 116, Figures 75.1-75.2, 76, 162

hiroma (large tearoom) 67

limitlessness, creating 13, 28, 163

hojo (abbot's quarters) 34, Figures 18.2-18.3, 40, 41, 43, Figures
25.1-25.2,26.1-26.2,71,74

Lushan Figure 45.4, 112, Figure 77.1
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M
ma38

madang (inner gardens) 150, 153, 184; and Chinese courtyards 158,
160. Seealsoch'ae.
mairado sliding doors 37, Figures 19.1-19.3, 43, 55, 59-60, Figure
36.2
Mandarin Duck huating/halll 06, Figure 68.3, 111-112
Manshu-in 68, Figures 43.1-43.5,71,74,80

matou bi (horse's head wall) 85, Figure 54
Matsuo Basho 34
metaphor 14, 16

miegakure 61-63, Figures 40,41.1-41.4,66,68, Figures 42,43.2,44.6,
74-75,78,80, Figures 47.2, 115
miyabi 14, 29
mono no aware29
"modeling after" 14, 16-17,22-25, Figures 9.1-9.3
mountain locale 62, 67
multipurpose rooms 147, 150, 158-159

(Kano school screen and wall) Figure 30,52,55, Figure 35.4,58,71;
irakuchu rakugai-zu) 32, Figure 15; Chinese (import and display of)
32,49, 93; (landscape, as a prototype for gardens) 104, 106, 116,
120, Figures 78--79,122,124; (theory and gardens) 120, 122, 124, 127;
(as a didactic tool) 120,122,124; (Xie He's Six Laws [liu-fa] of)16,
18, 120. Seealso poetry and painting as one.
palaces, Japanese, (Higashisanjo) Figure 3.2,9-11, Figure 6; (Nijojo)
Figure 30, 178; Chinese (as prototypes for Heian architecture) 10,
Figure 7.1, 13; (E-fang) 107; (Forbidden City) 133, 182; Korean,
(Ch'angdokkung) 166; (Ch'ilgung) 131; (Ky6ngbok[kung]) 133,
Figure 83, 163, 166, Figure 119, 173, 182. Seealso shinden-zukuri.

pang enclosed, heated rooms 144-150, Figures 95-99,153, Figures
104-105,108.1-108.2,158
paradise, Pure Land (Western) 12-13, 78, 80; of the Taoist Immortals
107, 116, 122. Seealso utopia.
past masters 14, 17
pavements Figure 38.2, 63, Figures 41.2, 44.6, 74, 109. See also stepping-stones.
picture plane 29, 38, 41, 55, 58, 163
pilgrimage 76, 78

mundane world 62,104,125-128,160,182

Piwon (Secret Garden) 162, 166, Figures 116.1-116.3. See also rear
gardens.

myongdangland 133, 164, 182

pleasure gardens 75-76, 78, 80, 104, 106

Myoshinji: Taizo-in 37; Tokai-an 40, Figure 21, 43; Keishun'in
Figures 24.1-24.3

poetry: and gardens 14,29,120; and painting as one 122, 12. See
also painting, Chinese.

N

natural landscape: as prototype 14, 16-17,22,29,62,75,107; -style
gardens 14,80, 112
neo-Confucianism 136-137, 179. Seealso Confucian.
north garden: in Japanese feudal residences 34, Figures 18.1-18.2,
37-38, Figures 19.1-19.3, 20.1, 43, 61; and ink-wash painting techniques 37-38, Figures 20.1-20.2; and mairado fixtures 37, Figures
19.1-19.3. Seealsosouth garden.

numaru (special reception room) 139, Figures 88.1-88.2, 153, 158,
164, Figures 110.1-110.2,112.1-112.3

o

ponds: in Japanese gardens 9-10,13,14,16,17, Figures 10.2-10.3,
22-27, Figure 12-13, 40, 43, 55, 75, 80; and lakes in Chinese gardens 106, 107, 109-110, 115-116, Figure 74.2; in Korean outer
gardens 160, 163, 166, Figure 113.3,173, Figures 115-120,178,185
prospect 133; as a garden-making approach 162-164, Figure 110.3,
166, Figures 111.5, 112.3, 184. Seealsovista.

p'ungsu. See geomancy.
Pure Land: Buddhism 12; villa-temples 13 Figure 7.2; temple precinct
gardens 74, 76, 78, Figures 46.1-46.2

pyoldang (annex sanctuary) 160, Figure 109,173, Figure 117
pyolso (Confucian scholars' retreats) 164, 178-179, Figures 121.1121.6,182,185

ocean style 9, 17, Figure 10.2, 22, 23, Figure 12, 40
Onjoji Kojo-in 34, 53, Figures 33.1-33.2,34.1-34.2,55

Q
quarried-stone embankments 166, 173, Figures 116-119,178,185

outer gardens 160, 162-163, 173, Figures 115-119,178,184-185
p

R
rapids 19, Figure 18.1, 37

painting, Japanese (yamato-e) 29, 38; (ink-wash) 37-38, Figure 20.2;

rear gardens: in yangban estates (twitmadang) 131, 134, 137, 139,
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143, 149, 150, 153, Figure 108.3, 158, 166, Figures 111.1-111.3,
113.1-113.4, 178, 184; in Imperial residences 162, 166, Figures 114.1114.3. Seealso Piw6n.
retirement. See seclusion.
Rikyu, See Sen no Rikyu.

rocks, fantastic/strange/unusual, as garden features 103, 109, Ill,
112, Figures 72.2-72.3,73.1,116, Figures 75-76,131,162; table 93,
98, 102. Seealso stones.

43, 53, Figures 32-34, 55, 59, 93; mature, 49, Figure 30, 52, 55,
Figure 35.1; gardens. Seesouth garden in warrior residences.

shufang (study) 103-104,106, Figures 67.3,68.1,119,132
siheyuan residential quadrangles 83-85, Figure 49, 90-91, Figures
58.1-58.2,93,98, Figures 62.1-62.2,100, Figure 66,127
simianting (four-sided hall) 111, Figures 70, 72
single-family dwellings 100

rural settings, as garden ideals 122; features of Korean dwellings
in 145, 149-150, Figures 100, 102.2, 103.1. Seealso urban settings.

site: conditions, adapting to 10-13, 19,25,27-28,32,34,49, 118,
149; selection and excavation of 109,110,162,182,184; layout of
buildings on the 134, 149, 162-164; characteristics, favorable. See
also geomancy, myongdangland.

Ryoanji 41, Figure 22.1, 43, Figure 26.1-26.2

skylights 85 99, Figure 63.1

roji 61-63, Figure 38-40,66-68, Figures 43.5, 44.1, 74, 80

soan (thatched, rustic tearoom) 62,66,68
S

Sakuteiki 4; garden requirements in 8-9; influences on later gardens 38, 41, 61, 62, 66, 75; on addressing spatial constraints 25-28;
on setting stones 3, 19,22; on trees and shrubs 19,22; overall principles in 13-14, 16-17; six compositional elements and 17, 19;
and stylized forms (yo) 22-25; and Xie He's Six Laws of painting
16-17

sarangch'ae (master's quarters) 137, 139, Figures 88.1-88.2,144,147,
150

social status, architectural representations of 134-13 7
Soswaew6n 179, Figures 121.1-121.6,185
south garden: in shinden-zukuri 8-9, Figure 5,25-29; white sand,
17, Figure 10.5, 25; simplification of 38; in feudal Zen temples
40-41,43, Figures 21-26,29.1; in warrior residences 43, Figures
27,28.1-28.2,29.2,49, Figures 34.1-34.2,55, Figures 35.1-35.5. See
alsonorth garden.

sowon schools 143, 179

scale5, 9,13,24,27,32,55,93,106,109,116,133,161; human 13, 116,
120; perceived 41; reduction of 6, 12-13,34, 161, 120

sukiya-zukuri 67-68,74

scenic space cells 115, Figures 73.1-73.2, 74.1-74.2

stepping-stones 63, Figure 39,68, Figure 43.5,74,76. Seealso pavements.

screen and curves 112, 115-116, Figures 73.1-73.2, 74.1-74.2, 162
seascape and seashore scenes 17,24, Figure 12,173
seclusion (retirement): in China 123-128, 182, 184; gardens as
an expression of179; in Korea 179, 182, 184-185
secret teachings/transmissions (hiden) 25, 43. See also transmitted
traditions.
Sen no Rikyu 34, 62, 66-68

shinden-zukuri: architecture 7-8, Figure 4.1-4.2,10-11, 13,29,37;
gardens Figure 5,9,13-14,25-29; vestiges of, in medieval architecture 32, Figures 15-16, 34, 43. Seealso palaces, Japanese.
shin-gyo-so 68

stones: as the structural elements of gardens 22-23, 27; as garden
features 3, 14, 17, 19,22,24,27-28,41,43, 110, 162, 166, 173;
sokkasan 162,173. Seealso rocks.
storage, space 93,139,143,147,148,158; rotational158
stroll gardens, Japanese kaiyUshiki teien 61, 66, 74-76, Figures 45.145.5,78,80, Ill; Chinese yuanlin 112,116,132; Korean rear gardens 162, 166, Figure 47.2
stylized forms (yo) 22-26,49
sub-gardens 68, Figures 43.1-43.5,75 Figures 45.1-45.5
symmetry: as prototype 10-] 1; abandonment of 10-11, 13,34;
in Korean outer gardens 173. Seealsoasymmetry.

Shinto 3

shitomido shutters 29, 34, 37, 43, Figures 32.1, 33.1, 55, 58-60,
Figure 36.1
Shodenji 41, Figure 22.2

shoinlsukiyalsoan structures 68, Figures 42-44,74,75
shoin-zukuri: architecture 32; transitional 32, Figures 16-17, 34,

T
Tachibana no Toshitsuna 4,9,14,17,30

taech'ong (central living room) 137, Figures 87.1-87.2, 139, 145,
149,150,153, Figures 106-108,158, ]64, 184
tang (central living room) 84-85,91,93,96, Figures 60-61, 98, 100,
102, 158, 160
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Taoism, and painting theory 120,123-124,128; and seclusion in
nature 125-127; and gardens 124, 127-128, 182

tatami-mat flooring 32,59
tea ceremony. See chanoyu.
tearoom (teahouse) 61-63, Figures 38.1,41.1,41.4,66-68,71, Figures
44.1,44.5,74-75
Tenryuji Figures 28.1-28.2,49

terraces 40, 109, Ill; stepped 134, 139, 166, Figures 111.1, 114.1
themes, in Japanese gardens 14, 37, 62, 75-76, Figures 45.1-45.5;
in Chinese gardens 112, 116
threshold, interior/exterior 58-60

tianjing. See courtyards.
ting. Seecourtyards.
tingyuan 100, 103-104, Figures 66-68, 106, 118, 120, 124, 128, 132
T6ji Kanchi-in 53, Figures 32.1-32.2,55

views, static and seated, 25, 27, 37, 43, Figure 23,52,55,60,61, 116,
164; unidirectional and frontally composed 25-29, 43, Figure 27,
49, 52,61,78; panoramic 29, 37-38, 58, 153, 163-164; parallel
52-53, Figure 31.2; framed or cropped 37, Figure 19.1, 41, 59,158,
163; kinetic and ambulatory 66, 67; foreshortened 41, 55, 58;
obscured or blocked 61,66,68,71,74,75; sequential 61; mutual
and intersecting Figures 71,72.3,110-112,116,162
vista 66, 110, 112, 123, 163. Seealso prospect.

W
wabi66,67
walkways, covered 109, 111-112, Figure 73.2, 115; open III
walls, retaining or surrounding 83, 85, Figure 54, 90, 96, 98-100,
103, Figure 67.1, 106, 118, 139, 143, 149-150, Figures 103.1-103.2;
garden 109-110, 131, 162-164
warrior residences (buke) Figures 15-16, 43,55. See also south garden, in warrior residences.

tokonoma alcove 32, 93,158-159

waterfalls 3,17,19, Figure 10.6, 22, 23, Figure 18.1, 37,55,68,109,
116, Figure 81, 169, 179

Tokugawa shogunate 67, 74-76

West Lake Figures 45.1,45.3,107, Figure 74.2,116

topography, and site excavation 110, 133, 161, 182; of cities and
towns 132-133, 182; and site selection 134, 162

woshi private/sleepingquarters 84, 85, Figure 50.1-50.2,91,93, 100, 158
woyou (travel by imagination) 122-124, 127-128

torii gate 3, Figure 1
transmitted traditions (densho) 24-25,26. Seealsosecret teachings.
trees and shrubs, as structural elements 22, Figure 11, 41, Figure 22.3;
restricted planting of 27; as screening devices in miegakure 61,
Figures 41.1-41.4,43.2,68,71, Figure 44.6,75; blossoming, linked
with faith 78; in Chinese courtyards 98, Figure 62.2; in Chinese
yuanlin 110-111, 118, 120; in Korean gardens 139, 162, 166, 173.
SeealsoSakuteiki, on trees and shrubs.

tsuboniwa29, Figures 14.1-2
tsukubai (ritual washbasin) 62,63, Figure 44.1
twitmadang. See rear garden.

y
yin/yang 66,134,149, Figure 57.4

yangban estates, composition of 137, Figure 86.1-86.2, 139, 143-145,
153,160,173; and social class 134-137

yo. Seestylized forms.
Yuan ye 108-110, 116, 161, 163, 182
yuanlin 100, 103, 106-112, Figures 69,71, 115-116, Figure 76, 118,
120,122,124,127-128,132,160-164,179

yuanzi. See courtyards.
yugen 34

U

unworldly realm 122, 127-128, 160
urban settings, and yuanlin 106-108, 110; features of Korean
dwellings in 145, 149-150, Figures 101, 103.2. Seealso rural settings.
urban merchants (chOmin), and popular culture 67; pleasure "gardens" of 74-76, 78, Figures 46.1-46.2, 80
utopia, gardens as an expression of 104, 106, 108, 112. Seealso paradise.
V
vantage point, fixed 37; moving 37,75; multiple 80; high, 116
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Z
zansan josui (lingering mountains and water) technique 37-38,
Figure 20.2
Zen, Buddhism 34; sub-temple architecture 34; practice, gardens
for 40-41, 43, 78; koan 40,41; and tea 66-67, 78. See also south
gardens, in feudal Zen temples.

"The Garden As Archneeture is a rich. in-depth look at a fascinating subject: the
comparison of the origins and forms of the gardens of Japan. China and Korea.
A must-read for anyone interested in this profound and remarkable cultural
phenomenon. The illustrations. plans. and photographs are illuminating."
- Pe te r Walker
Landscape Architect

